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Abstract

In the mid-twentieth century, robots began to swim in the oceans, lakes, rivers, and wa-

terways of the world. Over the seventy years that have passed since then, autonomous

underwater vehicles (AUVS) have slowly been evolving, becoming smaller, more intel-

ligent, and more capable. As they have begun to be deployed in a wider variety of

locations and for increasingly complex purposes, excitement over the idea of a collabo-

rative AUV (co-AUV) has begun to grow, with the continued development of the field.

Now we stand upon the cusp of a revolution in the world of underwater work. Thou-

sands of divers the world over could be aided in their work by a co-AUV in the coming

years, helping humans to better understand and protect the critical water resources of

our planet. However, for this dream to come to fruition, these co-AUVs must be capable

of natural, robust communication, rich and accurate perception of their human partners

and adaptive operation in an ever-changing environment. Though researchers have been

making steps toward this goal, this thesis marks a new stage in the development of the

co-AUV.

In the following chapters, we present three novel methods of communication, two

state-of-the-art perception capabilities, a new capability for diver approach, a new

methodology for gestural AUV control, a modular software ecosystem for UHRI, and an

adaptive communication controller. Additionally, seven human studies evaluating these

systems are presented, five of which were conducted in underwater environments with

an unprecedented number of participants. The communication methods presented in

Part I are a new direction for the field, emphasizing non-text communication which is

easily perceived at a distance, natural and intuitive design over information complexity,

and introducing new vectors of communication using motion and sound that have not

been previously studied underwater. The perception methods of Part II are more tradi-

tional, but push the boundaries of previously developed capabilities in numerous ways:

developing a new capability in terms of diver motion prediction, creating a method for

estimating the relative distance to a diver using only monocular vision, and creating

reconfigurable and dynamic gestural control in a way that has not previously been at-

tempted for AUVs. The capstone of the thesis in Part III is the PROTEUS underwater
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HRI software system, which could serve as a foundation for a great deal of future re-

search, as well as the first adaptive communication system for AUVs, ACVS. ACVS uses

the perception capabilities presented in Part II to determine which of the communication

vectors introduced in Part I should be utilized given the context of an interaction, with

all of the components implemented within the PROTEUS framework.

The research contained in this thesis is highly multidisciplinary, encompassing in-

teraction design, software development, hardware fabrication, the design and adminis-

tration of human studies, quantitative and qualitative analysis of study results, deep

learning system design, training and deployment of neural networks, robot design, and

general robotics development. The results of these investigations into UHRI reveal an

exciting potential for the field. Nearly every method presented in this thesis has achieved

sufficient success in testing to indicate that it could be effectively applied in field envi-

ronments, especially given some further development. The dream of co-AUVs helping

divers in their work is already beginning to come to life, and the algorithms and systems

presented in this document have brought us ever closer to that goal. The work that is

done by divers is critical for human society and the health of our planet’s ecosystems

and the aid that collaborative AUVs could render in these environments is invaluable,

greatly increasing diver safety and task success rates. This thesis provides novel commu-

nication methods, a new state of the art in diver perception, an adaptive communication

system, and a software architecture that ties them all together, improving the flexibility

and robustness of underwater human-robot interaction and providing a basis for further

development along these exciting avenues.
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Introduction

In the seventy years since autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) began to swim in

the depths of the ocean, scientists and engineers have been working to improve their

capabilities, affordability, and reliability. Due to their tireless efforts and advancements

such as improvements in battery technology and the miniaturization of computing hard-

ware, AUVs have evolved into a wide variety of shapes, sizes, and specializations. Small,

human-portable AUVs which work alongside human divers are one such variety. While

their deployment in real-world work is rare today, the time is not far off in which these

AUVs will help divers to inspect and repair underwater infrastructure, conduct biolog-

ical surveys and sample collections, complete water quality and safety inspections, and

much more. A diver assisted by an AUV could potentially achieve far more than they

could on their own, provided that the AUV can easily be collaborated with underwater,

in real time. By taking advantage of the robot’s superior sensing capabilities (sonar,

for example), higher swimming speeds, longer endurance, and relative disposablity, the

diver can task dangerous, difficult, and time-consuming tasks to the robot, allowing

them to use their time more effectively. Such collaborative AUVs will be invaluable

partners to divers, improving diver safety, efficiency, and precision – provided they can

work together with humans.

To work collaboratively, a robot and a human must be able to communicate with one

another, understand each other’s position, movements, and actions, operate in relation

to one another, and adapt to new tasks, environments, and partners. These capabili-

ties are no less important than the other abilities an AUV needs for underwater work:

general perception, localization, motion planning, manipulation, etc. In fact, interac-

tion can sometimes help to bridge gaps in those abilities. For example, a robot can

follow a human instead of navigating through a map and a human can direct a robot

1
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to objects of interest that it cannot easily perceive. However, unlike the non-interaction

capabilities of an AUV, underwater human-robot interaction/collaboration (HRI/HRC)

is a severely under-researched topic. This is due in no small part to the inherent diffi-

culties of underwater interaction: wireless radio communications are heavily attenuated,

production of human-comprehensible sound is difficult, and visual means of communi-

cation are limited by water quality (which is highly variable). Additionally, access to

AUVs suited to collaborative work with humans is limited by high prices and a lack of

mass-production/open source designs of AUVs. This second barrier is beginning to fade,

as the availability of AUVs to agencies and individuals with lower funding is rapidly

increasing. As this shift continues, the number of AUVs deployed alongside divers will

increase, further underscoring the need for robust methods of interaction supporting

collaborative work.

Research on AUV-diver HRI until the present day has laid a basis for our effort

to enable underwater human-robot collaborative work through interaction. This work

can largely be summarized by following two main threads of research: the efforts of the

Mobile Robotics Lab at McGill University [1, 4–6] and its graduates [7], and the work

of European researchers associated with the CADDY project [8]. These research groups

each introduced an important, HRI-capable AUV (Aqua [1] and BUDDY [9]), utilized

hand gestures for human-to-robot communication [2, 10, 11] and digital displays [1, 8]

for robot-to-human communication, made use of diver relative positioning [12–14], and

operated in an imperative command structure between robot and diver. While the

world of AUV research extends far beyond this, and there are researchers outside of

these two research genealogies [15] with disparate approaches [16,17], this is the general

form of AUV/diver interaction. This interaction paradigm has become the standard for

underwater HRI. It has allowed the development of AUV capabilities and provided a

useful base for the further development of collaborative AUVs. However, this interac-

tion paradigm cannot be adapted to the context of interaction (water clarity/visibility,

interactant distance, etc.) and thus leads to an operational mode that is far too rigid

and inflexible for actual underwater work.

In the current state of underwater human-robot interaction (UHRI), interactions be-

tween a robot and a diver consist of hand gestures from the diver answered by a response
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on the AUV’s integrated display. This limits the effective range of communication be-

tween the two, allowing little to no flexibility in the environments and contexts of their

interactions. Additionally, methods for the perception of humans are plagued by low

accuracy, poor temporal reliability, and minimal information returned (typically only a

2-D bounding box location), making further inference of diver position, attention, and

action difficult. This leads to a status quo for UHRI where divers are limited to starting

and stopping pre-programmed missions by gesture or direct control, where all interaction

must occur within a very small range of the AUV. In Parts I and II of this thesis, we

will address the dearth of robot-to-human communication options and insufficient diver

perception capabilities. These problems can all be considered “first-order” HRI research,

required to perform research on topics of greater complexity such as achieving effective

collaboration through communication, dialogue management, object referencing and dis-

ambiguation, etc. Having addressed these issues, in Part III we present a multi-modal

communication system for AUVs which dynamically chooses the appropriate method to

communicate with a diver, one of the first pieces of “second-order” UHRI research.

Document Organization

Background

Prior to the description of the novel research contained in this thesis, some background is

provided, explaining the robot platforms and environments used in the research covered

later. An overview of human-robot interaction is also provided with commentary on

research outcomes and methodologies, to further demonstrate the ways in which our

research advances upon existing approaches.

Part I: Methods for AUV-To-Human Communication

Part I of this thesis is comprised of three chapters, each covering a novel method of

AUV-to-diver communication. Firstly, Chapter 2 introduces Robot Communication Via

Motion (RCVM), along with three studies exploring the viability of RCVM for use un-

derwater. RCVM is similar to human body language or gestural communication, moving

the entirety of the robot to represent phrases or ideas. Chapter 3 discusses light-based
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communication for AUVs, beginning with several systems designed as comparison points

for RCVM, and culminating in the HREye, a device for communicating with emitted

light. HREyes are circular light arrays that can be used to communicate phrases or

ideas (like RCVM) but can also be used to mimic eyes, providing gaze cue information.

Gaze indication has not previously been studied for AUVs, but Chapter 3 provides a

human study of the use of HREye both as an active communication device and for in-

dicating gaze direction. Lastly, Chapter 4 introduces SIREN, a device for sound-based

communication. While RCVM and HREye greatly expand the range of interaction for

AUVs, both literally and figuratively, both must be visually observed, making their use

in vision-deprived environments difficult. SIREN closes that gap by providing audible

communication in two forms: Text-to-speech and musical tones. Both forms of audible

communication are evaluated in a human study. The human studies in Part I, while

small, are the largest evaluations of human-robot interaction conducted in underwater

environments (Study II: 8 participants, Study IV: 14 participants, Study V: 12 par-

ticipants). Taken as a whole, the systems presented in Part I provide a robust set of

multi-modal communication methods for AUVs, expanding the options for communica-

tion as well as the contexts in which an AUV can effectively communicate.

Part II: AUV Perception of Humans For Interaction

The second part of this thesis contains 4 chapters, each of which covers a different

topic in human perception for UHRI. Chapter 5 discusses diver detection – the task

of determining a diver’s location in an image – and the contributions our work has

made to the state of the art in that field. The next chapter introduces an entirely new

perception capability for AUVs, predicting the future position of divers. Our work on

that topic adapts methods previously used in terrestrial environments to the unique

challenges of underwater robotics. Chapter 7 introduces a method that allows AUVs

to autonomously approach a diver, using only monocular visual input. This method,

named ADROC, leverages our previous work on diver detection as well as human body

pose estimation, combining the resultant information to roughly estimate the distance

between the AUV and the diver. Lastly, in Chapter 8 we discuss a one-shot gestural

control system called OSG. OSG learns gestures from a small set of examples, based on

output from a freshly trained body pose estimation method using DeepLabCut [18]. A
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number of publicly available datasets are introduced in Part II, including VDD-C̄, the

OceanPose dataset, and the PALG dataset. Considered together, the methods and data

presented in Part II represent a significant improvement in perception, diver-relative

navigation, and gestural control methods in the underwater HRI field.

Part III: Underwater Human-Robot Interaction

Part III of this thesis presents one piece of second-order UHRI research, along with a

software system for UHRI. First, in Chapter 9 we present PROTEUS-HRI, a software

infrastructure for human-robot interaction underwater. PROTEUS is comprised of im-

plementations of the methods described in Parts I and II, as well as ACVS. PROTEUS

represents the fruits of 6 years of research on this topic and is designed to be highly

extensible. While no direct scientific aim is evaluated for PROTEUS-HRI, the system

is described in full to provide a baseline for future UHRI researchers. Additionally, we

present PROTEUS-HRI in the hope that others interested in this topic will make contri-

butions to further its aims: natural, robust, and adaptive interaction at depth. Finally,

in Chapter 10, we present ACVS, or Autonomous Communication Vector Selection:a

multi-modal communication system that allows autonomous selection or combination of

communication methods. We also present a human case study evaluating the perfor-

mance of ACVS as compared to a baseline of random vector selection. ACVS is a new

capability for AUVs, taking the context of an interaction into account when communicat-

ing with a diver and adapting to new situations autonomously. It is also a culmination

of the work presented in this thesis, combining all three of the communication vectors

introduced in Part I, utilizing perception methods presented in Part II, and all built

within PROTEUS.

Appendices

Finally, after the conclusion of the thesis proper, four appendices are provided with

extended information. The first appendix provides recommendations on human-robot

interaction research practices, human study design, protocols, and statistical analysis

methods, provided for the benefit of further UHRI researchers. Appendix II covers

the design and development of the LoCO-AUV, an open-source, low-cost autonomous
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underwater vehicle that was used for much of the research presented in this thesis. The

next appendix provides a brief description of a project on the detection of marine debris,

a collaborative work with Jungseok Hong. Finally, Appendix IV provides information on

the availability of the various datasets presented in this paper, along with commentary

on their development and construction.

Collaborations In This Thesis

Due to the multidisciplinary and collaborative nature of robotics research, this thesis

naturally contains research that a number of authors contributed to. All research pre-

sented in this thesis was conceived of and either led or significantly contributed to by the

author. The Acknowledgements at the beginning of this document contain a complete

list of undergraduate, graduate, and professional collaborators, but the following signifi-

cant contributors must be acknowledged for their invaluable efforts on certain chapters.

• Karin de Langis, for Chapter 5.

• Tanmay Agarwal, for Chapter 6.

• Jungseok Hong, for Chapter 7 and Appendix III.

• Elsa Forberger, for Chapter 8.



Chapter 1

AUVs, Underwater Environments,

and UHRI

The field of underwater human-robot interaction is complex and multi-disciplinary, de-

spite its relatively small size. Due to the still-emerging nature of the robots involved,

research on small, human-portable collaborative autonomous underwater vehicles (co-

AUVs) is sparse. However, in the years since the introduction of the first companion

AUVs, a wide variety of threads of research have been established. In this chapter,

we will discuss underwater robots, with a heavy emphasis on the emergence of collab-

orative AUVs, and describe in depth the AUVs used in the research contained in this

thesis. Following this, we will briefly discuss the aspects of the relevant environments

for deployment (pools, lakes, oceans, etc.) and briefly summarize the field of underwater

human-robot interaction, focusing on the few groups whose work defines the field, with a

few exceptions. This chapter should provide the reader with a background within which

to place the research contained in this thesis.

1.1 The Advent of the Co-AUV

Water is fundamental to the existence of every human on this planet. It is the habitat

of the organisms whose photosynthetic processes create the oxygen we breathe [19], we

must drink water to survive, and everything we eat requires water to grow. Waterways

were the principal commercial pathway for goods and people to move around the globe
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Figure 1.1: Divers performing archaeological and scientific surveys underwater.

Images courtesy of NOAA and Mael Ballanad via Unsplash.

for much of human history, allowing the spread and growth of human society. Even

now, our internet traffic flits through a massive network of undersea cables, powered by

electricity derived by burning petroleum and natural gases extracted underwater and

piped to power plants around the world. Our commerce and industry, our society, and

our continued existence as a species all depend on water. Despite this, water resources

on the Earth are under-explored and under-protected, and the work that is done in them

requires enormous human effort and risk. The types of work conducted underwater are

myriad, but a brief sampling would include underwater construction (installation, inspec-

tion, and repair) [20], search and rescue, archaeology [21], marine debris cleanup [22],

pollution remediation, oceanographic survey [23], marine biological study [24], and wa-

ter resource monitoring. These jobs support human life around the globe by utilizing

oceanic resources to enable energy production and communication, providing aid in en-

vironmental efforts, expanding our knowledge about the subsea world, and maintaining

safety in local recreational and potable water resources around the globe.

These critical tasks are conducted almost entirely by human divers working at depth,

sometimes with the assistance of remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) piloted by surface

workers. ROVs expand the reach of human divers by diving to greater depths for longer
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times, carrying heavier loads, and operating in areas of extreme danger. The operating

nature of ROVs requires human input from the surface, which introduces logistical issues

of cabling, additional required equipment and infrastructure, communication line delay,

and so on. Because work done underwater is difficult and dangerous due to the environ-

ment in which it takes place, it is an obvious candidate for robotic assistance. However,

autonomous underwater vehicles are not utilized for many types of underwater work,

seeing the most use in oceanographic surveys. While large, torpedo-like AUVs have

been roaming the oceans for decades, their size and construction makes them unhelpful

for the kinds of work done by humans underwater. What then, is the answer to this

opportunity for robots to aide humans in critical work in dangerous environments? If

ROVs introduce further infrastructure and require human input, and traditional AUVs

are ill-suited for the tasks, what can be done to help automate and assist the work of

underwater divers?

In the early 2000’s, a new class of human-scale AUVs capable of operating alongside

humans and assisting them in tasks began to emerge [1, 25–29]. These AUVs (often

called mini or micro AUVs) are smaller, more highly maneuverable, and more diverse

in their construction than their ocean-going cousins. While it was not always their

intended purpose to be collaborators with divers, the miniaturization and new designs

of these AUV has made them better suited to working alongside divers. This, along with

a growing interest in underwater human-robot interaction research, has begun to create

a a new class of AUV, the collaborative AUV (co-AUV). Though few AUVs are actually

being deployed as collaborative diver partners to humans in real-world applications,

these smaller AUVs’ capabilities are growing by leaps and bounds and the day is not far

off when co-AUVs will be able to join humans in underwater work.

1.2 A Brief History of AUVs

The world of AUVs is vast and any summary claiming to be complete is likely to be

inaccurate. However, to provide context for the work in this thesis, it is necessary to

provide a brief overview of how these robots came to be. AUV development can be

considered to have begun [30] in 1957 with the development of the Special Purpose

Underwater Research Vehicle (SPURV), at the University of Washington, funded by the
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(a) SPURV (b) AUVS of the REMUS family.

(c) Aqua2 (d) BUDDY

Figure 1.2: A sampling of AUVs from the first up to the present day.

Images courtesy of copyright holders.

United States Office of Naval Research [31]. SPURV was used until 1979, followed by

SPURV II [32], which improved the hydrodynamic design of its predecessor and increased

the number of sensors on board. Soon after, the REMUS AUV [33] was developed by

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, in an attempt to develop a smaller, lower-cost

AUV. Later, REMUS 600 [34] improved on the design of REMUS, with a side-looking

synthetic aperture sonar and improved endurance and payload flexibility. By this time,

gliders such as Seaglider [35] and Deepglider [36] were setting the standard for a new

type of AUV: the long endurance glider, with mission times measuring in weeks and

months rather than hours.

While traditional torpedo-shaped AUVs and gliders still dominate AUV design, in-

novation in the realm of mini-AUVs (mass of 20-100kg) and micro-AUVs (mass of 20kg

or less) began to spring up, with the flipper-driven Aqua [1] being a prominent example

of the variation now existent in the field. Variation in micro-AUV design has continued

to grow with the development of HippoCampus [37] and SEMBIO [26], micro-AUVs for

swarm applications, and AUVs with less typical drive designs, such as a momentum-drive
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single actuated robot, which rotates its inner body to move the exterior passive flaps

and produce swimming motion [38]. Other AUVs such as SHAD [38], HOBALIN [39],

and Sparus II [28] focused on hovering motion for seabed inspection and observation

tasks. Lastly, the development of general-purpose micro-AUVs is still going strong, with

Bluefin Sandshark [27], a docking AUV [40], and other similar AUVs appearing in the

last few years, including the LoCO AUV [29], which is used for much of the research in

this thesis.

We have discussed the evolution of AUVs from the first submersibles to the domi-

nance of torpedo-shaped gliders, to the newer wave of mini and micro-AUVs, but what

of the co-AUV? While the early micro-AUV Aqua [1] was intended to work as a “dive

buddy” with a diver, its design is not focused on that goal, instead being concentrated

on amphibiousness and bio-inspired control. One of the first micro-AUVs prominently

designed as collaborative was the BUDDY AUV from the CADDY FP7 project [9].

Described as a “cognitive diving buddy”, this AUV was designed for interactivity and

collaboration from the beginning, with a large, removable tablet for interaction. While

other AUVs have been used for studies of human-robot interaction (most notably Aqua

and LoCO), BUDDY remains one of the few AUVs that have been designed for collabo-

ration. In the current state of the field, the term “co-AUV” largely refers to the potential

use of micro-AUVs as collaborative partners for divers rather than a distinct hardware

class. It is likely, however, that as the field grows in size, more distinct hardware will

become available, expanding a new branch of the family tree, beginning with the Aqua

and BUDDY AUVs.

1.3 Co-AUVS Used In This Thesis

While many AUVs and co-AUVs have similar characteristics, each robot has unique

capabilities and poses different challenges. All of the research contained in this work

could conceivably be applied on any AUV, with differing degrees of difficulty. For this

reason, we now describe the AUVs which were used for this thesis: Aqua and LoCO.
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Figure 1.3: The Aqua2 AUV “exploded” with all of its system annotated. Image

courtesy of the Mobile Robotics Laboratory [1].

1.3.1 Aqua

The Aqua AUV [1] is a six-legged, amphibious, autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV)

developed principally at McGill and York Universities. Equipped with three cameras

(a stereo pair in the front and a third in the back), a depth sensor, and an inertial

measurement unit (IMU), Aqua is capable of tether-less operations for over three hours.

For human-robot interaction, the AUV uses its back camera and a small OLED-type

display. While Aqua’s flipper-based drive system gives it a lower top speed than some

AUVs, its motion is highly dynamic and expressive, with independent translation in the

x axis (surge, forward and back) and z axis (heave, up and down) and rotation about

the x axis (roll), y axis (pitch), and z axis (yaw). It is a reliable AUV, but is quite

expensive and difficult to modify due to its solid aluminum shell and custom electronic

components.

1.3.2 LoCO

LoCO-AUV is a Low Cost, Open autonomous underwater vehicle. Developed by the

Interactive Robotics and Vision Laboratory at the University of Minnesota, LoCO is
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Figure 1.4: A CAD drawing of LoCO-AUV with its primary systems annotated.

built of less than 4, 000 USD worth of off-the-shelf and 3D-printed parts. It is driven by

three thrusters, which allows the AUV independent translation only in the x axis (surge,

forward and back), and rotation about the y axis (pitch) and z axis (yaw). While its

motion is not as complex or dynamic as Aqua’s, LoCO accelerates much faster and has

a higher top speed. Equipped with two monocular cameras, a depth sensor, and an IMU

as its base sensor configuration, LoCO is a highly extensible platform. Its structure and

design make it a relatively simple matter to swap out sensors or other components. For

HRI, LoCO is equipped with a 2.7 inch OLED, and has subsequently been fitted with

custom-built LED display devices (Chapter 3) and an audio output device (Chapter 4).

1.4 Underwater Research Environments

Underwater work environments introduce a number of considerations when developing

robots that operate in them. Among these issues are:

• Severely limited range (< 50 cm) [41] of moderate to high bandwidth radio-

frequency communications.
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Figure 1.5: Divers and AUVs in a variety of field, pool, and simulated environments.

• No cheap global localization sensors with accuracy comparable to GPS.

• No active sensors such as LIDAR or infrared depth cameras.

• Limited visibility and degraded image quality (backscattering and particulates)

While every underwater environment has these issues to a certain degree, different types

of water environments have different properties. The majority of our research is con-

ducted in simulated and pool environments, but field environments are always the target

environment.

Simulation of underwater environments is difficult. The highly dynamic visual con-

ditions, complex hydrodynamics, and under-explored areas that are common in field

environments make the problem of creating a simulated environment that is sufficiently

similar to a field environment a nearly impossible task. For the Aqua and LoCO AUVs,

we mostly utilize simulators based on the popular robot simulator Gazebo, as well as

simulators based on Unreal Engine and Unity. While these simulators are helpful for

prototyping algorithms, the simulation of AUV motion is quite inaccurate, making it

difficult to use them for final development and evaluations. Pool and field environments
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are where the majority of development and evaluation can happen for AUV algorithms.

Pool environments have the benefit of being more tightly controlled and safe, but do

not have the realism of field environments. Field environments, on the other hand, are

highly unpredictable and riskier, but much more difficult to operate in, making them a

poor choice for algorithms that are not mature and robust. Due to these considerations,

the typical development cycle for underwater algorithms is prototyping in simulation,

followed by pool evaluations once a working algorithm has been created, and finally field

evaluations to determine if a method is truly ready for field deployment. However, due

to the time and money required to perform field evaluations, not every method gets

evaluated in the field.

1.5 The Current State Underwater HRI

Currently, human-scale AUVs are not being deployed widely around the world, with co-

AUVs being even more uncommon. Nevertheless, an interaction paradigm has emerged

in the work of researchers designing and developing such AUVs. We will briefly touch on

the standard methods of AUV-directed and diver-directed communication that have be-

come common over the last several decades. This is not an exhaustive review, though the

majority of AUV research focused on interaction does generally follow this paradigm [42].

Put simply, co-AUVs are typically controlled via external devices, fiducial flashcards, or

gestures and communicate information to humans using internal digital displays, exter-

nal devices, or (rarely) indicator lights. AUVs operated in this manner are typically

controlled very directly, with divers specifying task parameters in gestural programs and

keeping the robot close by.

1.5.1 AUV-Directed Communication

Communication between a robot and an AUV has two very different entities partici-

pating in it. The unique capabilities of both humans and AUVs affect what forms of

communication work well for them. This creates a heterogeneous communication land-

scape where the methods used by AUVs to communicate to divers differ from those used

by divers to communicate to AUVs. In the following sections, we discuss the primary

methods used for human-to-AUV communication: external devices, fiducial flashcards,
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Figure 1.6: Divers using fiducial flashcards (left) and gestures [2] (right) to control

AUVs. Left image courtesy of McGill Mobile Robotics Laboratory.

and hand gestures.

External Devices

In the slow transition from using ROVs for underwater work to using AUVs for the same

task, controlling those AUVs using a dedicated control device underwater is a natural

step. Early attempts at AUV control via external devices include Verzijlenberg et al.,

[17] and their use of a wired tablet inside a water-tight enclosure. The BUDDY AUV [9]

created for the CADDY project uses a tablet in waterproof casing as a method of control,

similar to Verzijlenberg et al., . The controller [43] used by MIT’s SoFI soft fish AUV

is another example of two-way controllers used as interaction devices, though the SoFI

controller utilizes acoustic communication rather than a wired interface. These devices

allow specific, direct control, but introduce equipment burdens for the divers using them,

and create another possible point of equipment failure. Remote control devices have their

place, allowing direct control when necessary, but they are not without their weaknesses

and are fundamentally not devices for interaction with an autonomous vehicle. Rather,

they are a way of reducing the distance between a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) and

operator.

Fiducial Flashcards

The use of fiducial markers as flashcards (Figure 1.6, left) [4,10,44] was the first device-

free method of AUV control that took hold for collaborative AUVs. Fiducial markers are
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often used in augmented reality and robotics to act as a point of reference. The markers

in question are typically a patterned square of white and black boxes, optimized for

easy detection using simple computer vision and image processing methods. Their use

in AUV control was born out of necessity: early AUVs needed some signaling device

that was easy to detect and fiducials such as the ARToolKit and ARTag markers are

well suited for this purpose. Assigning program execution hooks to each tag within a

predefined set allows divers to control an AUV working with them by simply displaying

a fiducial to the AUV. The main drawbacks of this method are the fact that a set of

tags can easily be dropped or lost and that the markers themselves have no semantic

meaning for humans

Hand Gestures

To further develop the fiducal control system, some early research explored the use of

gestures made with fiducial markers as a method of AUV control [45] This method was

successful, but did not receive wide adoption. It was not until the improvement of deep

neural networks for object detection and gesture recognition that gestures began to be

considered for AUV-directed communication, this time in the form of hand gestures (as in

Figure 1.6, right). Often based on diving hand signal languages and formalized similarly

to a programming language, these more recent hand gesture recognition methods [2,

11] are easily the dominant method of AUV-directed communication. However, these

languages are relatively strict in their interpretation, typically only use static gestures

(hand positions with no motion), and still suffer from difficulties in recognition.

1.5.2 Diver-Directed Communication

Having discussed diver-to-AUV communication, we now turn to AUV-to-diver commu-

nication, which is dominated by the use of digital displays and external devices, but less

frequently uses indicator lights.

Digital Displays

Digital displays are by far the most common vector of human-directed communication in

UHRI. Many AUVs contain a digital display of some kind, though the size of the display
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Figure 1.7: A diver attempts to read the Aqua AUV’s display, with a closer view of

the display on the right (Courtesy of McGill Mobile Robotics Laboratory).

can vary significantly [1,11,15]. Displays are easily reconfigurable, capable of displaying

complex information, and use an established method of information transfer (written

language). However, the displays embedded in AUVs can be quite small (as seen in

Figure 1.7), making them difficult to read at any distance, and are also difficult to read

at an angle (particularly at angles greater than 90°, reading becomes infeasible) [46].

Further, digital displays are not particularly helpful if the intended recipient of the

information is not already looking at the display. This greatly limits the effective range

of communication, making it impossible to attract a diver’s attention or communicate

information to them without requiring their full attention. For these reasons, while

displays are useful for communicating complex/high density information, they should

be used in combination with other methods of AUV-diver communication.

External Devices

Less common than digital displays, remote control devices are still a frequent vector

of diver-directed communication, though they typically function as two-way controllers.

We previously described external control devices in terms of their AUV-directed com-

munication, but these control devices also typically allow information to be transmitted

from the AUV (over cable or audio modem) to be displayed on the controller. External

devices have the same benefits of digital displays: complex/high density information is

straightforward to communicate, but the drawback is the additional equipment load and

risk of equipment failure which is intrinsic to carrying a digital device underwater.
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Indicator Lights

Lastly, a small number works have suggested the use of an AUV’s functional work lights

for communication, briefly mentioned as a feedback method in Verzijlenberg et al. [17]

and further proposed by Demarco et al. [16]. Many AUVs have lights for the purpose of

illuminating scenes when in or around the aphotic zone (deep enough underwater that

light levels are very low). These lights can be flashed on and off or have their intensity

varied in order to create a Morse code-like system. While this new method was evaluated

in an in-pool case study in [16], it has yet to be explored further.

1.5.3 The Current Paradigm

Considering these methods of communication and control, we can begin to see the cur-

rent paradigm of co-AUV operation. Observant readers will notice that the majority of

the communication vectors described require close proximity between the AUV and its

interactants. This often leads to a “phantom tether” between the diver and an AUV,

where the diver rarely lets the AUV out of arm’s length. Additionally, collaborative

AUVs are frequently programmed to execute a pre-defined mission or are dynamically

programmed (rather laboriously) to complete simple tasks. This imperative command

structure is effective, but does not sufficiently support the dynamic nature of underwa-

ter work: if a task for the AUV becomes available, the diver should be able to easily

assign the AUV to it, without having to pre-program the mission or write programs with

gestures underwater. Additionally, the common methods of communication (AUV and

human-directed) are generally unintuitive and technological rather than natural and hu-

man. Taken as a whole, the current paradigm of AUV interaction is the way one controls

a computer, not the way one would collaborate with a partner. While AUVs are obvi-

ously computerized devices, it is our position that researchers should strive for natural,

intuitive, human-like communication in service of creating a true collaborative AUV,

capable of dynamic and flexible deployments. The research presented in the following

chapters is our contribution toward that goal: three novel methods of natural AUV-

to-Human communication, advancements in the state of the art of AUV perception of

humans, and the first attempts at making interaction underwater adaptive to the context

of the interaction. We begin with Part I: natural AUV-to-human communication.



Part I: Natural Methods for

AUV-To-Human Communication

Robot-to-human communication is a task of critical importance for any interactive robot,

including AUVs. Without the ability to provide a human partner with information, ask

for commands and clarification, or provide instructions to a human, an AUV is restricted

to the role of a silent worker, greatly reducing its utility. However, communication in

underwater spaces is difficult due to the medium of interaction: water. Water diffuses

and distorts audio communication, makes digital displays difficult to read, eliminates the

use of handheld wireless controllers, and visibility can vary significantly with distance.

Despite these challenges, robots must be able to communicate with divers to facilitate

collaboration underwater. As established in Chapter 1’s summary of UHRI, the standard

paradigm of AUV-to-human communication uses digital displays integrated into AUVs

and dedicated control devices. While these methods allow for complex information to be

communicated simply, displays are nearly impossible to read at a distance or an angle,

and separate control devices add additional equipment which a diver must be responsible

for. The research in the three following chapters is a departure from the established

paradigm, using motion, light, and sound as communicative signals. These methods

can be understood from a distance, do not require the diver to carry additional devices,

and yet provide robust, intuitive ways to communicate. All three are groundbreaking

methodologies, with Chapters 2 and 4 introducing novel vectors of motion and sound for

underwater AUV-to-human communication and Chapter 3 significantly breaking from

established uses of light. Together, the research presented in Part I has broadened the

field of UHRI, expanding the ways in which an AUV can communicate to a diver.
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Chapter 2

Motion for AUV-To-Human

Communication

Motion is a vast and powerful method of human interaction, from gestural languages such

as ASL, head nodding and shaking, to body language, humans are constantly processing

motion-based communication. Robots have used this form of communication since the

early days, with their facial expressions and hand gestures growing ever more realistic

and expressive. Due to their relative recency and appearance constraints, however,

AUVs have yet to utilize motion as communication. Motion has obvious advantages: it

is easily viewed from a moderate distance or angle, many simple concepts or phrases have

natural gestural equivalents, and humans are predisposed to recognizing motion-based

communication in one another. However, it is difficult to create communicative motion

for AUVs. Their appearances are typically non-humanoid and purely functional, meaning

that humanoid gestures such as facial expressions, pointing, waving, etc, cannot be easily

applied. In this chapter, we cover our work creating motion-based communication for

AUVs, including the design process and three human studies covering the viability of

motion communication in simulation, in implementation, and in differing interaction

contexts when compared to other options.
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Figure 2.1: The Aqua AUV in the Carribean, indicating a KNo by shaking its “head”.

Definition: Kineme

Our work on motion-based communication centers around the production of kinemes,

a sequence of robotic motion with an associated semantic meaning. The word kineme

comes from the Greek kinetikos, meaning “putting in motion” combined with the Greek

eme, a unit of linguistic structure. In the categories of gestures defined by Mark L.

Knapp [47], kinemes can be considered emblems, a category of gesture to which the

signs of American Sign Language (and other localized sign languages) belong. In this

document, a kineme will be designated by the symbol Kmeaning, where “meaning” is

parameterized as a simple description of the meaning. Our system for the production of

kinemes is referred to as Robot Communication Via Motion or RCVM.

2.1 Background: Motion As Communication

Before discussing RCVM, we describe existing methods for communication via motion

for robotics, excluding underwater communication (which is covered in Chapter 1). The

use of motion as a vector of communication is an old concept, dating at least back to

early attempts to create mechanical automatons mimicking the motion of humans and

later research on creating androids and humanoid robots. Human communication uses

motions (conscious and unconscious) as modalities of communication secondary only to

spoken language. As such, it is natural for motion to be considered as an option for

human-robot communication. However, the majority of motion-based communication

has been explored in non-field environments, and for affective communication (commu-

nication of feelings) rather than transfer of information, which is our focus. The largest

amount of motion-based information communication in previous work can be found

in the terrestrial domain. The vast majority of motion-based communication research,

however, use humanoid robots, typically attempting to replicate human gestures [48–50],
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facial expressions [51–53], and body language [54,55] on these platforms. While fascinat-

ing, this type of research has little benefit for us, as nearly no field robots are humanoid

in form.

In terms of non-humanoid motion interaction, Cindy Bethel’s seminal thesis [56]

is one of the most important works in the field, using the angle and motion of non-

humanoid search and rescue robots to communicate affect from the robots to the humans

they are helping. This work [56] was influential to ours as it introduced the idea of the

variation in communication vector effectiveness at different distances (but not at different

angles) and the concept of using multiple vectors of communication, either in concert

or separately. Not having access to the same robots or communication systems, we

are unable to reproduce Bethel’s results directly (the content being communicated also

differs), but our results on the effect of viewpoint (Section 2.9.3)on communication echo

Bethel’s work throughout. Bethel has studied and summarized non-facial, non-verbal

affective communication quite extensively, providing useful surveys as well as her own

contributions to the topic [57,58]. This type of motion-base affective communication has

also been applied to zoomorphic robots such as a canine robot [59] and learned over time

by an agent given the feedback of a human [60]. Non-affective motion communication

has also been explored, from the use of a pan-tilt camera to simulate head nodding and

other gestures [61] to using a digitally displayed virtual “head” to generate gaze cues in

order to manage navigational conflicts with humans [62].

A large body of work by Dragan et al. has covered the topics of legible point-

ing [63], nonverbal communication for feedback in teaching by demonstration [64], the

expressiveness of timing in manipulation motion [65], and the effect of different types of

robot motion on human-robot collaboration outcomes [66] for terrestrial robots, largely

in the realm of manipulators. Similar research on communication for aerial robots by

modifying flight paths to indicate direction or intent has been conducted by Szafir et

al. [67] and Duncan et al. [68]. These kinds of flight path “communicative overlays”

aide human partners in working with these drones. Flight path modification has also

been used by Cauchard et al. [69] to encode emotional states in drone flight. However,

the Daedelus [70] social unmanned aerial vehicle (s-UAV) is more closely related to our

research. Daedelus used a motorized ‘head’ with colored ‘eyes’ to express emotions to

interactants, capable of head tilting and nodding movements. These works all have some
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# Interaction Phrase Meaning Study I Study II Study III Phrase Type

0 KAffirmative Yes Animated Implemented Implemented Conversational

1 KNegative No Animated Implemented Implemented Conversational

2 KPossible Maybe Animated Eliminated Eliminated Conversational

3 KAscend Move up Animated Replaced with #5 Replaced with #5 Spatial

4 KDescend Move down Animated Replaced with #5 Replaced with #5 Spatial

5 KDirectional Move in [direction] Not created Implemented Implemented Spatial

6 KStay Remain where you are Animated Implemented Implemented Spatial

7 KAttention Look at me Animated Unused Implemented Conversational

8 KDanger Danger nearby Animated Implemented Implemented Status

9 KFollowMe Follow me Animated Implemented Implemented Status

10 KMalfunction Something is wrong Animated Unused Implemented Status

11 KRepeatPrevious Repeat last instruction Animated Implemented Implemented Conversational

12 KObjectIndication Object here...[direction] Animated Implemented Implemented Spatial

13 KBatteryIndicator Battery level is...[battery] Animated Implemented Implemented Status

14 KLost The robot is lost Animated Unused Implemented Status

Table 2.1: Development of the RCVM language over time.

similarity to our study of RCVM, though we focus on informative communication (unlike

Bethel [56]) via explicit motion gestures (unlike Dragan [71]), and use the base motion

of a non-humanoid robot instead of adding human features (unlike Hart [62]).

2.2 Kineme Design

The task of creating a system for communicating meaning with motions is a difficult

one, particularly when dealing with non-humanoid robots. When designing motion for

humanoid robots, one can turn to the extensive literature on human body language,

gestures, and facial expressions for inspiration and understanding. Similarly, the design

of interfaces on digital displays, or interfaces using light and sound is an art that has

been well-established and studied. Creating meaningful motion for a non-humanoid form

requires inspiration from further afield, and is a task that few have attempted.

2.2.1 Creating Kineme Content

The first phase in developing RCVM was to select a common library of phrases for

communication. These phrases and their development over time can be seen in Table

2.1. To develop the interaction phrases, we generated a comprehensive list of ideas in

response to the prompt "What information do you want an AUV companion to be able to
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tell you?". Through an informal iterative coding process, these phrases were distilled into

their raw conceptual forms. For instance, multiple answers such as "rough water ahead",

"shark nearby", and "small, confined space ahead", were distilled into the concept of

danger being nearby, which became KDanger. While most of these kinemes remained

unchanged in their meaning throughout our research, KAscend and KDescend were made

to be more general by replacing them with KDirectional, which indicates movement in

any direction in three-dimensional space. Additionally, KPossible, was removed after

Study I (Section 2.4), based on discussions with divers on the usefulness of each phrase.

The kinemes in Table 2.2 are a further updated version (the same set of meanings used

for the HREye and SIREN systems described in Sections 3.3.1 and 4.3.2). All of the

kinemes contained in the multi-dimensional study are in Table 2.2, with the exception

of KIndicate_Object.

2.2.2 Designing Kineme Motions

The next task after creating the list of kinemes was to design the actual motion for each.

We looked to human body language for inspiration, emulating common human gestures

whenever the shape and motion capabilities of the robot allowed it. For instance, by

yawing the AUV back and forth around the vertical axis, an approximation of a head-

shake can be achieved. This presents a question: what is a common gesture? The

example provided, nodding and shaking of the head, might seem universal at first glance,

depending on the readers’ background, but this is not the case. For example, in some

Balkan countries including Bulgaria [72], the meaning of head nodding and shaking

are reversed from the typical meanings. While our experimental populations thus far

have been almost entirely comprised of residents of the United States, these cultural

perceptions of motions should be considered during motion design.
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Kineme Meaning Visuals

KAffirmative Yes, Okay.

KNegative No.

KDanger Danger in the area.

KAttention Pay attention to the robot.

KMalfunction Internal malfunction.

KWaitCMD Waiting for instructions.

KIndicate_Direction Go to direction.

KWhichWay Which way should we go?

KStay Stay where you are.

KComeHere Come to the AUV.

KFollowMe Diver should follow AUV.

KFollowY ou AUV will follow diver.

KBatteryLevel Battery level is

Figure 2.2: The kinemes of the RCVM system demonstrated on Aqua. Note that these

kinemes are a newer version, not the version tested in the described studies.

.

When we could not copy human gestures directly, we sought to distill the interaction

phrase into directional information (such as turning towards an object that is meant to

be indicated) or considered the associated emotions (such as fear for KDanger, leading

to the selection of quick, jerky motions). This was a much more artistic process, which

we began with a review of media containing nonverbal characters (the Magic Carpet in
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Figure 2.3: The Aqua AUV simulation using Unreal Engine used for Study I.

Disney’s Aladdin, R2-D2 in Star Wars, and the entirety of WALL-E) as well as guidelines

from the field of animation. These sources provided help and inspiration. For all kinemes,

we sought to keep their performance time relatively low, so as to not interrupt other

necessary motions the robot might need to make, such as station-keeping or navigation

to a new area.

2.3 RCVM Implementations

With the motions for each kineme selected, the next step is implementing these kinemes

so that the appropriate motion can be produced on a robot. While the focus of our

work is communication for AUVs, we have implemented RCVM on two other robots,

which will be briefly described in this section (but not discussed in detail). For more

information about the multi-robot implementation of RCVM, please see our article in

ACM Transactions on Human-Robot Interaction [46].

2.3.1 Aqua AUV

As previously mentioned, the Aqua AUV is a highly dynamic robot, capable of indepen-

dent rotation on all three axes. However, any motion taken can lead to drift, as there

is significantly less friction acting on the robot than on a terrestrial vehicle. This can

lead to issues with the vehicle’s motion control software, which is comprised of a set of

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers [73, Chapter 9.3] which attempt to
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move the robot to target angles and positions. For example, if a water current pushes

the robot in a direction, it may over-correct and overshoot its target position, requiring

another correction to reach the target and continue with the motion plan. The Aqua

family of robots are biomimetic in design, having a biologically-inspired shape, with

flippers that remind many observers of fish or cockroaches and two cameras in the front

of its shell which are often referred to as eyes by onlookers. This serves it well in the

development of kinemes, as kinemes based on human head gestures can be imitated with

relative success.

2.3.2 LOCO AUV

Due to the lack of a proper motion controller for the LoCO AUV, the implementation

of RCVM on the LoCO AUV is quite simple. For each kineme, a timed set of control

inputs has been derived using iterative, in-water testing. This method produces accept-

able kinemes in relatively calm water, but would fail to do so in rough water, or with

interference. To overcome this issue, a reactive motion controller capable of responding

to changes in the environment would need to be implemented for LoCO, an engineering

task which is relatively straightforward, but out of the scope of this thesis. Beyond

this technological shortcoming, the primary difficulty of designing kinemes for LoCO is

that unlike the Aqua AUV, LoCO has no independent roll control. Kineme translation

from Aqua to LoCO therefore involves removing the roll components of kinemes, often

replacing them with motion in other axes.

2.3.3 Matrice 100 and Turtlebot2

Along with our AUV implementations, we also implemented RCVM on two non-aquatic

robots: the Matrice 100 and the Turtlebot2. The Matrice 100 drone is an aerial vehicle

capable of a variety of motions. However, for the development of kinemes on the vehicle,

the motion being utilized is not that of the vehicle itself, but rather of its camera,

mounted on a Z3 gimbal. This gimbal is capable of a wide range of motion, with 320

degrees of pan, 120 degrees of tilt, and 120 degrees of roll. Because of its highly expressive

motion, it is an excellent analog for the human head, making the implementation of

many kinemes fairly easy. However, due to the robot’s size and the distances at which
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(a) 9-LED System (b) 3-LED System (c) LCD

Figure 2.4: The baseline systems used for comparison to RCVM in Studys I and III.

operators may be located, its effective "transmission range" may be limited.

Designed as a robot for teaching and use in office environments, the Turtlebot2

is kinematically and dynamically most related to warehouse robots (operating on a

differential drive which allows free movement on the X axis and rotation around the

Z axis only). The Turtlebot was selected as an example of a terrestrial robot (not a

field robot itself), as it was the most cost-effective platform available for development,

and shares motion characteristics with actual terrestrial field robots (X-axis translation

and Z axis rotation). In order to work within this limitation certain features, such as

wobbling after an abrupt stop, were employed to gain motion outside the 2D plane.

2.3.4 Baseline Systems

For Study I and III, a variety of baseline communication systems were created. These

systems are not meant to represent the best possible communication system of their type,

but rather an average system using the medium in question (lights, digital displays, and

sound). More advanced communication systems using light and sound are presented in

Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

9-LED System

This system (Figure 2.4a) was created as a comparison system for RCVM in Study

I. It was designed to create an encoding from light color and flash rates to semantic

meaning, building on the suggestions of Demarco [16] and Verzijlenberg [17], who both

created communication systems utilizing a single-color light’s flashes. In this case, the
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system was designed to use a combination of green, yellow, or red LEDs to communicate

concepts equivalent to the kinemes tested in Study I.

3-LED System

The 3-LED system (Figure 2.4b) was an improvement on the 9-LED version, focused

on reducing system size, increasing color options, and improving long-distance visibility.

Three larger RGB LEDs were used instead of 9 smaller single-color LEDs, enabling the

use of a wide variety of colors. This system was used in Study III as a comparison and

was part of the inspiration that led to the HREye system described in Chapter 3.

LCD System

The LCD communication system (Figure 2.4c) is an analog to the various digital displays

used in many AUVs. In this case ,for each interaction phrase, a short text which repre-

sents the meaning is displayed for five seconds on a two-line, sixteen character-per-line

backlit liquid crystal display, driven by an Arduino. The screen displays white text on

a blue background, which makes it particularly good for reading underwater compared

to other display. However,it has poor viewing angles and is still difficult to see from any

distance.

Audio System

The audio baseline communication system was used in Study III, and is relatively similar

to the TTS-sonemes mode of the SIREN system described in Chapter 4. Unlike SIREN,

this audio system was created by simply immersing a waterproof speaker in water, and

controlling it via Bluetooth connection. For this reason, the speaker was kept at the

surface, to allow the connection to its host device to remain stable. As the speaker

was not designed for producing sound underwater, the speech produced by the Google

Text-to-Speech API was somewhat but still audible.

2.4 Study I: Kineme Viability and Learning

In order to determine if motion-based communication was a viable option for robot-to-

human communication, we preformed an evaluation on a simulated underwater robot for
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a small, three-group study of 24 participants. Since no previous work evaluating motion

for communication underwater had been conducted, we chose to begin our work with a

pilot study based on a simulated version of the robot in Unreal Engine to limit overhead

costs. In order to have a point of comparison to work against, we tested not only our first,

simulated version of kinemes for an underwater robot, but also a baseline communication

system based on colored LED codes called lucemes (definition in Section 3). This baseline

system is the 9-LED system described in Section 3.1. The list of interaction phrases

evaluated in this study can be found in Table 2.1. The structure of the study was as

follows: users were randomly assigned one of three preparatory training levels, then were

asked to test the kineme and LED communication systems by watching randomly ordered

videos of interaction phrases (kinemes or lucemes) and answering several questions. This

study was submitted to the University of Minnesota’s Institutional Review Board and

determined to be Not Human Research (reference number: 00004182).

2.4.1 Experimental Design

The hypotheses we wished to test in this study were as follows:

• Kineme_Accuracy: Participants will interpret kinemes more accurately than

lucemes.

• Kineme_Operational: Operational accuracy (accuracy for answers with a con-

fidence ≥ 3 on a scale of 1 to 5) for kinemes will be higher than kineme accuracy

and higher than luceme operational accuracy.

• LED_Time: Time taken by participants to answer will be longer for kinemes.

In order to test these hypothesis, we recruited 24 participants from student email lists

for our study. Once they had been enrolled in the study and answered a demographic

survey, each participant was provided with the education based on the education group

they were in:

• EDU0: Participants were told which communication system they would be testing

next (motion or LEDs).

• EDU1: Participants were told the communication system, as well as a list of

possible phrases.
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• EDU2: Participants were told the communication system and shown videos of

each kineme or luceme while being told the meaning.

Education was offered directly before testing each system and was not repeated upon

participant request. Once a participant had been educated, they were shown videos of

the kinemes or lucemes in random order. Additionally, the order of the system to be

shown was randomized, further reducing the chances of order effects and producing more

independent measures of each system and interaction phrase. For each video shown to a

participant, three pieces of information were recorded. Firstly, the participant reported

the meaning they perceived from the kineme or luceme in the form of a free answer. The

method used to evaluate the correctness of each answer is discussed further in Section

2.4.2. The time, taken from the beginning of each video until the beginning of the

answer, was recorded, along with the participant’s confidence in their answer rated on

a scale from 1-5.

2.4.2 Analysis

In the study, each participant provided an answer to the question: "What is the robot

trying to say in this video" as a free answer, not restricted to a number of words or

a specific set of choices. In order to determine correctness, a rubric composed of five

categories was defined: 1) Entirely wrong. 2) Slight conceptual relation. 3) Partially

correct. 4) Correct understanding, but worded differently. 5) Verbatim correct. Four

independent raters analyzed the responses of participants according to this rubric. The

inter-rater reliability measure of Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient [74] is used to deter-

mine the level of reliability in the scoring of the raters. Krippendorf’s alpha coefficient

may be seen as a measurement of how the rater’s agreement compares to the agreement

of random selections, with α = 1 indicating far greater agreement than random (perfect

reliability), α = 0 indicating the agreement expected of random (absence of reliabil-

ity), and α < 0 indicating a greater amount of disagreement than expected of random

selection (systemic disagreement). The raters’ scores were found to have α = 0.9059,

indicating strong evidence of reliability. Therefore, the correctness scores of all four

raters were averaged without weighting and used for all further analysis.
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Figure 2.5: Accuracy of each kineme and luceme from Study I, averaged across all

education levels.

2.5 Results of Study I

The kineme and light system are compared on the basis of the following criteria:

• Accuracy – The accuracy of a participant’s understanding of a kineme or luceme,

rated from 1 to 5 in order of increasing accuracy.

• Confidence – The confidence a participant has in their understanding of a kineme

or luceme, rated from 1 to 5, in order of increasing confidence.

• Operational Accuracy – The same metric as accuracy, but only taking answers

rated at a confidence level of 3 or higher, representing the answers that participants

would be likely to act on.

• Time To Answer – The time it takes a participant to give the meaning of a

kineme or luceme, measured in seconds from the beginning of the signal to the

beginning of their answer.

Results for each kineme and luceme in terms of accuracy can be found in Figure

2.5. These results show some kinemes which work better than their related lucemes

and vice versa. In order to evaluate the hypotheses outlined in Section 2.4.1, we use
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a Mann-Whitney [75] test with Bonferroni correction [76]. The Mann-Whitney test is

ideal for measuring the statistical effects of using the different systems in our trials, as

it does not require normally-distributed data.

2.5.1 Study Population

The population (N=24) used in this study was mostly composed of students (16 male, 8

female) from the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities with a mean age of 22 (σ = 3.3).

In order to ensure that our population would be representative of non-expert users,

participants were asked to rate their experience level with robots on a scale from one

to five, with one being low (µ = 1.54, σ = 0.5). While this group was limited in size

and age range, the average level of robotics experience was low. Because of this, while

their experiences with the kineme system might generalize to the public at large, and

is certainly useful for guiding the development of the system, further testing to verify a

lack of effect from age or other factors would be beneficial. Participants were randomly

put into one of three groups (eight members each), designated EDU0, EDU1, and EDU2

ordered by the amount of preparatory training they received for the communication task

they were tested on.

Figure 2.6: Accuracy of the kineme and light-based communication systems compared

across education levels. Statistically significant improvements are noted at Edu1 and

Edu2.
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2.5.2 Effects of System on Accuracy

We find that participants perceive kinemes more accurately at all education levels as seen

in Figure 2.6. We additionally find statistically significant differences between systems

at EDU1 (p = 0.002, z = 2.774) and EDU2 (p < 0.001, z = 3.824), but not EDU0.

This implies that while kinemes may not be accurately understood if they were being

viewed with no prior training or context, they are more accurately understood by users

with a small amount of either. Therefore we find our hypothesis Kineme_Accuracy

is supported for higher education levels, but not statistically supported for situations in

which participants have no training for the systems.

Figure 2.7: Operational accuracy of the kineme and light-based communication sys-

tems compared across education levels. Statistically significant improvements are noted

at Edu1.

2.5.3 Effects of System on Operational Accuracy

Similar to the results of Kineme_Accuracy, we find that kinemes have greater oper-

ational accuracy at all education levels. However, the only statistically significant result

is found at EDU1 (p = 0.001, z = 3.0716). This is unsurprising, as the confidence

requirements of operational accuracy confine the answers used in this analysis to only

the best. At EDU2, the answers which participants are confident in are typically correct
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for both RCVM and the LED baseline, which lowers the difference between the two

systems below the level of statistical significance. Nonetheless, kinemes retain a supe-

riority to LEDs at all education levels (seen in Figure 2.7), supporting the hypothesis

with statistically significant support at EDU1.

Figure 2.8: Time to answer of the kineme and light-based communication systems

compared across education levels. The kineme system is significantly slower at Edu0

and Edu1, but not at Edu2.

2.5.4 Effects of System On Time To Answer

Lastly, in the case of LED_Time, we find statistically significant support for the

hypothesis at EDU0 (p < 0.001, z = −5.031) and EDU1 (p < 0.001, z = −3.398), but

not at EDU2. Simply looking at the values, we can see that understanding kinemes

takes an average of almost 10 seconds longer than lucemes at EDU0, 5 seconds longer

at EDU1, and is approximately even at EDU2. This can be seen in Figure 2.8. This

gives support for our hypothesis that LEDs will take less time to understand, with the

exception that this does not hold true at high levels of education.
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2.5.5 Discussion

The performance of kinemes in this study, competitive with and even outperforming the

luceme system (which is similar to previously used underwater communication systems),

showed that kinemes could work well enough for underwater communication to be worth

further investigation. While the study employed simulated data and a small sample size,

clear benefits to the kineme system could be seen. Participant accuracy for kineme iden-

tification is greater than for luceme identification overall, at every education level, with

variation in this trend for individual kinemes. For instance, kinemes which mimicked

human gestures towards directions (KAscend, KDescend, KFollowMe) outperformed their

equivalent lucemes, while lucemes which matched common uses of light (such as red

lights for KDanger or KMalfunction) outperformed the kinemes. These differences in suc-

cess based on the type of information being communicated formed the basis for our later

multidimensional study, presented in Section 2.8. The results of this study formed a

strong groundwork to build on and provided some initial understanding of the complex

factors which comprise human perception of motion as meaning. While the results did

not establish a clear superiority of kinemes over lucemes, kinemes performed as well or

better than lucemes in most instances. This legitimized the approach for further study

with a physical implementation on robots.

2.6 Study II: RCVM Implementation

After validating that RCVM worked in simulation, the natural next step was to evaluate

our physical implemented. To this end, we performed a small pilot study with 8 partic-

ipants, training them in the use of the RCVM system and then testing their ability to

complete full-loop interactions. Given the small population size and complexity of the

setup, this study was not intended as a definitive quantitative measurement of kineme

effectiveness for communication. Rather, it serves as a confirmation that RCVM still

works when translated to a physical robot, as well as when embedded in a full communi-

cation loop. This study was determined to be Not Human Research, exempting it from

IRB oversight (reference numbers: 00004699, 00004700).
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(a) Flow chart depicting the interaction process.

(b) Key: Boxes are gestures (blue) or actions (green) of the human,
while the purple ovals are kinemes generated by the robot.

Figure 2.9: A flow chart of Study II’s interaction loop, as described in Section 2.6.1.
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2.6.1 Experimental Design

All participants were provided with educational material before the study began, to be

completed at their own pace. This education was similar to education level Edu2 in

the previous study (Section 2.4.1). The educational material familiarized them with

the study layout and flow (using the image in Fig. 2.9), the gestures they would use

for input, and videos of the kinemes on a simulated AUV (generated with the Gazebo

simulator using our implementation). Participants were told to ask the Aqua AUV one of

three questions, pay attention to the robot’s response delivered via kineme, and take the

appropriate action. The question asked was communicated using a set of gestures based

on relevant American Sign Language signs for ‘What should I do?’, ‘Where should I go?’,

and ‘How are you?’, with another sign for ‘Confirm’. The users were told that Aqua

would observe their gesture and automatically select a kineme to display. However, the

kinemes were actually manually selected pseudo-randomly in secret by study staff. This

selection was done manually in order to easily balance the number of each kineme shown

throughout the study, and because gesture recognition in underwater environment is a

challenging problem on its own. Therefore, the study is a Wizard-of-Oz study, where

the study staff operate some aspect of the robot’s function without the knowledge of the

user. Once the robot displayed a kineme, the participant verbally identified the action

they would take, appropriate to the response they received. If their selected action was

correct, the interaction was marked as completed correctly. If the participant forgot the

correct action, leading to them taking an incorrect action or simply refusing to take an

action, the interaction was marked as a failure. Therefore, the recorded “Accuracy” of

each kineme is more appropriately considered the success rate of interactions including

that kineme. After each interaction loop, users were asked for a confidence between

one and ten (ten being high) on how accurately they had conducted their interaction.

This confidence was recorded, along with the total time of the interaction loop and

the sequence of question to kineme to action. For each robot, participants completed

an interaction session composed of between ten and fifteen interactions. Two kinemes

(KLost and KReportBattery) were not tested in this study, as they were under consideration

for elimination at the time of the study.
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Kineme Accuracy Avg. Time Avg. Conf.

KAffirmative 100.00% 27.00 8.00

KNegative 50.00% 28.50 6.00

KFollowMe 33.33% 40.22 5.34

KMoveLeft 100.00% 29.71 7.14

KMoveRight 60.00% 31.20 8.00

KObjectLeft 50.00% 35.50 5.00

KObjectjRight 71.43% 37.71 6.28

KStay 71.43% 30.57 7.72

KDanger 44.44% 40.00 4.44

KMalfunction 80.00% 41.20 4.40

KRepeatLast 28.57% 36.57 4.86

Total Avg. 60.00% 34.38 6.1

Avg. Study I @ Edu2 85.00% 11.00 8.00

Table 2.2: Per-kineme results from Study II, along with the total average compared to

education level 2 in Study I (Section 2.4.1).

2.6.2 Study Population and Education

The study population (N=8) was comprised of participants who were mostly age 21-34,

75% male and 25% female, 55.66% Asian and 44.44% White or Caucasian. Participants

took an average of eighteen minutes to complete their education (max=33 minutes,

min=9 minutes) and completed the education an average of fifteen hours before their

session (max=52 hours, min=1 hour). Participants self reported on their experience

with marine robots on an ordinal scale from zero to one hundred, rating themselves at

an average of 49.20. Users were shown Figure 2.9 briefly before their first interaction to

refresh their memory. The participants of this study do not represent expert users, but

ones with some base knowledge of the system.
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Figure 2.10: A graph of the per-kineme accuracy results of Study II, for easier visual-

ization.

2.7 Results of Study II

The results from our first study (Table 2.2) show that RCVM continues to function

relatively well when implemented on a physical AUV and placed in a full-loop context.

While our overall accuracy is less than that of the best-trained participants Study I,

we see several high accuracies on certain kinemes, particularly KAffirmative, KNegative,

KStay, and KIndicateMotion. We note that average times increased, but since our measure-

ment of duration included the entire interaction loop, this is of less significance. Given

the small sample size, it is difficult to draw any statistically significant results from this

data, but it serves to validate the in-person performance of our kineme system: kinemes

implemented for the Aqua robot achieved similar levels of accuracy to the original simu-

lated kineme system that we are implementing. In addition, RCVM operated effectively

as a part of a full interaction loop. Further evaluation of RCVM in a full communication

loop, including analysis of the cognitive load placed on interactants, would be interesting

to explore. However, such an evaluation would be premature, without an understanding
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of how RCVM operates in comparison to other communication modalities, purely in

terms of recognition accuracy.

2.8 Study III: Viewpoint and Content Effects on RCVM

With pilot studies completed, validating the baseline performance of physically imple-

mented AUV kinemes, we turn our attention to the task comparing RCVM to other vi-

able underwater communication systems. Understanding the comparative performance

of RCVM to other robot-to-human communication options is critical in determining

how to utilize RCVM in actual interaction loop designs, for both further research and

field applications. To achieve this understanding of RCVM’s performance compared to

other options, we designed a study comparing RCVM to the baseline systems described

in Section 2.3.4 in terms of their efficacy from a variety of viewpoints and when com-

municating different types of information. Our participants, recruited using Amazon

Mechanical Turk, were trained to use a randomly selected communication system, then

tested on that system from a randomly selected viewpoint. This study design was sub-

mitted to the relevant Institutional Review Board for review and was determined to be

Not Human Research, exempting it from IRB oversight (reference number: 00004695).

2.8.1 Viewpoints

To prepare videos for our survey, each communication system was recorded from a variety

of viewpoints. These viewpoints (illustrated in Fig. 2.11) were 3 meters, 8 meters, 3

meters at an angle of 45 °, and 3 meters at an angle of 90 °. In addition, an ideal

viewpoint for each communication system was recorded to be used for the training, as

well as being a possible viewpoint condition for testing. This viewpoint, referred

to as the EDU viewpoint, is defined as the closest distance to the robot

at which all portions of every interaction phrase are visible, minimum of 1

meter. Therefore, the EDU viewpoint is a distance of 1 meter for all of the baseline

systems, but a 5 meter distance for the kineme system, because some kinemes must be

viewed from a slight distance in order to see all of the movement. As each viewpoint

is not viable for all systems, some were not tested; e.g., the LCD screen cannot be

seen at all from a 90-° angle for instance, so accuracy should be close to 7%, as all
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attempts to identify the fourteen interaction phrases will essentially be random guesses.

Additionally, the TTS systems should return similar results at the 3m viewpoints as the

45° and 90° viewpoints, as those viewpoints are also at a three meter distance and audio

propagates evenly regardless of angle, given the position of our speaker. The viewpoint

and robot/domain combinations which we tested can be seen in Table 2.3 along with

the number of participants in each condition.

The viewpoints selected for this study represent a good sample of the possible dis-

tances and orientations viable for visual communication between an AUV and a diver.

The orientations were selected by the assumption that divers and AUVs attempting to

communicate with one another will be at least within a 90 degree orientation from one

another. Distances were selected by considering the possible ranges of communication

in the field. Visibility varies by levels of particulate matter, algae blooms, ambient light

level, and depth. While visibility distances in the field range both higher and lower than

the 1m-8m range tested in this study, this set of distances allows us to observe the effect

of distance on communication, at distances that are realistic for a deployment (assuming

that visibility is greater than 8m). Lower visibility distances than 8m would obviously

reduce the effectiveness of all but the TTS system to nearly nothing past the distance of

visibility, but diver-to-diver communication via hand signals would experience the same

effect.

2.8.2 Video Recording

To capture videos of the systems at every viewpoint, several recording sessions were

completed, using two GoPro™ HERO5 Black cameras, using a 1080p resolution in the

linear aspect ratio at 24 frames per second. Due to scheduling constraints, the TTS

system had to be recorded in a different pool than the rest of the Aqua systems. However,

visual clips from the original pool were layered over the audio from the other pool to

maintain a visual similarity. Due to this, the speaker is not visible in the video clips

depicting the TTS system, but as the TTS system’s communication is done over audio,

this is not expected to impact results.
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(a) Five meters. (b) Eight meters. (c) Ninety degrees. (d) Diagram

Figure 2.11: The viewpoints captured for this study, illustrated in three examples(a-c)

and a diagram(d) showing the location of each viewpoint relative to the AUV.

2.8.3 Population Recruitment and Statistics

The participants recruited on Mechanical Turk were required to be in the United States,

have never taken the survey before, and have completed more than 5000 Human Intel-

ligence Tasks (HITs) with an approval rating of 97% or greater. The HIT posted on

Mechanical Turk paid participants $1.50 and was estimated to take an average of 12-15

minutes, meaning that users would be paid approximately minimum wage. Submissions

were typically approved within 24-48 hours of completion. The only criteria for accept-

ing Mechanical Turk work and paying the worker was that users spend an amount of

time on the educational page equal to at least 25% of the duration of the education

video. Users who spent less than a quarter of the video’s duration before continuing

were considered to have made a bad-faith effort and were rejected. They were, however,

paid $0.75 (half-pay) for their time. The line for inclusion in the dataset was set higher:

only users who spent at least 75% of the video duration on the page were included in

the analyses.

The resultant population was relatively diverse. We surveyed 130 participants, with

9 of them being excluded from all analysis due to short education video watch times. The

final population of 121 participants was 62% male, 38% female, middle-aged (M = 37,

SD = 21), had a variety of education levels (42.1% had a bachelor’s degree), came from
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Viewpoint

System EDU 3m 8m 45° 90 ° Total

KINEME 7 8 7 7 7 36

TTS 8 10 10 0 0 28

LCD 7 8 0 6 0 21

LED 7 8 7 7 7 36

TOTAL 29 34 24 20 14 121

Table 2.3: Study conditions marked by whether (green) or not (red) they are tested,

with participant numbers for each.

35 of the 50 states of the US, and were mostly employed (93.4%).

This study population is a decent sample of the US population, which was the target

sample. Participants were not explicitly asked if they had diving experience. While

divers are most likely to use the RCVM system and evaluation on a sample drawn

specifically from experienced divers would be useful, all of the communication systems

evaluated in this study are designed to be easily interpreted and understood with little

training. Thus, studying the performance of our communication systems on a sample

from the general population helps us to evaluate the performance of these systems with

minimal effects of prior knowledge of diving and underwater communication on that

performance.

2.8.4 Education and Distraction Procedure

Once participants entered the survey and passed a bot check, they were randomly as-

signed a condition and directed to an education procedure. The education procedure

for each condition consisted of a video composed of the fourteen interaction phrases in

a set order from the EDU (ideal) viewpoint of the robot and system of the participant’s

condition. Participants were asked to watch the entire video without skipping around

and warned that their payment would depend on watching the entire video; however,

they were permitted to leave the page at any time. As previously mentioned, only par-

ticipants who spent at least 75% of the duration of their educational video on the page
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Accuracy Op. Accuracy Confidence Time (s)

System Mean (µ) SD (σ) Mean (µ) SD (σ) Mean (µ) SD (σ) Mean (µ) SD (σ)

O
V

E
R

A
LL

KINEME 28.4 22.0 43.7 33.1 4.5 1.9 39.9 15.7

TTS 21.2 24.8 29.4 40.2 4.4 2.6 20.6 9.3

LCD 29.6 40.4 32.4 44.0 4.9 3.5 25.0 11.2

LED 35.3 27.7 34.7 32.5 4.7 2.4 25.6 11.1

A
T

E
D

U

KINEME 41.8 13.3 77.7 18.9 4.5 1.7 44.7 10.0

TTS 51.8 25.3 77.1 34.4 6.1 1.8 20.6 9.0

LCD 82.7 21.8 91.6 15.2 7.4 1.9 19.3 2.6

LED 70.4 23.8 61.6 36.8 6.9 2.7 30.8 15.4

Table 2.4: Mean and standard deviation of communication system metrics, averaged

over all viewpoints and at the ideal viewpoint for each system. Bold values are the best

(min/max respectively) mean for metric in group (overall or at EDU).

were included in the analysis. This education level falls somewhere between the two

highest education levels described in Section 2.4.1(only meanings shown and meanings

shown along with videos of kinemes), as the participant is shown both the communi-

cation system displaying an interaction phrase as well as the meaning of the phrase.

However, since the participant was not being taught directly by study staff, the educa-

tion provided in this study likely falls below the accuracy at the highest education level

from Section 2.5. Following the education procedure, participants were asked to solve

five ninth-grade level mathematics questions as a distraction procedure. Distraction

procedures are a common method in psychology research used to induce forgetfulness in

subjects. Some examples can be found in the 1950’s memory research of Brown [77] and

Peterson [], or other more recent work on working memory by Waris et al. [78]. In our

work, a distraction procedure is used to separate the training and testing phases of the

study so that participants are less likely to be able to hold the entirety of the training

they just completed in their short-term memory.

2.8.5 Testing and Evaluation

Each participant was shown videos of all 14 interaction phrases in a random order,

using the communication system from the viewpoint indicated in their condition. Some
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received the EDU viewpoint as their testing viewpoint, so they had the same viewpoint

for education and testing. For each video, the participant was shown a video hosted on

YouTube™ and asked to select its meaning from a drop-down menu. Participants were

also given the option to select “Unable to select meaning”. If a meaning was selected, they

were then asked what their confidence in their choice was, on an ordinal scale from 1 to

10 (10 being the most confident). Otherwise, the confidence question was not presented,

and they were instead asked what made them unable to make a selection: forgetting

the meaning, being unable to see the interaction phrase, the survey not displaying the

video, or some other issue. The time from when the participant entered the webpage to

when they left it was recorded, though participants were not told that it would be. Once

participants had completed all of their videos, they were debriefed and given information

on how to submit their responses for certification.

2.9 Results of Study III

We use the same metrics to measure system efficacy that we used in Section 2.4.2:

accuracy, operational accuracy, confidence, and time to answer. Accuracy is

the correctness of a participant’s answer, ranging from 0 to 100. Operational accuracy

is the same metric but only considering answers also rated a 5 or higher in confidence,

to simulate the answers that a user would be likely to act upon. Confidence and time

to answer are simply the values recorded from the confidence question (0-10) and the

time participants took to select a meaning for a video in seconds. Time to answer data

was processed to remove outliers by discarding values greater than 150 seconds. This

was set as the cutoff because for all interaction phrases, 95% of responses had a time to

answer lower than 150 seconds (mean 95th percentile was 73.28 seconds). Durations of

these outlier answers greatly exceeded 150 seconds (e.g., 500 seconds or greater), which

suggests that the webpage was left open while the participant briefly did something else.

The two metrics upon which we will perform statistical analysis are accuracy and

operational accuracy. Shapiro-Wilk [79] tests were performed for accuracy W = 0.84,

p < .001 and operational accuracy W = 0.84, p < .001, both finding evidence that data

was not normally distributed, and direct observation of the data confirmed this. Due to

this finding, we will perform the following hypothesis testing using the Kruskal-Wallis
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Figure 2.12: Accuracy results arranged by viewpoint and system. The y-axis is square

root scaled to better display differences between conditions. The dotted line at 7%

represents the expected accuracy of a random guess.

H-test [80]. Kruskal-Wallis is also referred to as one-way ANOVA on ranks and is a non-

parametric equivalent to one-way ANOVA which does not assume a normal distribution

of data. Tests were run at a confidence level of 99%, a significance of α = 0.01.

2.9.1 Internal Validity

The Kruskal-Wallis H-test found no significant relationship between the percentage of

their education video that a participant watched and their average accuracy in the testing

phase H(5) = 2.89, p = .717. Further, we found no significant relationship between

accuracy and gender H(1) = 0.10, p = .750. A correlation test using Spearman’s method

detected no significant correlation between accuracy and age r(119) = −0.145, p = .112

No threats to internal validity were detected, but participant recognition accuracy was

considerably lower for all systems than expected.
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The kinemes in Study II achieved 60% accuracy, while the highest RCVM accuracy

achieved in this study was 41.8%, at the ideal viewpoint. This may be due to the fact that

the study was conducted online via video, or due to low education absorption. However,

the performance of the kinemes and LED systems at the EDU viewpoint is generally

between the accuracy level reported at education levels 1 and 2 in Section 2.4.1, which

is consistent with our education procedure’s expected success (as mentioned in Section

2.8.4). Higher accuracy at all viewpoints could likely be achieved by administering an

education procedure which would train users until a certain competency level is reached.

However, we believe the general trend of results to be correct, and statistically large

effects should persist in in-person testing, as Study II demonstrates similar accuracy

levels to Section 2.5 for in-person testing.

2.9.2 Overall Results

When considering differences between the four communication systems we tested, we are

most interested in the effects on accuracy and operational accuracy. When considered

over all viewpoints, none of the systems tested have statistically significant differences

in accuracy H(3) = 7.60, p = .055 or operational accuracy H(3) = 4.27, p = .234.

Due to the challenging nature of the underwater environment and the viewpoints at

which they were tested, none of these systems have achieved high accuracy overall.

However, when we consider the accuracy of these systems at different viewpoints, we

see significant differences, despite the overall low accuracy, which indicate how RCVM

performs compared to other communication options underwater (and often outperforms

them).

2.9.3 Viewpoint Comparisons

The effect that viewpoint has on the accuracy of tested systems can be found in Table

2.5. While we see RCVM accuracy is the lowest of any system at the EDU viewpoint,

once we move to the more challenging viewpoints, the TTS and LCD systems become

entirely non-competitive, with accuracies near to that of a random guess (7%).

Kruskal-Wallis tests show that viewpoint has a statistically significant effect on every

communication system, with the exception of the kineme system H(4) = 8.94,
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Accuracy Op. Accuracy Confidence Time (s)

Viewpoint Mean (µ) SD (σ) Mean (µ) SD (σ) Mean (µ) SD (σ) Mean (µ) SD (σ)

K
IN

E
M

E

EDU 41.8 13.3 77.7 18.9 4.5 1.7 44.7 10.0

3m 25.9 25.3 38.4 38.0 5.4 2.4 45.8 16.6

8m 35.7 26.4 44.4 31.9 4.3 2.3 41.8 8.1

45° 12.2 7.9 20.3 25.7 4.1 1.3 34.4 16.5

90° 26.5 23.2 38.3 25.1 3.7 1.4 32.0 22.2

T
T

S

EDU 51.8 25.3 77.1 34.4 6.1 1.8 20.6 9.0

3m 12.1 10.7 8.5 10.5 4.6 2.8 19.9 10.4

8m 5.7 6.6 12.1 31.2 2.9 2.2 21.4 9.4

LC
D

EDU 82.7 21.8 91.6 15.2 7.4 1.9 19.3 2.6

3m 2.7 3.7 3.0 6.1 3.0 3.1 33.0 10.8

45° 3.6 6.0 2.4 5.8 4.6 3.9 21.1 12.8

LE
D

EDU 70.4 23.8 61.6 36.8 6.9 2.7 30.8 15.4

3m 43.8 18.9 41.1 30.6 4.6 2.0 22.8 10.0

8m 14.3 17.0 14.9 19.5 4.3 2.1 27.3 10.0

45° 33.7 20.9 40.0 26.6 5.4 1.7 27.8 10.1

90° 13.3 12.7 15.0 27.8 2.4 1.7 19.9 8.8

Table 2.5: Mean and standard deviation of communication system metrics, for all

evaluated viewpoints. Bold values are the best (min/max respectively) mean for metric

in system group.

p = .063. The effect is most significant with the TTS H(2) = 14.38, p < .001 and LCD

H(2) = 14.71, p < .001 systems, but is also present for the LED system H(4) = 20.99,

p < .001. Considering the values shown in Table 2.5, it is apparent that non-EDU view-

points reduce accuracy significantly for each of these systems. We also test operational

accuracy with Kruskal-Wallis tests, which show that viewpoint affects operational accu-

racy for the LCD system H(2) = 15.87, p < .001 and the TTS system H(2) = 10.75,

p = .005. However, there is no statistically significant difference in operational accu-

racy by viewpoint for the kineme system H(4) = 10.78, p = .029 or the LED system

H(4) = 10.33, p = .035.

To summarize, through statistical testing we find that TTS and LCD communica-

tion begin to fail quickly at any challenging interaction viewpoint, while LED and
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Accuracy Op_Acc. Confidence Time (s)

Phrase Content Mean (µ) SD (σ) Mean (µ) SD (σ) Mean (µ) SD (σ) Mean (µ) SD (σ)

K
IN

E
M

E Conversational 35.0 28.8 45.5 38.8 4.8 2.2 37.5 18.2

Directional 23.3 27.3 29.3 36.3 4.3 2.2 41.7 20.7

Status 23.9 21.3 42.2 41.3 4.1 2.1 42.0 17.2

T
T

S

Conversational 17.9 27.4 26.2 42.2 4.2 2.6 20.3 12.3

Directional 23.6 27.2 30.5 41.7 4.6 2.9 19.7 11.0

Status 22.9 30.2 29.4 43.1 4.5 2.7 21.7 11.9

LC
D

Conversational 28.6 42.7 31.0 45.3 5.0 3.5 22.2 10.4

Directional 32.4 38.7 34.5 42.8 5.0 3.6 28.0 14.6

Status 28.6 42.7 32.4 47.1 4.7 3.5 25.5 14.1

LE
D

Conversational 40.6 31.9 38.8 39.3 4.8 2.6 28.7 16.1

Directional 40.6 33.6 39.8 38.0 5.0 2.7 24.0 13.2

Status 25.0 26.3 23.0 33.1 4.5 2.6 24.6 11.6

Table 2.6: Mean and standard deviation of communication system metrics, separated

by phrase content. Bold values are the best (min/max respectively) mean for metric in

system group.

Kineme communication are more viewpoint-invariant, particularly kinemes.

Since the accuracy of the kineme system is above that of a random guess (7% accuracy)

at challenging viewpoints, we suggest that this shows that kinemes are more viewpoint

invariant than other systems, though the LED system is a strong competitor.

2.9.4 Content Comparisons

We chose to study the effect of message content because message content is known a

priori, meaning that if a communication system shows an affinity for communicating

certain types of messages, we can autonomously switch to using that system to get the

message across most effectively. For this experiment, we consider three categories of our

interaction phrases (see Section 2.2 and Table 2.1): Conversational, Directional, and

Status phrases. In Table 2.6, we can see that kinemes and LEDs have similar accuracies

for Conversational and Status interaction phrases, but the accuracy of LEDs is higher

for Directional phrases. This is unexpected given the spatial nature of kinemes, but

analysis of kineme identifications suggests that participants may have been confused
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as to whether “left” referred to their left or the robot’s left, and vice versa for right.

A Kruskal-Wallis test does not show a significant effect on the accuracy of Directional

phrases based on which communication system is used H(3) = 6.40, p = .094, however.

Simply observing the higher accuracy of the LED system suggests that LED codes may

be more effective in expressing directional information than kinemes, but this difference

is not statistically significant.

No communication system is found to have statistically higher accuracy than others

when considering the accuracy of Status phrases H(3) = 1.48, p = .686, but system

type does have a significant effect on the accuracy Conversational phrases H(3) = 11.61,

p = .009. Post-hoc analysis with Dunn tests using a Bonferroni-adjusted alpha level of

0.0017 (0.01/6) was used to compare pairs of systems. No comparisons were significant

after Bonferroni adjustment (all ps > .012), but the TTS system under-performs both

the kineme and LED systems on Conversational phrases. This may be due to the fact

that Conversational phrases are typically short for the TTS system, meaning that they

might be entirely missed or easily misidentified at challenging viewpoints, while the

longer phrases of the kineme and LED systems provide more opportunity to understand

the phrase.

To summarize, while we had hoped that Directional accuracy of the kineme system

would be high, no statistically significant effect is detected for Directional accuracy based

on system type. Not effect is detected for Status phrases either, but Conversational

accuracy is affected by system type (though no system is shown to be better than others

in post-hoc analysis).

2.10 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this chapter, we presented our research on motion-based AUV communication with

RCVM. After a discussion of the design and implementation of kinemes, we presented

an initial study evaluating the fitness of RCVM for underwater communication by com-

paring simulated kinemes to a 9-LED system. This was followed by a physical imple-

mentation of RCVM for the Aqua AUV, which was evaluated in a closed-water setting,

demonstrating reasonable accuracy for use in the field. Finally, our third study compared

RCVM to a 3-LED, LCD, and Audio communication system, over a large population
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of online participants. This study suffered from some issues with its administration

online rather than in person but demonstrated that RCVM outperforms other systems

in difficult and distant viewpoints. Overall, the three studies presented in this chapter

demonstrate that RCVM is an effective method of natural robot-to-human communica-

tion, robust to interactant viewpoint change, and can outperform light and sound-based

communication methods. While our later research on light and sound-based communica-

tion has produced much more successful methods of communication using those vectors,

the demonstration of RCVM’s effectiveness in the studies presented in this chapter re-

mains valid. It does not, however, provide an indication of how RCVM might perform

in comparison to HREye and SIREN.

Possible Areas of Future Exploration

At the end of most chapters of this thesis, we will briefly provide a few suggestions for

future directions of research on this topic, based on our experience and the results of the

studies presented within the chapter.

Motion Overlays for Passive Communication

A strong thread of research in motion communication “overlaid” on practical motion

exists for manipulator robots [71] and aerial robots [68]. The benefits are obvious: in-

stead of dedicating motion to communication, the normal swimming of an AUV could

be rendered communicative by modifying it in some way. The likely information density

of these trajectories is low, but perhaps simple information such as battery level, impor-

tant object detections, or affective information could be communicated. This is likely to

be more effective on biomimetic AUVs such as the Aqua AUV, though propeller-driven

AUVs such as LoCO have the advantage of the ability to make quick changes to heading

or velocity.

Atomic Kinemes for Dynamic Communication

The set of meanings implemented for RCVM is a small, research language, which may be

missing symbols that deployments may require. Additionally, new concepts may come to
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light during deployments that require new kinemes and having the ability to communi-

cate these without a pre-defined kineme could be useful. A number of approaches could

be applied to this problem, but the most likely to be successful is to create a more atomic

kineme, where each kineme is a smaller concept rather than a phrase. For instance, with

a KSafety, KBattery, KConfidence and kinemes that represent quantity, dynamic motions

could be created on the fly to communicate as many values of safety, battery level,

and confidence as the valued kineme could represent, without having separate kinemes

for each. This has already been explored to some extent with the existing KDirectional

and KBatteryRemaining, but could be expanded into a more fully featured language of

combined atomic kinemes.

Cross-Form Gesture Mimicry

Another possible modification to kineme design comes from the idea of motion mimicry.

While our design process for kinemes involved mimicking human motions such as nodding

and shaking the head, this was only at the level of using these general motions as an

inspiration. Kinemes could also be sourced from actual human gestural motion, using

either motion capture or pose estimation systems. After recording and processing gesture

trajectories, a mapping from body parts to robot motion would have to be established,

followed by solving the inverse kinematics for the trajectory. This would allow exact

mimicry of human gestures, but the utility would be limited by the quality of the human-

to-robot motion mapping functions.

Acquiring Understanding of Motion

An outstanding question from our study of motion-based communication for AUVs is how

best to teach practitioners to understand the robot. While the intuitiveness of kinemes

is always a design goal, it is unlikely that a diver will be able to understand each kineme

without training, especially as the number of symbols in a language increases. Exploring

the process of teaching kinemes to divers, particularly in a longitudinal manner, would

yield useful insights into the most effective ways not only to design kinemes, but to

ensure that users can effectively learn to understand them.



Chapter 3

Emitted Light For AUV-To-Human

Communication

Light is a frequently used method of information display in digital devices, from power

or status lights to simple dot-matrix displays, all the way to high-definition displays. It

is particularly useful in nonverbal communication contexts, where the color, brightness,

and flash rate of light can be mapped to complex concepts. This, combined with the fact

that it can be perceived from long distances (assuming adequately bright sources and

good visibility), makes it an excellent option for AUV-to-human communication. The

fact that it is one of the few methods that appear in the literature besides the use of

digital displays reinforces this and was the reason why it was selected as a comparison

point for RCVM in the previous chapter. Neither the methods present in the literature

nor our simple baseline systems have explored the full potential of light for underwater

communication. They are all extremely simplistic and have limited expressiveness, par-

ticularly when compared to LED-based communication systems seen in terrestrial and

aerial robots.

In this chapter, we present a new method for AUV-to-human communication using

emitted light: the expressive light devices called HREye(s). HREyes allow for communi-

cation at a further distance than digital displays, are more intuitive and expressive than

previously proposed light-based communication, and provide a new capability for AUVs:

gaze indication. In the subsequent sections, we first discuss the background of this work

55
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Figure 3.1: The LoCO AUV informs a diver that it is ready to follow them, using the

active luceme LFollowY ou.

with further discussion of existing UHRI methods, brief summaries of research on using

light for HRI, and different methods of communicating gaze in terrestrial robots. Fol-

lowing this, we present the design of the HREye devices, their evolution from earlier

light-based methods we have proposed, and the software used to control them. The

HREye devices communicate through luceme(s), sequences of colored light with se-

mantic meaning. We next present a sixteen-symbol luceme language with content based

on the gestures commonly used for diver-to-diver communication. Finally, to evaluate

the effectiveness of the HREye devices and the lucemes we have defined for them, we

present Study IV, a human study with fourteen participants evaluating the ability of

trained participants to recognize active lucemes and the perceived gaze direction of ocu-

lar lucemes. This study demonstrates high levels of accuracy in participant recognition

of active lucemes (83%, 92% with high confidence) and reasonable success (21° avg.

error) in the communication of gaze direction using ocular lucemes.
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Definition: Luceme

In either active or ocular mode, the HREye device is designed to produce animated

sequences of colored light called lucemes. These sequences include the color, order,

duration, and in some cases the intensity of illumination. The word luceme comes

from the Latin luc, meaning “light” combined with the Greek eme, a unit of linguistic

structure. A luceme is designated by the symbol LMeaning, where “Meaning” is a simple

description of the meaning. Active and ocular lucmemes are displayed in Figures 3.4

and 3.5 respectively.

3.1 Background: Light-Based Communication

3.1.1 Emitted Light For HRI

Power and status indicator lights have been integrated into the design of robots since the

creation of the first robots. Modern humanoids such as Pepper [81] and Nao [82] often

use colored lights around their cameras/eyes to indicate the robot’s state, be it power,

error, or emotion. However, the use of light for HRI extends past simple indicator lights.

Light was used as a mediating signal to improve speech interactions by Funakoshi et al.,

[83] and used to express emotion by Kim et al., [84]. More recently, Szafir et al., [85]

used light to communicate directionality for aerial robots, while Baraka et al., [86, 87]

developed a variety of ways to use light to communicate state and movement direction

for mobile service robots. Song et al., [88, 89] applied similar approaches with designs

inspired by bioluminescence.

3.1.2 Gaze Cues

Gaze is one of the most important implicit vectors of communication between hu-

mans [90–92], used intuitively by people of all ages across all cultures. This highlights the

importance of gaze for human-robot interaction, particularly in coordinating collabora-

tive work. The use of gaze as a vector of implicit communication in human-robot interac-

tion has been well studied [93] for use in establishing shared attention [94,95], managing

handovers [96, 97], coordinating task roles [48, 98, 99], creating persuasive robots [100],

and smoothing social interaction [101]. Some robot designers have even explored the
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(a) Aqua AUV with single light. (b) 9-LED array.

(c) 3-LED array. (d) An HREye LED array.

Figure 3.2: The evolution of AUV LED communication systems over time.

(Figure 3.2a credit: McGill MRL & Ioannis Rekleitis)

development of camera-eye hybrids [102,103] to enable gaze interaction jointly with per-

ception. Despite the depth of this field, we are unaware of any attempts to provide gaze

cues from an AUV, making the ability of the HREye to communicate gaze direction a

first for underwater HRI.

3.1.3 AUV Light Communication

In the past two decades, the majority of underwater human-robot interaction (UHRI)

publications have focused on enabling human-to-AUV communication with fiducial mark-

ers [10], hand gestures [2, 45, 104], and remote control [17]. The few works that have

explored the inverse question of AUV-to-human communication have primarily focused

on the use of digital displays [10, 15], remote control devices [17], and low-complexity

light systems [16, 17]. Our work in Chapter 2 introduced motion-based communica-

tion for AUVs [105], as well as a variety of light-based communication methods (briefly

discussed in Section 2.3.4, which we now briefly survey.
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Single-Light Signals

The first mentions of designing emitted light communication for AUVs use one functional

light (comprised of multiple LEDs, but controlled together) as a flashing signal. An

example is shown in Figure 3.2a. In Verzijlenberg et al., [17], the light is mentioned as an

option for confirming that the AUV has received a command, while Demarco et al., [16]

design a 4-symbol language similar to Morse code. Neither approach was quantitatively

evaluated.

9-LED Array

Building on these suggestions, we proposed a communication device based on an array

of 9 LEDs (Figure 3.2b) [105]. The goal was to add color and position as aspects of

encoding, on top of the flash rates suggested in previous work. When observed by well-

trained participants, the 9-LED system achieved a recognition accuracy of 60% and an

average response time of 10s.

3-LED Array

The idea of our 9-LED system was further refined in a 3-LED version (Figure 3.2c) [106]

which uses full RGB diodes, enabling those three lights to produce not only the red,

yellow, and green lights of the 9-LED system, but also blues, purples, and many other

colors. With well-trained participants, the 3-LED system achieved an accuracy of 70.4%

with an average response time of 28.3 seconds (inflated by the nature of online admin-

istered evaluation).

3.2 HREyes: Biomimetic Light-Based Communication

Our light-based communication systems built upon the suggestions of earlier researchers

and demonstrated that light-based communication was possible for AUVs, while pro-

viding a comparison for RCVM. However, our previous systems had only achieved 70%

accuracy at most, were not intuitive at all, and were difficult to create light displays

for, given their limited state space. To provide collaborative AUVs (co-AUVs) with a

highly communicative and more intuitive light-based communication method, we present
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Figure 3.3: HREyes in LoCO AUV, demonstrating LFollowY ou out of the water, in a

pool, and in a Minnesota lake.

the HREye, a biomimetic LED device for AUV-to-human communication. HREyes are

comprised of 40 individually addressable RGB light-emitting diodes arranged in two con-

centric circles. Built by daisy-chaining two Adafruit NeoPixel rings, one with 24 LEDs

and one with 16 LEDs, an HREye can be used on its own or synchronously with another.

In our implementation, the HREyes are controlled using the Robot Operating System

(ROS) and a microcontroller that drives the NeoPixel rings. Two HREyes integrated

into the LoCO AUV [29] can be seen in a variety of environments in Figure 3.3.

3.2.1 Design Inspiration

When designing the HREye, the goal was to create a light-based communication device

capable of displaying complex light displays, producing an amount of light useful for
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illuminating the AUV’s environment and indicating direction in an intuitive manner.

To enable the goal of complex displays, we chose to increase the number of LEDs from

previous systems and arrange them in a structure which enables the creation of complex

shapes. Next, to illuminate the scene for an AUV’s cameras, the lights were placed near

the AUV’s camera. Many participants in previous studies have noted that the cameras

of AUVs such as LoCO and Aqua seem to be the “eyes” of the AUV. This gave rise to

the idea for HREyes: arrange a large number of LEDs around the AUV’s camera and

mimic the appearance of the human eye. This helps to fulfill the final design goal by

allowing the HREye to mimic human gaze cues.

3.2.2 Control Modalities

An HREye’s state can be represented by a set of 40 tuples with 4 values (red, green,

blue, alpha) across time. Each tuple maps to a specific LED on the two rings of the

HREye. Each HREye is controlled by a ROS node (the hreye_driver) running on a

microcontroller that receives messages containing an array of 40 tuples, which represent

the instantaneous state of HREye. The microcontroller processes these messages and ap-

plies the appropriate states to the LEDs. A secondary ROS node (the hreye_controller)

is responsible for creating these state vectors. The hreye_controller has three modes:

active, ocular, and functional. The lucemes which comprise active and ocular modes will

be discussed in the following section. In functional mode, the HREye device simply acts

as a functional light, providing artificial lighting for the AUV at a variety of intensities

and color grades. This mode is not discussed further, as its uses are purely functional.

3.3 Design of Lucemes

3.3.1 Active Lucemes

In active mode, the HREye device produces lucemes with specific semantic meaning.

The current luceme versions are shown in Figure 3.4. The symbols of this language

were selected by extracting a set of common communication phrases from diver gestural

languages through a process of coding and clustering. A luceme was designed for each of

the concepts extracted from these languages. These lucemes utilize a color and structure
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Luceme\Meaning Visuals

LAffirmative

Yes, Okay.

LNegative

No.

LDanger

Danger in the area.

LAttention

Pay attention to AUV.

LMalfunction

Internal malfunction.

LWaitCMD

Waiting for instructions.

LGoLeft

Go left/AUV going left.

LGoRight

Go right/AUV going right.

LGoUp

Go up/AUV going up.

LGoDown

Go down/AUV going down.

LWhichWay

Asking for directions.

LStay

Stay where you are.

LComeHere

Come to the AUV.

LFollowMe

Diver can follow AUV.

LFollowY ou

AUV will follow diver.

LBatteryLevel

Battery level is...

Figure 3.4: Selected active lucemes, demonstrated in a laboratory.
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Luceme\Meaning Visuals
LOcular−Blink

Mimicking a blink.

LOcular−Squint

Squinting or focusing.

LOcular−EyesWide

Eyes widen.

LOcular−90

Gaze cues at 90°
.

LOcular−135

Gaze cues at 135°.

Figure 3.5: Selected ocular lucemes, with two examples of directional gaze (angles in

Cartesian coordinates).

mapping protocol intended to improve recognition accuracy. First, for color: yellow

relates to directional commands, red is connected to problems or danger, blue is mapped

to general information, and purple is used to reference the AUV itself. In terms of

structure, there is a shared symbol used for LDanger and LAttention to indicate time-crucial

information, a pulsing illumination used for LWaitCMD and LMalfunction to indicate a

state which requires diver intervention, and a circular animation with one segment of

light following another to connect the LFollowMe and LFollowY ou lucemes. Together,

these color, shape, and motion mappings result in lucemes with related meanings having

similar appearances, which allows interactants to more easily memorize them.

3.3.2 Ocular Lucemes

Ocular lucemes are much more uniform than their active counterparts. All ocular

lucemes follow the same structure: the inner ring is illuminated in pink (recalling the

iris), with the outer ring illuminated in white (recalling the sclera). The color pink was

selected as it had not been used in many lucemes, was similar to the color used to refer-

ence the robot, and would be quite noticeable in the water. The ocular lucemes created

(depicted in Figure 3.5) include a steady state luceme, lucemes for blinking, squinting,
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and widening eyes, and a set of gaze cues with 30° granularity. Only the gaze direction

ocular lucemes have been evaluated in human studies.

3.4 Study IV: Communication and Gaze Indication with

HREye

In the following sections, we describe a study that tests the recognition accuracy of

active and ocular lucemes by evaluating the recognition of human interactants observing

the lucemes in a pool. This study was approved as human research by the University of

Minnesota’s Institutional Review Board (reference number: 00015327).

3.4.1 Study Design

The study of HREye performance is based on human recognition of HREye lucemes in a

pool environment. To achieve this, we recruited participants, trained them to a point of

competency in the use of the HREye system, then asked them to identify active lucemes

as produced on the LoCO AUV’s HREyes in a pool. The results from this evaluation

serve to demonstrate the performance of the active lucemes of HREyes when being shown

to a trained interactant. Following this, we also asked each participant to identify the

gaze direction of the ocular luceme gaze cues, which they had not been shown previously.

To provide a point of comparison to the HREye-trained participants, we also collected

data on human recognition of information passing from the AUV’s OLED display. The

participants for this condition were also asked to identify the HREye active and ocular

lucemes, providing more data on ocular luceme comprehension along with insights into

the ability of untrained participants to recognize active lucemes.

3.4.2 Administration Procedures

Training

A total of 14 participants were recruited for the study via student email lists. After col-

lecting participant consent and administering a short demographic survey, participants

were trained to use either the HREye communication device or an OLED display. This
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was done by displaying a video of 4-5 lucemes (or OLED phrases with equivalent mean-

ings) along with their meanings on screen, then testing the participants on the content

of the video. Once this had been done for all lucemes, a final competency test was

administered, asking participants to identify each luceme/OLED phrase. Participants

who correctly recognized at least 12 out of the 16 phrases shown passed the competency

test, and were scheduled for a pool evaluation, which was completed approximately 7

days after training.

Pool Sessions – HREye Condition

In the pool evaluation portion of the survey, participants were given a quick refresher of

the list of luceme meanings. Following this, participants entered the pool approximately

2 meters from the LoCO AUV and shown the lucemes of the HREye system in a random-

ized order. For each luceme, the participant dove under the water, observed the luceme

display, then surfaced and verbally reported the luceme’s meaning. The time from the

beginning of the luceme until the beginning of the participant’s answer was recorded,

along with the participant’s confidence in their answer (0 - 10). Once all active lucemes

had been tested, participants were asked to continue the same process while being shown

ocular lucemes for gaze indication (which they had not been shown during training).

Pool Sessions – OLED Condition

Participants in the OLED condition followed a similar procedure. They were first asked

to swim the 2 meter distance to LoCO three times, after which they were asked to

observe the OLED displays from LoCO at a closer distance. This allows the participant’s

average swim time to be added to each response, simulating how long it would take the

participant to determine the OLED’s content if they had to swim to it, as the OLED is

unreadable at 2m. Most OLED condition participants were then asked to perform the

same procedures as the luceme condition participants.

Debrief Process

Following their completion of the pool evaluation, participants were asked to complete

a quick debrief survey which consisted of a modified Godspeed [107, 108] questionnaire
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and a set of NASA Task-Load Index (TLX) [109, 110] questionnaires, one for active

luceme/OLED recognition and one for ocular recognition. The Godspeed questionnaire

measures participant opinion on the AUV they were shown, while the NASA TLX ques-

tionnaires measure the amount of mental, physical and temporal demand that the luceme

recognition placed on participants. With the debrief survey completed, participants were

given a gift card with a value of 10 USD.

3.4.3 Analysis Procedures

Because participants had answered questions about luceme meanings freely, their re-

sponses had to be transformed into a quantifiable format for analysis. For active lucemes,

three raters were given a list of active lucemes shown to participants, matched with the

meanings participants reported. The three raters then scored each pair with a correctness

score between 0 and 100. An inter-rater reliability analysis using Fleiss’ Kappa [111] was

performed to evaluate consistency between raters. The inter-rater reliability was found

to be κ = 0.74, which is generally taken to mean that there is substantial agreement

between raters [112]. Since rater consistency was high, the rater’s scores were averaged

to the final recognition accuracy score. The raters also transformed ocular luceme re-

sponses from various types of input (e.g., “To the upper left”) into an angle of reported

gaze (κ = 0.87). These translations were also averaged to create a final reported angle.

To complete the analysis, we utilize common metrics in AUV-to-human communication

research [46]: accuracy (0-100 recognition rate), operational accuracy (0-100, recogni-

tion rate of answers with a confidence ≥ 6), confidence (0-10, participant reported), and

time to answer (time between luceme beginning and participant answer). In the case of

OLED participants, the average time it took them to swim to LoCO was added to the

time to answer.

3.5 Results of Study IV

3.5.1 Demographics

Our study population was comprised of 14 people. Ten participants were trained in the

HREye condition, the remaining four were trained on the OLED device, with three of
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those four also evaluating the HREye system’s active lucemes without training. Ten

of these were students, the rest were working or looking for work. When asked to

self-identify their gender, nine identified as male, three as female, and one identified

as non-binary. The majority of participants were between the ages of 18 and 24 and

had lived in the US for at least 3 years. Eight participants indicated that they had

experience with robots, four indicated some level of scuba diving experience, and five

indicated a familiarity with some kind of sign language. Nine participants self-reported

nearsightedness and none reported colorblindness, which was confirmed to be accurate

by a self-administered Ishihara test [113].

Figure 3.6: Comparison between the HREye, OLED, and untrained HREye conditions

in terms of all metrics.

3.5.2 Comparing Across Conditions

As shown in Figure 3.6, the trained HREye participants identified lucemes with a rea-

sonable 83% accuracy. This is lower but comparable to the accuracy of OLED trained

participants (100%). The lower accuracy is to be expected as the use of the OLED

device requires no learning or memorization, simply the ability to read. However, the
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Figure 3.7: Recognition accuracy and operational accuracy for participants trained to

recognize active lucemes.

recognition accuracy of active lucemes, higher than any previous light-based communi-

cation system and comparable to that OLED display phrases, supports the idea that the

HREye devices could be effectively used in actual deployments. When considering the

accuracy of untrained HREye participants, we see higher accuracy than might perhaps

be expected, especially considering previous results on the untrained use of light-based

communication systems in [105]. The accuracy (37%) and operational accuracy (57%)

of untrained recognition indicate that HREye lucemes are intuitive to understand. Fur-

ther analysis of the performance of specific lucemes indicates that the lucemes most

correctly identified by untrained participants were directional lucemes (LGoLeft, etc),

LBatteryLevel, and LDanger.

3.5.3 Recognition of Active Lucemes

Trained participants identified active lucemes with an overall accuracy of 83%. As

shown in Figure 3.7, the directional lucemes all achieve high accuracy. In terms of

operational accuracy, also shown in Figure 3.7, participants achieve an even higher rate

of 92%, with a number of lucemes even hitting 100% operational accuracy. Average
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Figure 3.8: Confusion matrix of participant identifications of active lucemes.

participant time-to-answer is 10.5 seconds, with the LAttention and LMalfunction being

two of the longer response times. The level of accuracy (and particularly operational

accuracy) demonstrated in this study is sufficient to expect that similar lucemes could

be used effectively in the field. This is consistent with the relatively lower accuracy of

these lucemes, indicating some confusion on those lucemes, which can be more clearly

seen in Figure 3.8. Note that in the confusion matrix, it is obvious that participants

are confusing LFollowMe and LFollowY ou, which have similar animations with the only

differnce being the color of the inner ring. Similarly, lucemes which heavily feature the

color red, such as LNegative, LDanger, and LMalfunction are confused for one another. This

suggests that further separating lucemes in color space and ensuring that lucemes with

similar animations have large differences in color may improve reduce confusion.

3.5.4 Ocular Lucemes

Participants correctly identified gaze cues with high accuracy, despite being untrained

in this aspect of the system. While some participants had confusion about the gaze

cues initially, all participants realized the key idea: the purple center was the pupil

and the motion of gaze lucemes was meant to indicate the motion of the pupil in a
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Figure 3.9: Participant interpretation of gaze lucemes. Points are positioned radially

by participant answer and colored by true gaze position. Distance from the center

represents participant confidence, with a dashed circle at 5/10 confidence.

direction. Overall, participants interpreted ocular lucemes with an average error of 21°,

as visualized in Figure 3.9. Some of this angle error may have been due to the fact that

in one session, the HREye in the LoCO AUV’s right enclosure began to slip and rotate,

rotating almost 45°before the issue was detected. Remaining participants in that session

were only shown gaze cues on the left HREye, and the issue was rectified with proper

mounting before the following session. The actual error is likely lower. This is due to the

fact that in one pool session, one of the HREyes came loose and rotated by almost 45°

before the issue was detected and fixed. Nonetheless, even with this confounding issue

(which affected 3 participants), interactants seem to be able to intuitively understand

the gaze direction of an AUV using the HREye ocular lucemes. Post-study interviews
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with some participants suggested that participants did not feel the robot was actually

looking in the directions it was indicating, however. Therefore, it remains to be seen

how well ocular lucemes achieve grounding for tasks in underwater environments.

3.5.5 Participant Opinion

In terms of results of the Godspeed and NASA TLX surveys, which ten participants

completed, the LoCO AUV was rated as neither particularly anthropomorphic (1.9-2.7

on average sub-scores out of 5) or animated (1.8-3.0), but it was considered likable (3.6-

4.0) and intelligent (3.6-4.0). The active lucemes were not considered demanding in

terms of physical effort (12.0 out of 100) or time (12.9), but somewhat mentally taxing

(35.1). The ocular lucemes were rated at similar levels of physical effort (9.2) and time

requirements (14.3), but lower in terms of mental demand (19.3).

3.6 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this chapter, we have presented the HREye, a novel, biomimetic, light-based AUV

communication device. We designed and created a sixteen symbol active luceme language

based on diver gestural languages as well as a set of ocular lucemes for communicating

gaze direction, and evaluated both types of lucemes in a pool study with fourteen par-

ticipants. This study demonstrated high recognition accuracy for active lucemes and

intuitive understanding of directional lucemes as well as LDanger and LBatteryLevel. Ad-

ditionally, the ocular lucemes were demonstrated to communicate gaze direction with an

average error of 21°, a reasonable level of accuracy for the first attempt at gaze indication

for AUVs. These results demonstrate that the HREye device and its active and ocular

lucemes are suitable for use in human-robot collaboration, greatly expanding the variety

of AUV-to-human communication methods with a novel, robust, and intuitive form of

communication.

Possible Areas of Future Exploration

As with previous chapters, we now provide a few suggestions for future directions of

research on this topic, based on our experience and the results of the studies presented

within the chapter.
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Passive Information Displays

The active and ocular lucemes of the HREye system provide useful communication prim-

itives for divers but are directed and focused on small portions of time. The hardware

could easily be used for passive data display, which may be useful for human-robot col-

laboration. We have developed some early versions of these passive data displays for

utilitarian uses, prominently for displaying the results of object detection algorithms.

However, the impacts of these passive data displays on collaborative work underwater

have not yet been explored. This would also necessitate an in-depth design process of

these displays, which differ from active or ocular lucemes in the type of information

being displayed.

Further Investigation of HREye Gaze

Our initial study on ocular lucemes has demonstrated that divers can identify the gaze

direction of the HREyes within an average 21° error. Future studies should focus on

the ability of a robot to effectively indicate and differentiate between objects of interest

using gaze. Additionally, it would be helpful to evaluate different eye constructions and

animations to determine if greater success can be achieved. For instance, perhaps a

different set of colors should be used, or the directional ocular lucemes should use a

tighter angle of display. Further, no evaluation has been completed to explore the use of

non-directional ocular lucemes such as blinking, squinting, and widening eyes on both

gaze indication and affective display. While such animations may seem frivolous, an

increased standard of realism and anthropomorphism may lead to improved results in

human identification of robot gaze.

Non-Eye Structures

While the eye-like structure of the HREye devices has enabled a number of exciting new

developments such as the creation of ocular lucemes, there is no evidence that these eye-

like structures are the best way to express information. One of their major weaknesses is

their limited viewing angles, making them nearly imperceptible from the side. It would

be worthwhile for future explorations of emitted lights for UHRI to consider different

morphologies, perhaps spread across the body of the AUV. These would lose the ability
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to mimic gaze, but could potentially be used in concert with HREyes to provide a more

universally observable light display.



Chapter 4

Sound For AUV-To-Human

Communication

In previous chapters, we have described the current state of underwater robot-to-human

communication (digital displays and dedicated devices) and introduced two new methods

for robot-to-human communication using motion and emitted light. However, these new

methods share a critical weakness: they all require visual observation, meaning that they

cannot be used in low-visibility environments and depend on already having the diver’s

visual attention. An audible vector of communication would solve both issues, but aside

from power/status-indicating tones, audio communication has not been significantly

explored for underwater robots. Sound travels well through water, but producing and

comprehending it is challenging [114]. Most commercially available speakers are not

designed for vibrating water rather than air, while underwater-compatible speakers tend

to be quite expensive, and incompatible with small AUVs. Additionally, human auditory

processing is not well suited for comprehending sound underwater, leading to confusion

and garbling of complex signals such as speech. Due to these confounding challenges,

audible communication from robots to humans underwater is largely unexplored.

We present in this chapter a novel audio-based system for underwater robots, named

SIREN (Sound Indicators via Resonance Exciters uNderwater). In the following sec-

tions, we first discuss the background of this work, exploring the types of robot-to-human

communication which have been developed thus far. Next, we present the hardware and

74
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software used to create the audible communication indicators of SIREN, which we refer

to as sonemes. We expand upon the design of these sonemes in the next section, defin-

ing two types of sonemes: synthetic speech (TTS-sonemes) and musical tone indicators

(Tone-sonemes). To evaluate these sonemes for use in communication, we perform a

substantial in-person human study with a total of 12 participants, in which swimmers

identified sonemes at a variety of distances. While a study population of twelve is not

considered large in many fields, this is the second largest UHRI study conducted in an

underwater environment, due to the logistical challenges of performing such studies. The

results from this study reveal the effectiveness of audible communication underwater at

close range, with some viability at distance.

Defintion: Soneme

A soneme is a sound intentionally produced by a robot for interaction with a hu-

man. In the field of human-computer interaction, these sounds would be referred to

as earcons [115]. However, to provide a distinction between the types of information

communicated via sound by computers and robots, and to continue parity with our pre-

vious work on motion and light-based communications (kinemes and lucemes), we refer

to robotic audio communication phrases as sonemes. The word soneme is derived from

the Latin sonus (meaning sound) and the suffix eme used for phonemes and cheremes,

fundamental parts of audible and gestural languages.

4.1 Background: Sound-Based Communication

SIREN is the first dedicated system for AUV-to-human communication. As such, the

background of this chapter is split into two parts: previously developed approaches for

AUV-to-human communication and previous sound-based robot communication method-

ologies.

4.1.1 Underwater Human-Robot Interaction

Underwater human-robot interaction is a relatively new field, with the first research

actually focused on interaction published in the early 2000s. Nonetheless, the field has
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Figure 4.1: A depiction of the two types of sonemes that SIREN can produce, asking

a diver for their attention.

already diversified significantly in these short twenty years. Human-to-robot commu-

nication in underwater environments is dominated by gestural control systems [2, 104],

with lesser use of fiduccial markers as cue cards [10] and self-contained remote control

devices [17]. In the inverse problem of robot-to-human communication, the dominant

method has long been displaying text on a screen [9, 15, 17]. The size of these screens

varies, but their performance is relatively similar: complex and high-density informa-

tion can be easily communicated, but viewing angles and distances are poor. In recent

years this fact has led to the development of novel methods of AUV-to-human commu-

nication. We have previously proposed communication via motion [46, 105, 106], which

is much more resistant to distance and orientation changes. Beyond motion, we also

have expanded upon early, simple use of emitted light for communication [16] into a

complex system of active communication and gaze direction indication [116]. Both of

these systems have expanded the effective range at which AUVs can communicate with

divers, but a problem still remains: what if no one is looking at the robot or the visi-

bility is negligible? In those cases, any kind of communication based on the visibility of
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the robot will fail. For this reason, we turn our attention to sound, which passes well

through water, can be omnidirectional, and eliminates the need for good visibility.

4.1.2 Sound-Based Robot Communication

Sound is a common vector for robot-to-human communication, exploiting what Andrea

Bonarini [117] calls the "Hearing Channel". The study of sound-based communication

is broad, with a wide variety of applications of sound being investigated. A great deal

of work has focused on synthetic speech for robots [118–120], particularly the ability

of a robotic voice to convey emotion [121, 122]. Another aspect of robotic speech that

has been well-studied is the effect of different types of voices on robotic acceptance

and social behavior [123]. However, not all robotic sound is speech. A number of

works have explored the effect that consequential sound – sound that the robot makes

as a consequence of its operation – has on the perception of robotic operations and

interactions [124,125]. Further investigation has also considered the addition of artificial

sound to consequential sound and the way that it affects perceptions of safety and

capability [126]. Sound has also been used as a nonverbal signal to improve human

perception of a robot’s location [127]. While the use of nonverbal sound is less common

in the field than speech, nonverbal sound has been applied to topics such as emotion and

intention expression [128]. Similar works have ventured into generative methodologies,

where properties of a robot’s internal state or emotional cues are directly input into a

sound synthesis engine to control different parameters [46,129]. The design of these types

of nonverbal sound communication provided design inspiration for the tonal sonemes we

describe later in this chapter, though our indicators are pre-defined.

4.2 SIREN: A Low-Cost AUV Audio System

SIREN is the first dedicated system for sound-based AUV-to-human communication. Its

purpose is straightforward: producing sonemes that divers can accurately perceive.

4.2.1 Hardware Design

Two pieces of hardware are required for SIREN: a transducer/exciter to vibrate against

the frame of an AUV and an amplifier to drive the said transducer. The amplifier
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Figure 4.2: Frequency response of the Dayton Audio DAEX25W-8, from the provided

specification sheet.

also requires a source of audio input, but as AUVs have onboard computers, this is

not considered part of the required hardware. SIREN utilizes the DAEX25W-8 [130]

waterproofed surface transducer produced by Dayton Audio, which is IP67 rated, having

undergone one hour of immersion in one meter of water. Our transducer has been

immersed to two meters for extended periods of time, but if a deeper depth rating

is required, many other exciters can be acquired and affixed inside an AUV’s shell,

circumventing the need for greater waterproofing. The exciter has a relatively strong

frequency response at all frequencies, though it is most capable between 1k-10k Hz,

as seen in Figure 4.2. However, the frequency response of our system is likely to be

different, given that the material the exciter is attached to will have the greatest bearing

on its ability to produce certain frequencies. We power our exciter with a small dual

10W amplifier from Parts Express, but any amplifier which fits in the available space

and adheres to the power requirements of the exciter used would be appropriate. The

cost for both parts totals 35 USD, making SIREN hardware an affordable addition to

even the most economical of AUVs.

Why Not Earphones?

Commercial scuba divers often use open face helmets with built in microphones and

earphones. These systems are extremely useful for surface communication and can be

used for diver-to-diver communication – there is no reason why they cannot be applied

to robot-to-diver communication. However, these systems are expensive, cumbersome,
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and require a level of infrastructure that many divers do not have, even professional

divers. In keeping with our general philosophy of avoiding the further instrumentation

of the diver, we focus on a method of sound-based AUV-to-diver communication which

require no additional equipment on the part of the diver.

4.2.2 Software Design: Reconfigurable Sound

The sonemes of the SIREN device are produced dynamically by a software module

for PROTEUS, our UHRI software system for the Robot Operating System (ROS).

PROTEUS loads XML definitions of sonemes and then builds ROS services to trigger

them as needed. We wished to explore both synthetic speech and more abstract audio

cues as a method of communication, so our software has two modes: Tonal-Sonemes

and TTS-Sonemes.

Tonal-Sonemes

For tonal sonemes, PROTEUS expects an XML definition file that contains two things:

a system configuration section defining the various waveforms to be used, and a set

of soneme definitions. After parsing the definition file, the PROTEUS Tonal-Sonemes

server uses a package called tones [131] to synthesize polyphonic music.

TTS-Sonemes

In the case of TTS-Sonemes, PROTEUS expects an XML definition file with a system

configuration section specifying the voice, language, and volume to be used, as well as

a set of soneme definitions. Once these definitions are parsed, a python package named

voxpopuli [132] is used to interface with Espeak [133] and MBROLA [134]. Espeak is

responsible for parsing the text into a list of phonemes, which MBROLA then synthesizes

into audible speech. More high-quality text-to-speech software could be used, but we

chose a minimal design that does not require an internet connection or GPU.
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Figure 4.3: Clustering of scuba diver sign language symbols, sourced from instructional

scuba materials.

4.3 Design of Sonemes

With the hardware and software for SIREN defined, we turn to specifying the sonemes of

the system. Before defining sonemes however, we must answer a fundamental question:

what might the robot need to say in an interaction?

4.3.1 Defining AUV Language Symbols

To create a language of robot communication phrases, we turned our attention to the sign

languages in broad use among divers. There are many versions of diver sign language,

and most divers have picked up further signs for specific situations they encounter in

their dives. By considering instructional material for divers in training, we can find a

common set of useful signs. The meanings of these signs are shown in Figure 4.3, along

with our next step. After combining signs with the same meaning, we clustered these

signs at two different levels. The first level, represented by the circles around signs in

Figure 4.3, was common concepts, such as the cluster of signs which all refer to some

kind of environmental danger. The second level, represented by the colors of circles and

items, was the relevance of a concept to AUV communication. For instance, concepts
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Soneme Meaning Tone Version TTS Version

SAffirmative Yes, Okay. “Yes.”

SNegative No. “No.”

SDanger Danger in the area. “Danger nearby!”

SAttention Pay attention to AUV. “Pay attention!”

SMalfunction Internal malfunction. “I’m experiencing an issue.”

SWaitCMD Waiting for instructions. “I’m waiting for a command!”

SGoLeft Go left/AUV going left. “Go left.”

SGoRight Go right/AUV going right. “Go right.”

SGoUp Go up/AUV going up. “Go up.”

SGoDown Go down/AUV going down. “Go down.”

SWhichWay Asking for directions. “Which way are we going?”

SStay Stay where you are. “Stay here.”

SComeHere Come to the AUV. “Come to me.”

SFollowMe Diver can follow AUV. “Follow me.”

SFollowY ou AUV will follow diver. “I’m going to follow you.”

SBatteryLevel Battery level is... “N% battery remaining.”

Figure 4.4: Selected sonemes, with both Tone and TTS versions. See the accompanying

video for recordings of each soneme.
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relating to diver issues with air or bodily states such as trouble clearing ears are not

relevant for an AUV to express. From this point, the selection of symbols was simple:

any concept cluster relevant for an AUV to communicate was included in the language

definition. Some symbols were added, such as SWaitCMD and others were adapted from

clusters that were considered not relevant for AUVs, such as SMalfunction which maps to

the Non-Air Self problem cluster.

4.3.2 Soneme Design

With the list of possible sonemes created in this manner, the next step was defining the

audio for each soneme, which can be seen in Figure 4.4 and in the accompanying video.

Tonal Sonemes

For tonal sonemes, a variety of techniques were used. Firstly, any soneme with a nega-

tive implication (e.g., SDanger, SNegative) was defined to use notes from a minor chord.

Additionally, sonemes with positive meanings were designed to sound more cheery or

energetic. An effort was made to begin most sonemes or groups of sonemes with unique

notes, to reduce overlap between the initial notes of sonemes as much as possible. In ad-

dition, the sonemes which did have common start notes were designed to be as distinct

as possible from one another other than their starting note, to further avoid confu-

sion. Another design choice was the selection of waveforms used for various sonemes.

Sonemes related to commands or information were rendered using a square wave-based

tone generator, while directionally related sonemes used a triangle wave.

Text-To-Speech Sonemes

The design of text-to-speech sonemes was simpler, as the method was largely just writing

out the meaning of the soneme. However, some phrases were intentionally lengthened to

increase the amount of time that the sound would be audible, and others were modified

to avoid confusion with other sonemes. These modifications focused on not starting

TTS-Sonemes with similar words.
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4.3.3 Version Selection Survey

With these design principles in mind, four versions of each soneme were created: two

options for TTS-Sonemes and two options for Tonal-Sonemes. These versions were

then demonstrated to a small internal focus group comprised of other AUV researchers

and laypeople. While the various TTS phrases were all offered with the same voice,

participants were also asked to select one of four voices available from MBROLA by

listening to a sample sentence produced by each voice. Based on input from this survey,

a final set of sonemes for each version of SIREN was selected by choosing the most

popular option for each version, with some designer’s discretion in the case of ties. The

voice used for TTS-Sonemes was also selected using majority opinion.

4.4 Study V: How Do TTS & Tonal Sonemes Perform?

As the purpose of SIREN is to communicate with divers underwater, the only route to

evaluating the effectiveness of the system is to conduct a human study with participants

listening to SIREN underwater. Studies of this nature are challenging to administer,

as finding and training participants can be time consuming, costly, and difficult due

to low pool availability. The following sections describe the human study which we

conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of our SIREN device and the two versions of the

sonemes developed for it. This study was approved as human research by the University

of Minnesota’s Institutional Review Board (reference number: 00016705).

4.4.1 Study Design

The study of SIREN efficacy was fundamentally based on the success of trained par-

ticipants at recognizing various sonemes underwater. After recruiting participants and

training them to a pre-defined level of competence in recognizing lucemes, we asked

them to identify those same sonemes in a pool environment. The initial distance of

the AUV was one meter, but after all sonemes had been played, each participant was

asked to identify sonemes at a distance of fifteen or twenty meters. Participants were

randomly assigned to the TTS-Sonemes or Tonal-Sonemes conditions and were trained

and tested only on that version using a between-subjects experimental design. Fourteen
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Figure 4.5: Experimental setup, featuring LoCO at the three possible distances, a

participant (P), and the pool inlet (I).

people went through study procedures, but unfortunately, the data for two participants

was contaminated due to technical issues, yielding twelve total participants’ data being

included in the analysis.

4.4.2 Study Procedures

The study is comprised of three steps: Participant recruitment and training, pool study

sessions, and the debrief stage.

Participant Recruitment & Training

Participants were recruited from the University of Minnesota by emails, publicly posted

fliers, in-classroom announcements, and word of mouth. Anyone who was interested was

provided the link to a Qualtrics form, which began by collecting participant consent

and demographic information. Participants who were over the age of 18, were not deaf

or hard of hearing, able to swim independently, and had not taken part in previous

studies from the IRV Lab were allowed to continue. In the second part of the survey,

participants were shown videos with recordings of sonemes in their randomly selected

SIREN version. They were taught 3− 5 sonemes at a time, quizzed on their meanings,

and then finally given a competency test after learning all sonemes. Only participants

who correctly identified at least 12 of the 16 sonemes were able to continue to the end

of the survey. At this point, participants were asked to complete an audiometry test

profiling their hearing ability, then schedule a time to complete their pool session.
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Pool Study Sessions

Once participants had been trained in the use of SIREN, they scheduled time at a pool

evaluation session. Three total sessions were administered to collect data from all 14

participants. Upon arriving at the pool, each participant was greeted and the pool session

process was explained to them. Additionally, study staff read each participant the list

of soneme meanings before beginning the session, as participants sometimes completed

their education process as many as seven days before the pool sessions. The sounds for

each soneme were not played to participants at this point. Once they had been prepared,

participants entered the pool and were asked to identify sonemes played by the SIREN

device attached to the LoCO AUV [29]. Participants submerged themselves, listened,

then surfaced and reported the meaning of the soneme they had heard, along with their

confidence in their answer on an ordinal scale from 0 to 10. Sonemes were demonstrated

in a randomized order, first at a distance of one meter, then at a further distance of

either fifteen or twenty meters. Other research activities were conducted at the same

time, resulting in some ambient noise in the pool, which we believe improved the realism

of the test. Additionally, a water inlet was located to the right of the participants, adding

further background noise not dissimilar to the operation noise of scuba equipment.

Debrief Stage

After completing their pool session, each participant was asked to complete a small

debrief survey, asking them their opinion on the SIREN system and the LoCO-AUV.

This survey uses a modified Godspeed questionnaire [107] to measure attitudes about

the AUV, and the NASA Task Load Index [109] survey to measure participant effort

and stress during the soneme identification task. Participants were also allowed to input

any comments on their sonemes they had into free-entry text boxes. Once a participant

completed all of their study procedures, they were provided with a $15 Amazon gift

card. Additionally, once all participants had been enrolled, an additional $50 gift card

was given to a randomly selected participant.
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4.4.3 Analysis of Data

Rating and Reliability

While performing pool sessions, participant answers on the meaning of sonemes and their

confidence in said answers were recorded. Additionally the time from the beginning of

a soneme to the beginning of a participant’s answer was recorded. Two recordings were

made, which were cross-checked with one another to ensure the accuracy of the data.

Because participant identification of sonemes was given in their own words, further work

was required to perform analysis on this data. Three independent raters from the study

staff were asked to read through the recorded participant answers and rate the correctness

of each answer from one to one hundred. To determine the level of agreement between

raters, Fleiss’s κ [111] was calculated to be κ = 0.795, which is typically understood to

indicate a good level of agreement between raters. After determining this, raters’ scores

were averaged to create the final correctness score for each answer.

Metrics

When considering the effectiveness of SIREN, we utilize four metrics that have been

beneficial in similar analyses in the past:

• Accuracy: The average of the rater’s correctness scores, which indicates how

accurately a participant has identified a soneme.

• Confidence: A value from 0 to 10, reported by participants, indicated their

confidence in their answers.

• Operational Accuracy: The same values as accuracy, but only considering an-

swers with a confidence ≥ 6.

• Time To Answer: The time recorded from the beginning of a soneme to the

beginning of a participant’s answer.

Statistical Methods

The two metrics which will be analyzed for statistically significant effects are accuracy

and operational accuracy. Prior to analyzing our data further, assumptions of statistical
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tests must be considered. Most parametric statistical tests assume a normal distribution

of data. Shaprio-Wilk [79] tests were performed for accuracy W = 0.71, p < .001 and

operational accuracy W = 0.51, p < .001. Both results indicate that data is not

normally distributed, and direct inspection of the data confirms this. Therefore, in all

subsequent analyses, we use non-parametric tests, such as Spearman’s correlation [135],

Kruskal-Wallis H-tests [80], and Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests [75]. All tests are performed

with a significance of α = 0.01.

Removal of Two Participants

While fourteen people completed all study procedures, two participants had significant

issues in their pool sessions. In one case, the wrong version of sonemes was played by

accident, leading to significant confusion and removal from the final dataset. The other

participant was shown the correct version of sonemes, but some data was lost due to a

computer crash. Both participants were compensated equally to other participants, but

their data is not included in our results.

4.5 Results of Study V

The following subsections describe the results of our human study in detail, with con-

sideration given to population demographics, internal validity, the overall efficacy of the

system, the difference between the TTS and Tonal versions, and the effect of distance

on soneme communication.

4.5.1 Population

Our population is fairly small, with seven participants testing Tonal-Sonemes and five

testing TTS-Sonemes. Approximately half the participants of each condition were tested

at distances of 1m and 15m, with the rest tested at 1m and 20m. Eleven participants were

between the ages of 18 and 24, with one participant between 35 and 44. Ten participants

self-identified as male, with one identifying as female and the last identifying as non-

binary/third gender. When asked if they had experience with robots, seven participants

answered in the affirmative, and when asked if they had ever been scuba diving, four

said they had. No participants self-identified as deaf or hard of hearing and audiometry
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Figure 4.6: Audiometry data, expressed as the decibel level required by each partici-

pant to hear the given frequency.

data showed varying levels of hearing capability, with some falling into the level of mild

hearing loss, as can be seen in Figure 4.6.

4.5.2 Internal Validity Tests

The primary situations which threaten the internal validity of this study are training-

related. Does the duration of participant training, the level of competency after training,

or the time between training and testing have a significant effect on accuracy? If so, a

condition or distance’s accuracy might be skewed, due to the training of participants in

those sections. Because of the non-normal distribution of accuracy data, non-parametric

tests are required, in this case, Spearman’s rank correlation test [135] was used. No

significant correlation is present between a participant’s score on the training test and

their accuracy, r(10) = 0.25, p = 0.44 (Figure 4.7a). Testing the correlation between

the time taken during education and accuracy, no significant correlation was found,

r(10) = −0.15, p = 0.65 (Figure 4.7b). Lastly, no significant correlation was found

between the duration of a participant’s training and pool session and the accuracy they

achieved, r(10) = −0.07, p = 0.82 (Figure 4.7c). Finally, we consider the effect of
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(a) Test score vs. Accuracy (b) Education Duration vs. Accuracy

(c) Time Since Education vs. Accuracy (d) Mean dB vs. Accuracy

Figure 4.7: Internal validity tests for Study V.

a participant’s hearing on their accuracy. We first average the decibel level required

to hear all tested frequencies from the audiometry test, then assess correlation with

participant accuracy (at distances greater than 1m) using Spearman’s rank correlation.

No significant correlation was found between a participant’s hearing ability and accuracy,

r(10) = −0.09, p = 0.77 (Figure 4.7d). With these tests completed, we can continue with

our analysis assured that participant hearing capability and training procedures did not

contaminate our results.

4.5.3 Overall SIREN Efficacy

In our pool study, SIREN was demonstrated to be an effective system for AUV-to-

diver communication. The metrics previously discussed are presented in Figure 4.8,

with separation between the TTS and Tonal versions, and every metric reported for
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Figure 4.8: Metrics for TTS-Sonemes and Tonal-Sonemes.

the three test distances as well as overall. Both versions of sonemes achieved accuracy

≥ 50% overall, with accuracy at 1m test distances ≥ 70%. While there is no accepted

standard for considering an AUV-to-human communication system “field-viable”, these

numbers, combined with the operational accuracy of both types of sonemes being ≥ 80%

overall, form a strong case that the system is effective at communicating. Additionally,

the average time to answer values of 5-12 seconds indicates that the time required to

understand the system is not out of line with other systems previously evaluated. In

addition, we can see in Figure 4.9 that there are some outlier sonemes that are less

frequently understood than others, particularly in the tonal condition. This indicates

that a redesign of some sonemes could lead to greater accuracy if the aspects of the

sonemes that are difficult to recognize or remember can be identified.

4.5.4 Should We Use TTS-Sonemes or Tonal-Sonemes?

A Kruskal-Wallis test [80] showed that the type of soneme (Tonal or TTS) had no

effect on overall accuracy, H(1) = 5.30, p = 0.02. However, when we consider the
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Figure 4.9: A comparison of per-soneme accuracy for SIREN at 1m.

accuracy of soneme identification at specific distances, we find a significant effect at

1m, H(1) = 11.57, p < 0.01, favoring the use of TTS-Sonemes. A Kruskal-Wallis test

performed on accuracy at 15m and 20m combined shows a significant effect, H(1) =

41.55, p < 0.01, with Tonal-Sonemes leading in accuracy. These results explain the initial

test: while there is no clear better version overall, at different distances of interaction,

Tonal-Sonemes or TTS-Sonemes are significantly more effective.

Participant Effort and Stress

In the debrief stage, participants were asked to complete a NASA Task Load Index

survey [109], which measures the mental, physical, and time demands of a task, as well

as a person’s estimation of their performance, the level of effort required, and the level

of frustration induced by the task. Kruskal Wallis tests found no statistically significant

differences between the answers of participants in the Tonal-Sonemes condition and

participants in the TTS-Sonemes condition. In particular, no effect was found on the

participant’s reported effort, H(1) = 0.077, p = 0.781, or on their reported frustration,

H(1) = 0.697, p = 0.404, two areas of major concern. A Spearman’s rank correlation
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Figure 4.10: A comparison of per-soneme accuracy for SIREN at 15m and 20m.

test also found no significant correlation between a participant’s estimation of their

performance and actual accuracy, r(10) = 0.21, p = 0.52.

4.5.5 How Does Distance Affect SIREN?

A Krusakl-Wallis test showed that the distance of interaction had a significant effect on

accuracy, H(2) = 107.75, p < 0.01. Furthermore, performing pairwise comparisons using

Wilcoxon rank sum testing [75] with Holm-Bonferroni p-value adjustment [136] reveals

that there exist significant effects between the 1m distance and the others distances, but

no significant effects are present between 15m and 20m. This much is readily apparent

from an inspection of the accuracy values in Figure 4.8. By creating a categorical

variable combining soneme type and distance (i.e., tts_1m, tone_15m), we can consider

the interactions between these variables. A Kruskal-Wallis test shows a statistically

significant effect on accuracy from this condition-distance variable, H(5) = 151.03, p <

0.01. To further understand this effect, we perform a pairwise analysis using Wilcoxon

rank sum tests with Holm-Bonferroni p-value adjustment, the results of which can be

seen in Table 4.1. The pairwise results reinforce the finding of the tests on specific
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Tonal-1m Tonal-15m Tonal-20m TTS-1m TTS-15m

Tonal-15m 0.033 - - - -

Tonal-20m > 0.001 0.0535 - - -

TTS-1m 0.0034 > 0.001 > 0.001 - -

TTS-15m > 0.001 > 0.001 0.0019 > 0.001 -

TTS-20m > 0.001 > 0.001 0.0179 > 0.001 0.7838

Table 4.1: The effect of combined condition/distance on soneme accuracy, calculated

using pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum tests, adjusted using the Holm-Bonferroni method.

distance results in the previous section. Specifically, TTS-Sonemes outperform Tonal-

Sonemes at close distances but fail at further distances and the further away from the

participant SIREN is, the harder it is for a participant to recognize sonemes. Lastly, the

recognition Tonal-Sonemes is not as negatively affected by distances as the recognition

of TTS-Sonemes.

4.5.6 Why Are Some Sonemes Harder To Hear?

These results on the performance of both versions of SIREN at a distance, along with

the per-soneme results shown in Figures 4.9 & 4.10, raise an interesting question: Why

are some sonemes harder to comprehend than others, particularly at a distance? One

contributing factor to difficulties identifying sonemes at a distance may be their duration.

A Krukal-Wallis test performed on accuracy at all distances found no significant effect

from the length of a soneme, H(28) = 42.209, p = 0.0414. However, when considering

accuracy at distances greater than 1m, the same test finds a statistically significant

effect H(28) = 78.726, p < 0.01. Spearman’s rank correlation agrees with this finding,

showing a statistically significant, positive correlation between the soneme length and

average soneme accuracy (considering distances > 1m), r(34) = 0.662, p < 0.01. This

indicates that the longer a soneme is, the easier it is to understand from a distance. This

likely does not fully capture the complexity of soneme design and recognizability, which

likely has to do with the frequencies used, their relation to background noise, and the

frequency response of the audio production device.
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4.5.7 Godspeed Questionnaire Results

In the debrief survey, participants were asked to complete a modified version of the

Godspeed [107] questionnaire. Participants in their responses indicated positive feelings

toward the robot, rating it pleasant (µ = 3.83) and friendly (µ = 3.92). They also

considered it to be interactive (µ = 3.17), but mechanical (µ = 1.50) and machine-like

(µ = 1.58).

4.5.8 Participant Impressions Of SIREN

At the end of the debrief survey, participants were allowed to write any comments they

wanted, some of which resonated with statistically measured quantities and our own

impressions of the system. Participant A remarked “The higher/more aggressive tones

felt easier to hear from a distance than the lower/softer tones...The higher tones seemed

to cut through the water white noise much better for me”. This reflects the difficulties

that participants had identifying sonemes at a distance, but also the fact that some

Tonal-Sonemes performed better than others overall. Participant B also backed this up,

saying “The 15 meter test was difficult/frustrating. I could only hear a faint noise and I

couldn’t make it out.” Participant C said “Very short commands were harder to parse.”

This reflects the finding that longer sonemes are more easily identified and the fact that

Participant C was in the TTS-Soneme condition.

4.6 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this chapter, we presented SIREN, a device, software system, and two soneme lan-

guages for audible communication from AUVs to divers underwater. We first presented

the hardware and software design of our system, along with two versions of a sound-

based communication language. With our sonemes defined, we performed a human

study of soneme perception in underwater environments with 12 participants. The re-

sults from this study revealed reasonable accuracies for both forms of sonemes at close

distances, with tonal sonemes operating more effectively than text-to-speech sonemes

at greater distances. Our analysis of these results also revealed correlations between

soneme length and performance at distance, and indicated some possible directions for
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further improvement of sonemes. SIREN is the first system of its kind for AUVs, pro-

viding a low-cost device for AUV-to-diver communication. The results of our work have

established a baseline for its performance and some strengths and weaknesses of certain

types of auditory communication underwater.

Possible Areas for Future Exploration

As with previous chapters, we now provide a small set of possible improvements for

SIREN, based on the results of our investigation into audible communication for under-

water robots.

Matching Scuba Breathing Rate

An issue that many of our participants mentioned in this study and later, in Study VII

(Chapter 10) was being unable to hear sonemes due to outside sound. In Study VII,

participants had particular difficulty hearing over the sound of their scuba apparatus.

While this did not prevent them from understanding sonemes, it made the process

more difficult. If sonemes could be synchronized with the breathing rate of a target

diver, possibly by identifying breath patterns via observation of bubbles, SIREN could

potentially achieve higher efficacy.

Determining Ideal Soneme Frequency Range/Length

With a correlation established between soneme length and recognition rate at distance,

the question of how long a soneme should be arises. This also has an interaction with

the previous future direction: could sonemes overcome the issue of outside sound in-

terrupting them by increasing their length? Establishing the ideal length of a soneme

would be a difficult process, but likely helpful in increasing recognition rates. Similarly,

the question of what frequencies are most easily perceived could be explored, developing

a set of guidelines on soneme design predicated on improving perception and recognition

of sonemes by using certain frequency ranges and soneme lengths.
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Increasing Intuitiveness of Tonal-Sonemes

While not directly evaluated in our study, it is readily apparent that Tonal-Sonemes are

less intuitive to understand that TTS-Sonemes, as they do not take advantage of an es-

tablished language. This question of how to design intuitive sound dovetails with similar

questions surrounding design of kinemes and lucemes, and has no less potential depth.

The design of sound encompasses not only pitch and volume, but timbre, prosody, and

dynamics. A great deal of existing HRI research on synthetic speech could be applied to

TTS-Sonemes, but the design of communicative tones must draw much more inspiration

from the design of earcons and other sound effects in human-computer interaction.



Part II: AUV Perception of Humans

For Interaction

Perception of humans is just as critical to successful collaboration between AUVs and

divers as interaction capabilities. Without the ability to effectively perceive divers, an

AUV would be severely limited in its usefulness, unable to effectively maneuver around

divers, understand the diver’s activities, or receive input. AUVs use various exteroceptive

sensors, but co-AUVs are commonly equipped with either single or multi-camera vision

systems. This reflects the fact that co-AUVs are meant to be deployed alongside divers,

in environments that lend themselves to visual observation and communication. For this

reason, we present a corpus of work on the visual perception of divers in the following

chapters. Chapter 5 introduces an enormous dataset that enables the detection of divers

in video streams using deep neural networks and contains an exploration of the temporal

stability of such methods. This work provided a notable improvement in the state of

the art for diver detection. Next in Chapter 6, we explore the question of predicting

the future motion of a diver, a first for underwater contexts. Chapter 7 builds on

the ability of diver detection and human body pose estimation, introducing a novel

method for estimating the relative distance to a diver using only a single camera view.

This additional information enables the development of a new capability for AUVs:

diver approach. Lastly, in Chapter 8 we discuss the adaption of existing body pose

estimation methods to diver contexts to use as the input for gestural control of AUVs. We

develop a one-shot learning method using these body pose trajectories, which is currently

insufficiently robust for field deployment, but an important first step in improving the

reconfigurability of AUV gestural control.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation and Improvement of

Diver Detectors

Many of the potential applications of co-AUVs involve close proximity with human diver

partners. A key perception capability for these situations is diver detection: an AUV

must have an understanding of where humans are in order to safely move in the environ-

ment, communicate with its operator, or follow a human to a location. Diver detection

research began with frequency domain analysis methods [4] but has more recently been

dominated by methods based on convolutional neural networks. While previous diver de-

tectors have achieved success in terms of traditional object detection metrics (precision,

recall, and intersection over union), neural network-based methods have had difficulty

with producing stable and consistent diver detections in a temporal sense and struggle

with non-following contexts. In particular, previous work we completed on diver detec-

tion using the Deep Diver Dataset (DDD) achieved high accuracy results on individual

images but had significant temporal disruptions in videos (false negatives for some im-

ages, changing scale and position). Similar methods also struggle with detecting divers

who are depicted in positions different than the expected position for diver following

contexts. To address these shortcomings, we introduce VDD-C̄, a new dataset for train-

ing and evaluating diver detectors on video sequences, then train and evaluate a set of

object detection methods (including one video object detector) on it.

98
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Figure 5.1: Divers operating the Aqua AUV in the ocean. A visual diver detection

algorithm is responsible for determining the position of each diver within the image.

5.1 Background: Diver Detection In Video Contexts

Diver detection has long been a topic of interest in AUV, with techniques applied such

as sonar signal processing, traditional computer vision methods, and the use of object

detectors based on deep neural networks. This section provides a brief overview of object

detection and its weaknesses in the context of videos, the evaluation of object detectors

across time, and the field of diver detection as a whole.

5.1.1 Object Detection

Object detection is a computer vision task that involves identifying and localizing ob-

jects. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have typically been the highest performing

object detection models [137, 138] and can generally be divided into two groups: two

stage region-based detectors, which propose object regions in stage one and extract fea-

tures from these regions in stage two (e.g., Region CNN [139] and its descendants Fast

R-CNN [140], Faster R-CNN [141], Region FCN [142], Mask R-CNN [143]), and one

stage grid-based detectors, which skip the region proposal step and instead extract fea-

tures over a dense, static grid of possible object locations in the image (e.g., SSD [144],
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YOLO [145]). One stage detectors are less accurate but fast enough for realtime infer-

ence, while two stage detectors are more accurate but often insufficiently fast.

State-of-the-art CNNs perform impressively well on vision benchmarks. However,

these CNNs can stumble on images that come from a video stream [146–149], which

is particularly problematic for robotic applications [150]. Research investigating this

phenomenon points to multiple reasons behind this performance deficit. One issue is that

as objects move in a video, they appear at a variety of locations. Image translations as

small as one pixel can result in a radically different image representation at the deepest

layers of state-of-the-art CNNs [146], which means that CNNs can struggle to generalize

to the wide range of translations seen in video data. It is also important to note that

CNNs are often trained on datasets like ImageNet [151] that have demonstrable location

bias: the photographed objects’ locations are not equally distributed throughout the

dataset, and traditional data augmentation strategies do not sufficiently address this

problem [146,152]. Similarly, objects in videos appear in a variety of orientations, which

is also challenging for CNNs. Datasets typically present relatively head-on views of

objects, whereas videos typically capture objects from a wide range of vantage points

[153]. There is significant evidence that state-of-the art object detectors generalize very

poorly to certain rotations [152,153].

5.1.2 Video Object Detection and Temporal Stability

Learning to detect objects well in video is motivated by many applications, from robotics

to surveillance. Since the release of ImageNet VID [154] in 2015, researchers have de-

veloped many models for video object detection. These detectors can learn to exploit

temporal information in video streams in order to make better detections on video data,

and they typically outperform static image detectors on video datasets [155]. Video de-

tectors utilize a variety of strategies for leveraging temporal information, most notably

linking static detections across frames in tracklets/tubelets [156], optical flow [157], and

spatio-temporal feature memory [158–160]. However, many video detectors cannot per-

form inference in real time, making them unsuitable for robotic applications. Most

realtime-capable video detectors (e.g., [155, 159, 161]) achieve faster speeds by focusing

intensive computational efforts on periodic “key frames” and propagating some of these

computed features to subsequent frames, rather than computing features for every frame.
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When it comes to the evaluation of video detectors, most works focus primarily on

typical object detection metrics such as mean average precision (mAP). Notably, these

metrics do not take into account the temporal nature of video data. Recently some

metrics [162, 163] have been proposed that evaluate video detectors not only on mAP,

but also on the stability of bounding box location and scale for a given object across

frames (i.e., how much the bounding box jitters around the ground truth) and on how

fragmented detections are for each object in the video (i.e., during the duration of an

object’s presence in the video, how many times does an object’s status change from

“detected” to “undetected”), although these metrics have not yet been widely adopted.

(a) Video location (b) Type of swimmer (c) Train/Test/Val

(d) Video location (e) Type of swimmer (f) Train/Test/Val

Figure 5.2: Distribution of VDD-C̄ (a-c) and DDD (d-f) data.

5.1.3 Diver Detection

Research on diver detection can be viewed as an offshoot of the general task of person

detection [164,165], but has significant challenges not present in typical person detection

scenarios. A significant number of works have considered the problem of detecting divers

in sonar data [166,167] and by using hydrophones [168–171]. However, as many co-AUVs

use vision systems as their primary exteroceptive sensors, visual diver detection methods

are also quite common. Early visual diver detection methods depended on traditional
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computer vision techniques [172–174] such as visual filtering, image differencing, and

template matching. Other methods explored the detection of divers by attempting to

extract frequency domain information to identify the periodic motion of a diver’s flip-

pers [6, 175, 176]. In more recent years, the primary focus has been on the application

of deep neural networks [13, 177] and other modern machine learning techniques [178]

to diver detection, a trend which has also extended into sonar detection [14, 179]. Ad-

ditionally, methods which not only detect divers but uniquely identify them have been

developed [180, 181], though their effectiveness remains in question. The use of deep

learning techniques such as CNN’s has led to diver detectors suffering from the same

weaknesses as typical object detection algorithms in terms of the quality and stability of

detections across time. This is problematic, as any autonomous behaviors of an AUV de-

pending on diver detection will be degraded in their effectiveness by significant temporal

instability. For instance, diver following is less effective, because the AUV’s belief state

about the position of the diver can change significantly from frame to frame, leading to

inappropriate control inputs. To some extent, these effects can be reduced by applying

filtering techniques. However, improving the stability of deep neural network-based diver

detectors is likely to have a greater effect, as improving the quality of a filter input will

naturally improve the overall quality of filtered data.

5.2 VDDC: An Order of Magnitude

Upon beginning our investigation of the temporal stability of diver detectors, we quickly

found that detectors trained on the publicly available Deep Diver Dataset (DDD) suffered

from significant issues in video contexts. While detectors trained on DDD performed well

in terms of traditional accuracy metrics and in pool environments, their performance was

degraded on videos from field environments, and detections were not consistent across

time. An investigation of the contents of DDD revealed the following issues:

(i) DDD is a relatively small dataset from a deep learning perspective, with 6, 011

images in its training set.

(ii) While many of the images are from videos, the organization of the dataset does

not lend itself to temporal stability testing or training video detection methods.
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(iii) The majority of the training images are biased to the application of diver following:

a single diver swimming away from the camera is a common image.

To address these shortcomings, we present a new dataset, the Video Diver Detection

dataset (VDD-C̄), available at http://irvlab.cs.umn.edu/vddc.

(a) Deep Diver Dataset (b) VDD-C̄

Figure 5.3: Distribution of bounding box centers.

5.2.1 Source Data

With the goal of temporal stability testing and video detection in mind, we chose to

create our dataset out of videos, extracted into images at a rate of 20 frames per second

for annotation. The majority of the videos were from dives off the coast of Barbados

in the Caribbean Sea, but a number of videos were taken in pool environments. The

percentage of the dataset containing images from different environments (ocean/pool),

images featuring different diver gear types (scuba/flippers/no gear), and images allo-

cated to training, test, or validation sets is visualized in Figure 5.2 for VDD-C̄ (5.2a -

5.2c) and DDD (5.2d - 5.2f). Note that the figure shows percentages rather than number

of frames. For instance, while a smaller percentage of VDD-C̄’s total data is from pool

environments, it has nearly three times as many images of pool environments (16, 657)

as DDD has images of any type. Additionally, while there is less variety in what equip-

ment divers are wearing, a much wider array of viewpoints are represented: divers were

recorded swimming with or without a robot, viewed from many different angles, and

http://irvlab.cs.umn.edu/vddc
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sometimes merely treading water. Analysis of bounding box centroid location (Figure

5.3) clearly shows the greater variety in diver locations present in our new dataset.

In comparison to previous datasets, our VDD-C̄ dataset is more numerous, contains a

sufficient amount of diver and environment variation, and has a much wider range of

viewpoints and diver activities represented.

5.2.2 Labeling Process

Once the videos for the dataset had been selected and extracted to frames, the task of

labeling them was addressed. Labeling 105, 000 images one by one was a time-consuming

task, but it was improved by our choice of labeling tool. We used EVA [182], a web-

based tool for labeling video data. Annotation is completed normally for the first frame

in a video, with a user drawing a bounding box around every object they wish to label.

Then, the user clicks the track button, and the initial annotations are used to initialize a

kernelized correlation filter tracker [183] which propagates those bounding boxes over the

following frames. Depending on the difficulty of the tracking, the generated bounding

boxes need to be adjusted and re-tracked somewhere between every frame and every 30

frames.

5.2.3 Post-Processing

With the initial labels generated, we began post-processing our data, beginning with

a significant proofreading effort. To proofread, we watched every labeled video from

start to finish to look for labeling errors, and we then corrected all observed labeling

errors. Following the correction of these errors, a number of sections of video were cut

due to significant motion blur or degradation of the visual quality. Additionally, any

frame in a pool video which contained no diver was cut, as these frames were almost

entirely from portions of the video with the camera out of water. A significant number of

images were cut, bringing the total number of images down from approximately 114, 000

to the 105, 000 images previously mentioned. Finally, the exported annotations were

automatically filtered for bounding box coordinates out of the acceptable range of the

image size before being converted to YOLO [184]-style labels, TFExample [185] and

TFSequence [186] records.
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(a) Unlabeled (b) Labeled

Figure 5.4: An image from VDD-C̄, with and without labels.

5.3 Neural Networks For Diver Detection

We trained four models (some with a few variants) on VDD-C̄ with the aim of answering

the following questions:

1. Do models trained on VDD-C̄ generally perform better on both the VDD-C̄ and

DDD test sets than models trained on the DDD dataset?

2. Do models with the highest accuracy (as measured by mAP) also have the highest

temporal stability?

3. Which models can perform inference fast enough to be usable on mobile AUVs?

In the following sections we briefly explain these models, along with the training process

we used for each, and any variants for which we report results.

5.3.1 Faster R-CNN

Faster R-CNN [187] is a two-stage object detector in the R-CNN family and a staple high

accuracy object detector. Although it is not fast enough for use on a robotic platform,

we chose to train this model to loosely represent a “top end” accuracy of state-of-the-art

CNNs on our dataset. We utilize the Tensorflow Object Detection API [188] and its

Faster R-CNN with an Inception-ResNet-v2 [189] feature extractor for training. Two

hyperparameters, learning rate and batch size, were tuned with the validation set.
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5.3.2 SSD with Mobilenet

SSDs [190] are among the most accurate real-time object detectors and therefore are

good candidates for eventual deployment on a robotic platform. We train SSD320 (i.e.,

SSDs for inputs sized 320×320) models with multiple Mobilenet [191] backbones to find

the optimal model for our use case. We utilize the Tensorflow Object Detection API

and the provided models for training. Learning rate and batch size were again tuned

with the validation set.

5.3.3 YOLO

You Only Look Once (YOLO) [192] is a well established object detection model, valued

for its high accuracy and speed. YOLO predicts a set of bounding boxes in a grid across

the image, with confidences for each, and class probabilities for each grid box, matching

class probabilities to the boxes with the highest confidences. We evaluate a variety of

versions of YOLO (v2 [184] and v4 [193]) in this work, although YOLOv4 is our primary

version for comparing with other networks. For every version of YOLO we train, we

also train Tiny-YOLO, which reduces the number of convolutional layers and filters to

improve the inference runtime of the network. To train these networks, we fine-tune

them using initial weights trained on Imagenet.

5.3.4 LSTM-SSD

The only video object detection network evaluated in this work is the LSTM-SSD detec-

tor proposed by Liu and Zhu [194]. This model is based on Mobilenet SSDs, but adds

a number of Bottleneck LSTMs [194] after the feature extraction network, followed by

output layers. On the next frame’s inference, features extracted by the convolutional

layers will be combined with the LSTM’s state, propagating feature maps through time.

In order to train the LSTM-SSD, we initialize the convolutional portion of the network

from a fine-tuned MobileNetV1 SSD, then train the LSTM portion of the network in

order to improve the feature propagation.
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Figure 5.5: Models trained on both datasets, evaluated on DDD in terms of Average

Precision at 50% IOU and IOU itself.

5.4 Traditional Accuracy Evaluations

5.4.1 Dataset Comparisons

To quantify how effective the new VDD-C̄ dataset is in training deep vision models

compared to previous datsets, we train one version of each SSD and YOLO variant on

the VDD-C̄ dataset and a second version on the existing DDD dataset. (We do not train

Faster R-CNN or LSTM-SSD on DDD, since these models are not likely to be deployed

and training is time- and resource-intensive.) We then compare the models’ respective

performances on each test set as shown in Table 5.1. Results show that models trained

on VDD-C̄ outperform those trained on DDD on both the VDD-C̄ test set and, to a

lesser extent, the DDD test set. These results support our expectations that VDD-C̄’s

more complex data will lead to more successful detectors, because the VDD-C̄ trained

models outperform the DDD-trained models with few exceptions. Additionally, the fact

that our VDD-C̄ dataset is more challenging is reflected in these results, as DDD-trained

detectors perform more poorly on the VDD-C̄ test set than they do on the DDD test

set.

5.4.2 Average Precision and IOU

To evaluate the accuracy of each model, we calculate the average precision (AP) of each

model on diver identification. The average precision is found by evaluating the model’s

precision at different recall values. Specifically, since models output a confidence score

for each detection, model recall values can be manipulated by changing the confidence
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Figure 5.6: Models trained on both datasets, evaluated on VDD-C̄ in terms of Average

Precision at 50% IOU and IOU itself. Both versions perform well.

Trained on VDD-C̄ Trained on DDD

Tested on VDD-C̄ Tested on DDD Tested on VDD-C̄ Tested on DDD

Model AP50 AP75 IOU AP50 AP75 IOU AP50 AP75 IOU AP50 AP75 IOU

SSD(MnV2) 82.43 41.07 39.61 90.12 33.09 65.14 69.14 25.61 45.73 85.90 19.8 65.80

SSD(MnV3-Small) 81.43 34.03 29.50 60.20 11.10 58.50 60.24 11.10 31.23 83.90 17.46 65.80

SSD(MnV3-Large) 88.47 44.16 40.42 91.29 27.94 66.21 77.01 26.19 40.01 89.81 30.20 65.85

YOLOv2 86.73 38.04 68.25 93.30 23.89 68.19 76.27 19.3 60.92 87.84 21.93 68.76

YOLOv2-Tiny 72.69 8.82 59.48 63.50 3.14 60.12 66.51 6.17 55.47 81.95 3.27 63.95

YOLOv4 83.65 34.13 64.16 81.38 21.64 71.13 70.47 20.86 59.25 91.57 18.23 71.13

YOLOv4-Tiny 81.93 34.7 58.82 92.15 26.26 68.00 75.56 19.43 57.83 84.41 11.44 73.56

Table 5.1: Comparison between performance on test sets of the VDD-C̄ and DDD with

training on either train set. This same data can be viewed in Figures 5.5 & 5.6.

threshold required for a detection; the AP is the weighted mean of the model’s precision

values at each recall value, where the weight for the recall at a given confidence threshold

is the increase in recall from the previous threshold. Note that since our models are only

trained to identify divers, the diver AP is equivalent to the mean average precision

(mAP), which is a widely used object detection metric [195]. For each model, we pick

a confidence threshold that results in the best precision and recall scores. Using that

confidence threshold, we calculate AP at IOU thresholds of 0.5 and 0.75, average IOU,

and an average of APs with thresholds between 0.5 and 0.95 with a step size of 0.05

(0.5-0.95). These values are shown in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.7: The overall average precision at 50 and IOU results for VDD-C̄ trained

networks on the VDD-C̄ test set.

5.4.3 Efficiency Results

YOLO, SSD, and LSTM-SSD are high speed models designed for real-time inference

use cases. While Faster R-CNN has demonstrated high accuracies, it is computationally

involved, and is not quite suitable for real-time inference as shown in [13]. In order to

quantify the usability of our real-time models on robotic platforms, we quantify their

inference run-time in terms of frames processed per second (FPS). The results of these

tests can be seen Table 5.3. Due to the size of the test dataset, we only tested a portion

of the test set for runtime calculation: 5,000 randomly selected frames. We tested

each network on two devices: an Nvidia 1080 GPU and an Nvidia Jetson TX2. These

results do not represent the maximum inference speed possible, as no platform-specific

optimization was done, but they provide a guide to the applicability of these networks

in embedded contexts, on board AUVs. While the SSD variants achieve relatively high

framerates on embedded devices, the clear standout is YOLOv4-Tiny, which achieves

real-time performance with accuracy closer to other methods. LSTM-SSD also performs

quite well, surpassing the traditional SSD variants.
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Model AP AP50 AP75 IOU

Faster R-CNN 55.50 90.18 60.50 49.81

SSD(MobileNetv2) 43.45 82.43 41.07 39.61

SSD(MobileNetv3-Small) 39.81 81.43 34.03 29.50

SSD(MobileNetv3-Large) 47.05 88.47 44.16 40.42

YOLOv4 41.01 83.65 34.13 64.16

YOLOv4-Tiny 33.39 81.93 34.70 58.81

LSTM-SSD 39.00 79.80 33.10 51.40

Table 5.2: Precision and IOU values for each model trained on VDD-C̄.

Model FPS(GPU) FPS(TX2)

SSD(MobileNetv2) 50 9

SSD(MobileNetv3-Small) 52 9

SSD(MobileNetv3-Large) 51 8

YOLOv4 50 5

YOLOv4-Tiny 88 35

LSTM-SSD 73 19

Table 5.3: Frames per second for inference.

5.4.4 Failure Scenarios

When considering a diver detector for use on an AUV, there is information of interest

beyond accuracy, stability, and efficiency: when and why the detector fails. By in-

specting the instances of false negative detections, we can gain some intuition on the

circumstances of detector failures in the diver detector task. A significant portion of false

negatives stem from one of two cases: divers not fully in the frame, or diver occlusions,

as shown in Figure 5.8. We define a diver as not fully in the frame if an edge of their

ground truth bounding box is on the edge of the frame. We define a diver occlusion as

two ground truth bounding boxes with an IOU above 0.
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Figure 5.8: The source of false negative errors in different models.

5.5 Analysis of Temporal Stability

In robotic applications, it is often desirable to have temporal stability for object detec-

tions. That is, detections for a given object should be stable over time with respect

to:

• Translation. If detected bounding boxes are not consistently located with respect

to the ground truth bounding boxes from frame to frame, it is difficult to estimate

the object’s location and trajectory.

• Scale and aspect ratio. Similarly, if detected bounding boxes have inconsistent

scales and aspect ratios, it is difficult to estimate the object’s location and trajec-

tory.

• Fragmentation. For any given diver that appears in the video, the diver should

be consistently detected (i.e., the object should not be undetected in one frame,

then detected in the next, and so on). At worst, fragmentations make it difficult

for the robot to confidently determine that the object is present, and at best, they

increase uncertainty of estimations of the object’s location.
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We adapt methods from [196] and [197] to evaluate diver detectors with respect to

these three aspects of temporal stability. As in [197], we do not have ground truth tracks

for the divers in our dataset and therefore computationally calculate ad-hoc tracklets for

each diver by matching ground truth annotations from frame to frame with intersection

over union (IOU) as in [198]. Using these tracklets, we then calculate the stability

metrics from [196] as follows:

5.5.1 Translation error

The translation error of each tracklet’s detection is measured with the center position

error ec. To calculate ec, for each detection d in the tracklet, we find the standard

deviation of the distance between the normalized center x bounding box coordinate, xd,

and the normalized ground truth xg. We do the same for the yd and yg coordinates. The

translation error is the mean of these standard deviations across all tracks. Formally,

for each tracklet t:

ec(t) = σ(xd − xg) + σ(yd − yg), ∀d ∈ t

Then the detector’s overall translation error is

1

N

N∑
t=1

ec(t)

5.5.2 Scale and aspect ratio error

For each detection, the aspect ratio error is defined as the ratio between the bounding

box aspect ratio and the ground truth aspect ratio. The scale error is defined as the

square root of the bounding box area over the ground truth area. To find the scale and

aspect ratio error, we find the average standard deviations of each track’s summed scale

error es(t) and aspect ratio error er(t). Formally, for each tracklet t:

es(t) = σ

(√
wdhd
wghg

)
,∀d ∈ t

er(t) = σ

(
wd

hd
/
wg

hg

)
,∀d ∈ t

esr(t) = es(t) + er(t)
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Then the detector’s overall scale and aspect ratio error is

1

N

N∑
t=1

esr(t)

5.5.3 Fragmentation error

For each track, we count the number of fragments as the number of times the track’s

status changes from detected to undetected or vice versa. Then the fragmentation error

is the average number of fragments f per track, normalized by track length l:

1

N

N∑
t=1

ft
lt − 1

Because the translation and scale metrics rely on standard deviations of a tracklet’s

detections, they become meaningless for tracklets with only one detection. Our analysis

therefore excludes any tracklets with only one detection.

Figure 5.9: Measured stability errors for different models.

5.5.4 Stability Results

The average translation, scale, and fragment errors across all diver tracklets are calcu-

lated for each model using the equations discussed in Section 5.5 and shown in Figure 5.9.
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Most of the models perform very similarly with respect to translation error and scale

error, with the exception SSD-MobilenetV3-L, whose errors are higher than the other

models’. Fragmentation error varies more across models. The YOLOv4 and YOLOv4-

tiny models have the lowest fragmentation errors, despite not having the highest AP.

Notably, while the LSTM-SSD and SSD-Mobilenets have comparable AP, the LSTM-

SSD has a lower fragmentation error, indicating that it outperforms SSD in detecting

divers consistently. Finally, we note that despite SSD-MobilenetV3-L having the highest

AP, it also has the highest scale and aspect ratio error and the second highest fragmen-

tation error, which suggests that it may not be the best choice for deployment.

5.6 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this chapter, we have presented VDD-C̄, a new video context dataset for diver detec-

tion. This dataset is an order of magnitude larger than any previously released dataset

of its type and has a greater variety of diver appearances, visual environments, and

positions/orientations of divers than previous datasets. Due to this increase in data

quantity and quality, the deep neural networks we trained on VDD-C̄ outperform those

trained on DDD, a previous diver detection dataset. Our networks trained on VDD-C̄

demonstrated expected results: two-stage networks perform well but are slow, and one-

stage networks such as SSD and YOLO are sufficiently robust and fast to be deployed

on robotic platforms. The video object detection method we evaluated, LSTM-SSD, did

not achieve precision as high as SSD and YOLO networks but ran at a much faster infer-

ence time than any network except YOLOv4-Tiny. Critically, we also evaluated models

on their temporal stability, since consistent detections are important for interactive and

collaborative applications of AUVs. We found that while SSD models generally had an

edge over YOLO models in terms of AP, YOLO models had better detection stability in

terms of fragmentation error and scale and aspect ratio error. In particular, SSDs had

more than double the fragmentation error of YOLO models. This suggests that those

whose work depends on consistent detections across frames may wish to evaluate vision

models on stability metrics in addition to traditional metrics.

These contributions and results push the state of the art for robotic detection of

divers forward significantly. While our use of models such as SSD and YOLO is a
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standard in the field, the dataset we created improves their performance significantly.

Furthermore, our evaluation of temporal stability adds much-needed information to our

understanding of how these models perform in video contexts. This, along with our

evaluation of a video object detector such as LSTM-SSD, has provided a great deal of

useful information on how best to approach the problem of diver detection for interaction

and collaboration.

Possible Areas of Future Exploration

As in previous chapters, we now provide a small set of possible future directions for this

and related research.

Further Investigation of Video Object Detectors

Our investigation of LSTM-SSD demonstrated a higher-than-expected accuracy, with

extremely quick performance and relatively low temporal stability error. Further in-

vestigation is certainly warranted, based on these results, into video object detection,

as it appears to be a very promising method for this task. Indeed, if the accuracy of

video-object detectors can improve somewhat, they could likely replace the currently

used single-stage models entirely, at least in contexts such as diver detection where fast

and stable detections are at a premium.

How Does Post Hoc Filtering Impact Temporal Stability?

As mentioned previously, post hoc filtering could be applied to detector outputs to

improve the stability of detections over time. This could largely eliminate fragmentation

error, although scale and aspect ratio, and translation error would be somewhat less

affected. Adding this to the evaluation of the temporal stability of models would be a

useful step. If, for instance, the fragmentation error of SSD models could be significantly

reduced using filtering, it is possible that their high speed inference would then make

them the ideal choice for deployment, rather than the current best option: YOLO-Tiny

models.



Chapter 6

Predicting the Future Motion of

Divers

Diver detection enables a wide variety of robot behaviors, including diver following [4,13].

Following behaviors are typically achieved by implementing a proportional-integral-

derivative (PID) controller [73] with an error term based on the position of a diver

bounding box within an image. However, other AUV capabilities such as leading divers

or following from nonstandard orientations (such as side–by-side) require more than

reactions to the diver’s current location. Furthermore, diver following methods can

sometimes fail when the diver moves out of the visual range of the AUV too quickly,

such that the robot loses sight of it. To enable diver leading and improve the robustness

of diver following, a capability beyond diver detection would be required: predicting

the future motion of divers. Human motion prediction has been studied in other con-

texts [199] and has even been used to control robot leading/following behaviors [200].

No previous work has attempted diver motion prediction for AUVs, and so in this chap-

ter, we detail our efforts to apply deep learning methods commonly used for pedestrian

motion prediction to the task of diver motion prediction for the purpose of expanding

diver-relative navigation AUV capabilities.

116
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6.1 Background:Predicting Human Motion

6.1.1 Diver Detection and Following

A pre-requisite for predicting the motion of a diver is the detection of said diver. This

was the topic of the previous chapter, and many of the works cited in Section 5.1.3 have

been developed with the goal of enabling diver following. For instance, the frequency-

based diver detectors [175, 176], as well as the deep neural networks [13, 177], and even

the diver identification methods [180, 181] were all designed with the goal of enabling

diver following behaviors. While considerable work has been done in the domain of diver

detection and diver following, a smaller amount of research has focused on robots leading

divers. One of the few works to discuss non-standard positions for AUVs relative to the

diver such as leading is Nad et al., [14]. The majority of current research investigates

robots following divers from behind, but no model exists yet for robots following un-

derwater divers side-by-side or in front of the diver. These cases have been investigated

for terrestrial robots and aerial robots [165,200,201] but given the significant differences

between terrestrial and underwater robotics, these algorithms cannot be easily applied

to aquatic robots. Underwater robots often utilize data that is noisy and distorted and

have to operate in an environment in which both the robot and the leader (diver) can

move in 6 degrees of freedom. Therefore, there is a need to develop algorithms that

can not only improve current diver following by integration motion predictions but also

provide an efficient way for robots to follow the divers on the side or lead divers from

the front.

6.1.2 Human Motion Prediction

Predicting the future motion of entities has been a widely investigated problem, es-

pecially in terrestrial environments. Predicting the motion of pedestrians can provide

important information to help autonomous vehicles avoid collisions with pedestrians.

In the past few decades, many different models have been constructed to predict the

trajectories of pedestrians, ranging from classical models that aim to explicitly define

a motion model to recurrent neural networks that learn the motion model from a large

dataset.
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Social Forces Models

"Social forces" models utilize hand-crafted behavioral models to predict future motion

trajectories in multi-pedestrian scenarios [202–204]. These models contributed to some

of the first variants of motion prediction algorithms that took the interactions of entities

into account. However, they face a drawback in that the model is pre-defined and is not

able to learn from data, meaning that it can only capture the complexities of pedestrian

motion that the designer is able to understand, and cannot infer new aspects of these

behaviors through data.

Activity Forecasting

Activity forecasting models attempt to predict future actions or motions of individuals

in a video. While Kitani et. al. [205] use inverse reinforcement learning to predict human

paths, many other models use scene semantics to predict future events [206,207]. While

these models have proven to be fairly successful, the current state-of-the-art models

utilize Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to predict future events in a video sequence,

such as the model proposed by Ranzato et. al. [208]. One variety of RNNs which have

seen significant success in motion prediction are Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)

networks, which we adapt in this chapter to the task of diver motion prediction.

6.2 LSTMs For Diver Motion Prediction

Our approach to diver motion prediction depends on the use of Long Short-Term Memory

networks (LSTMs) [209] to predict time series data based on previous input. This

method has been used in the past to predict the future motion of pedestrians modeled

as two-dimensional points on a plane, but in our work we use LSTMs to predict the future

locations of bounding boxes (the positions of divers) in future images based on the input

of previous bounding boxes. Using our dataset from the previous chapter, VDD-C̄, we

train two types of LSTMs for this task: the Vanilla-LSTM and the Social-LSTM [199], a

modification that attempts to encode human tendencies to move differently when close

to other humans. In order to compensate for the motion of an AUV camera, we perform

optical-flow-based stabilization on our bounding boxes.
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6.2.1 Vanilla-LSTM

The Vanilla LSTM, as first introduced by Greff et. al. [209] refers to the most commonly

used version of the LSTM model. This model features three gates - input, forget [210],

and output. The output from the output block of the LSTM cell is connected back to

the input of the cell. The sigmoid function is used as the activation function at each

gate, while the hyperbolic tangent function is used as the input and output activation

function. Our training methodology, explained further in Section 6.2 trains the LSTM

network such that one forward pass through the LSTM cell corresponds to predictions

one frame in the future.

6.2.2 Social-LSTM

The Social-LSTM model, proposed by Alahi et al. [199], shares the same base model

as the Vanilla-LSTM but allows sharing of LSTM hidden states between targets. De-

veloped to predict the trajectory of pedestrians, the Social-LSTM represents them as

an (x,y) coordinate in the input frame, we modify the network in our approach so as to

accommodate the two-dimensional bounding box associated with a diver.

Determining Neighbors of Divers: In the training process for our LSTM models,

each diver in the frame has a hidden state associated with them. The Social-LSTM model

enables encoding of spatial data by allowing the hidden state of a diver to influence the

hidden states of its neighbors. We classify a diver as a neighbor of the current diver if:

1. The euclidean distance between the centroids of the bounding boxes of the two

divers is less than the neighborhood size, and

2. The difference in the length of the diagonals of the bounding boxes of the two

divers is less than a threshold value

The centroid distance is a measure of the proximity of the divers in the x and y di-

mensions, while the difference in length of diagonals encodes depth information for the

divers in the frame. Since divers that are further away from the camera are expected to

have smaller bounding boxes than divers that are closer to the camera, if the difference

in the lengths of the diagonals of the two divers is greater than the threshold value, then
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it signifies that the divers are significantly separated along the z-axis and hence should

not be considered neighbors.

Social Pooling: Following the methods of Alahi et al., [199], we then generate a ma-

trix associated with each frame of the shape (nDivers × nDivers × gridSize2), where

nDivers is the number of divers in the frame. In this matrix, each diver in the frame

holds nDiver grids (one for each diver in the frame), each of size gridSize× gridSize.

Each binary grid for a diver is centered at that diver’s position and conveys the grid

cell in which a neighboring diver is present. If the diver is not a neighbor of the cur-

rent diver, the grid associated between this diver and the current diver holds False in

each cell. Since in our implementation, we use a grid size of 8 × 8 for an image of size

320× 240, we lose some specificity of spatial information but retain the relative spatial

location of a neighboring diver to the diver in consideration.

Given the hidden state associated with each diver in the frame, we create the current

hidden state for the frame as a matrix H, such that the rows of H are the hidden states

for each diver. Next, as in Alahi et al., [199] we compute a social pooling matrix, S,

with nDiver rows, such that the j-th row of the matrix is:

Sj = GridMatrixTj H (6.1)

where GridMatrixj is the neighborhood grid matrix for the j-th diver in the frame.

Lastly, we compute the input to the LSTM cell by concatenating this social pooling

matrix to the embedded input nodes containing bounding box coordinates. The forward

pass of the LSTM cell is then given as:

ai = ϕ(β(ei))

si = ϕ(γ(Si))

gi = ai ⊕ si

oi = LSTM(gi, hi, ci)

(6.2)

where ei are the input nodes, Si is the social pooling matrix, ϕ is a composite function of

the ReLu activation and dropout layers, β is the linear input embedding layer, γ is the

linear embedding layer for the social pooling matrix, and ⊕ denotes the concatenation
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operation. hi is the current hidden state for the LSTM, ci is the current cell state for

the LSTM and oi is the output from the LSTM forward pass. All operations are done

for the i-th frame.

Figure 6.1: Stabilization of the bounding boxes over 50 frames for two divers using

the dense optical flow based method. Bounding boxes are visualized in the frame of

reference of the 50th frame.

6.3 Optical Flow Stabilization

Popular datasets used for pedestrian motion prediction, such as the ETH [211], UCY,

and Zara datasets [212], consist of videos of pedestrians recorded from a stationary

camera from a rooftop or window. This is common in the field of pedestrian motion

prediction, however, it is extremely challenging to obtain videos recorded underwater

that are from a completely static perspective. The videos in VDD-C̄ possess ego-motion

of the camera in 6 degrees of freedom, as a result of which the raw position of the

bounding boxes in pixel space is not consistent across frames. Hence, there is a need to

stabilize and transform the bounding boxes to a single frame of reference before giving

them as input to the LSTM networks.

In order to accomplish this, we utilize an optical flow-based method to calculate the

transform between two frames, assuming pure 2D translation. We first use the Farneback

method [213] to calculate the dense optical flow between two consecutive frames. We

then remove any optical flow that lies inside the bounding boxes for the current frame, so
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as to eliminate any motion of the divers in the frame. Next, we threshold the calculated

optical flow against a small value to de-noise the flow data and calculate the mean of

any remaining flow in the x and y directions to get the x and y transform respectively.

These transforms are concatenated to the annotations for each frame in the video diver

dataset. During training, we pre-process each input sequence so that all bounding boxes

in the sequence are stabilized to the frame of reference of the last frame in the sequence.

A result of the stabilization of bounding boxes over 50 frames can be seen in Figure 6.1.

Video Diver 
Dataset

Sequence of 121 Frames

... ...

Optical Flow Stabilization

... ...

... ... ... ...

Stabilized Sequence of 121 Frames

Training Input Sequence of 120 
Frames Target Sequence of 120 Frames

LSTM  
N etwork

Output Two Bivariate 
Gaussians

Single Forward Pass Random Sample 
from distributions

Output Bounding 
Box

For each diver in each frame

Input 
Bounding 

Box
Output 

Sequence

Figure 6.2: Training Pipeline for all LSTM models. VDD-C̄ is divided into sequences

of 121 frames, each of which is stabilized using the dense optical flow method. The first

120 frames form the training sequence, while the second to 121st frames form the target

sequence.

6.4 Training Methodology

Each instance of pre-processed training data consists of a sequence of 121 consecutive

frames from VDD-C̄. When stabilizing the bounding box, optical flow stabilization is
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applied such that all bounding boxes are measured in the frame of reference of the 121st

frame. Frames 1 to 120 then become our input to the model, while frames 2 to 121

become the target output. Therefore, the algorithm is trained such that one forward

pass from the LSTM corresponds to a prediction one frame in the future. This training

process is also described in Figure 6.2.

For processing the output, we use the same basic methodology as Alahi et. al. [199],

but adapt it for two points representing opposite corners of the bounding box. For

the i-th frame with N divers, the outputs from the LSTM cell are mapped to a linear

layer with an output size of N × 10, which defines two bivariate Gaussians for each

diver, each parametrized by µx, µy, σx, σy, ρxy - the mean for the x and y dimensions,

standard deviation for x and y dimensions and the correlation coefficient between x and

y dimensions respectively. A random sample from each Gaussian then defines the corners

of the predicted bounding boxes for each frame. For the i-th diver at time step t, we

define this as:

(xi,1t , yi,1t )∼N(µi,1
t , σi,1

t , ρi,1t )

(xi,2t , yi,2t )∼N(µi,2
t , σi,2

t , ρi,2t )
(6.3)

The training loss is then calculated as the mean of the negative log-likelihood for

each corner of the bounding box. For the i-th diver, this is given as:

Li = −1

2

∑
j

∑
t

log(
P (xijt , y

ij
t )

µij
t , σ

ij
t , ρ

ij
t

) (6.4)

We accumulate this loss and normalize it to the number of divers summed across all

frames in the sequence.

6.5 Results

6.5.1 Metrics

To compare the results of our trained LSTMs, we consider their performance with respect

to the following metrics:
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• Image Normalized Average Centroid Error:We calculate the Euclidean dis-

tance between the centroids of the predicted and true bounding boxes. This dis-

tance is then averaged for all divers in a frame and all frames in the prediction

length. All distances are normalized to the size of the image in the corresponding

dimension.

• Box Normalized Average Centroid Error: This metric is identical to the

Image Normalized Average Centroid Error, with the exception that distances are

normalized to the dimensions of the true bounding box instead.

• Average Intersection over Union: Intersection over union (IOU) is a simple

ratio of the area in common between two bounding boxes over the union of their

areas. We calculate the Average IOU as the mean of IOU across all divers in

all frames. While the centroid errors illuminate the deviation of the predicted

bounding boxes, the IOU describes the relative overlap between the two boxes.

6.5.2 VLSTM vs. SLSTM

Figure 6.3 shows the results for the Image Normalized Average Centroid Error, the Box

Normalized Average Centroid Error, and Average IOU for the Vanilla LSTM (VLSTM)

and Social-LSTM (SLSTM), with both stabilized and unstabilized imagery. Generally,

both VLSTM and Social-LSTM perform similarly, with the VLSTM slightly outperform-

ing the Social-LSTM. Furthermore, from the plot for Box Normalized Centroid Error

in Figure 6.3b, we can infer that the error in the predicted bounding box is reasonably

greater than the dimensions of the true bounding box at roughly 30 frames of prediction.

Furthermore, the stabilized LSTM models present an IOU of 0.3, 30 frames into the fu-

ture, indicative of considerable overlap between the predicted and true bounding boxes.

Therefore, we can conclude that the diver predictor utilizing the stabilized LSTM models

makes reliable predictions for a length of 30 frames, or 1.5 seconds into the future for

our input videos with a frame rate of 20 frames per second (fps). This prediction length,

while short, will likely give a diver following algorithm enough foresight to improve its

ability to not lose the diver when they make abrupt changes in motion. Lastly, in the

plot for the image normalized centroid error, Figure 6.3a, we observe similar trends with

VLSTM performing slightly better than the SLSTM and note that the size of the errors
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never exceeds the size of the image itself.

(a) Image Normalized Average Centroid
Error

(b) Box Normalized Average Centroid
Error

(c) Average IOU

Figure 6.3: Comparison of metrics over 50 frames of prediction for stabilized and

unstabilized Vanilla LSTM and Social-LSTM.

6.5.3 Effect of Stabilization

The performance of the stabilized and unstabilized LSTM networks can be seen in Figure

6.3. Across all three metrics, the stabilized LSTM models outperform the unstabilized

models, with the difference being the most pronounced for the average IOU and Box

Normalized Centroid Error. However, an inflection point occurs at a prediction length of

40-50 frames, beyond which the unstabilized models show at least similar performance
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as the stabilized models. This result can be attributed to the instability of video se-

quences in the dataset which can cause rapid changes in the scene, and even distort the

sequences such that divers are not present in the frame at a prediction length of 100

frames. Therefore, while stabilized models are more likely to estimate a well-defined

trajectory for the diver, the unstabilized models are susceptible to making predictions

with high variance and low consistency as can be seen in Figure 6.4. As the scene

changes due to camera ego-motion, the divers do not maintain their initial trajectory

anymore and the stabilized models have a higher probability of failing than the higher

variance unstabilized models. This causes stabilized LSTMs to have higher errors for

longer prediction lengths as compared to unstabilized LSTMs and we see the benefits of

stabilization most strongly in prediction lengths of 5 to 35 frames.

Model Type Vanilla LSTM Social LSTM

Stabilized 558 ms 772 ms

Unstabilized 527 ms 737 ms

Table 6.1: Inference Time on a Jetson TX2.

6.5.4 Efficiency on Embedded Hardware

We present results for inference time of our models in Table 6.1 as measured on an

NVIDIA Jetson TX2, a mobile GPU of the type commonly used onboard aquatic robots.

An onboard implementation of our diver predictor would be paired with a suitable diver

detector, such as the Tiny YOLOv4 diver detector we discussed in Section 5.3.3, which

performs with an inference time of 35 fps on the Jetson TX2. As seen in Table 6.1,

our stabilized Vanilla LSTM model can make predictions in roughly 0.5 seconds, giving

us a prediction frequency of 2 Hz, which synchronizes well with a reliable prediction

length of 1.5 seconds into the future. We can also note that stabilization takes roughly

33 ms for both models and that the Social LSTM takes roughly 200 ms more than the

Vanilla LSTM, rendering the stabilized Vanilla LSTM our model of choice for an onboard

implementation.
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SLSTM SLSTM VLSTM VLSTM True Future

Stabilized Unstabilized Stabilized Unstabilized Motion

Predicted Frame Legend for Diver 1 Predicted Frame Legend for Diver 2

Figure 6.4: Comparison of future motion predicted by the Social-LSTM and Vanilla-

LSTM, both stabilized and unstabilized. LSTM outputs are shown in the frame of

reference of the last observed frame. For each row, the last figure represents the true

motion of the divers 50 frames in the future (15 frames for row 1).

6.5.5 Applicability for Human-Robot Interaction

Understanding these metrics in the context of their intended use for improving diver

following and enabling robots to lead divers is imperative. In these applications, while

predicting the precise future position of the diver with high accuracy could be benefi-

cial, it is not needed for robust diver following or robot leading performance. Rather,

it is essential for aquatic robots to make predictions that accurately indicate the diver’s

intended direction of motion. To analyze the directionality and consistency of the pre-

dicted trajectory of the diver, we visualize the outputs from our models for various

scenarios in Figure 6.4.

In the first row, we present a scenario in the ocean with two scuba divers. In the

future, both divers stay in their positions but rotate towards the right. While all LSTM

models have similar results, the SLSTM most accurately captures the turning motion of

the diver on the left and predicts boxes shifted more towards the right than the current

position of the diver. Note that the unstabilized SLSTM here outputs larger boxes
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that are more spread out. In the second row, two divers are swimming in a pool and

the diver on the right is just beginning to turn towards the right. In this track, the

stabilized Social-LSTM performs the best and predicts a well-defined path for the diver

on the right to turn right, while the diver in the center is predicted to continue moving

straight. The unstabilized models precict paths that do not follow a consistent direction

of motion. In the third row, the diver is beginning to re-enter the frame. Here again,

the stabilized Social-LSTM model shows better results in predicting a trajectory moving

towards the left for the diver on the right as compared to the other models. Therefore,

while the prediction of bounding boxes by the LSTM models at a length of 50 frames is

not highly accurate, the stabilized models perform well at estimating the intended future

motion of the divers. Since our models make predictions after observing only the last 5

frames and our input videos have a frame rate of 20 fps, this corresponds to observing

only 0.25 seconds of motion. This enables our models to be sensitive to small changes

in the diver’s motion, and hence be highly suitable for our intended applications.

6.6 Conclusion and Future Directions

This chapter introduced a new perception capability for AUVs, that of predicting the fu-

ture motion of divers. We accomplished relatively accurate predictions up to 1.5 seconds

in the future using Vanilla and Social LSTM methods originally proposed for pedestrian

motion prediction. The accuracy of these methods was improved for our context by

the addition of an optical flow based stabilization algorithm, which helped to reduce

the effect of camera ego-motion. Both methods also run in near real-time on embedded

hardware, making them potentially viable for deployment in field environments. When

integrated into a diver following or leading program, these networks should enable an

AUV to predict a diver’s motion and follow their trajectory more tightly, or determine

when a diver has stopped following the AUV to stop and wait for them. Further inves-

tigation into this area is necessary, but this chapter’s introduction of these methods for

diver motion prediction has established a base level of success to improve from, along

with exploring relevant issues such as the elimination of egomotion.
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Possible Areas of Future Exploration

As in previous chapters, we now provide a few possible directions for future research.

Three Dimensional Prediction

One obvious improvement to this method is adding three-dimensional information so

that the area of a bounding box is not our only indication of the diver’s distance from

the camera. This could be achieved using stereo vision, sonar, or the method of relative

distance estimation introduced in Chapter 7. One the location of the diver can be

determined in three dimensions, the same algorithm can be applied, but with a greater

level of understanding of the future position of the diver. This could also be used to

improve neighbor calculation, as the current method utilizes the diagonal length of a

bounding box to estimate the distance to divers.

Richer Input State

Our current inputs to the LSTMs consist only of bounding box coordinates. It would be

interesting to explore the use of more robust sources of information, such as a feature-

space representation of the patch of the image containing the diver or the locations

of a diver’s limbs as calculated by a body pose estimator. These additions may lead

to higher levels of accuracy by encoding more complex information, but their impact

could have negative effects as well. For instance, using image information would make

the method more susceptible to being affected by changes in the visual environment.

Ablation studies would be required to determine what information would be useful.

Integrate IMU and Control

While our optical flow based method of bounding box stabilization achieved successful

results and improved the downstream accuracy of our LSTMs, it is inherently limited

by its two-dimensional nature. A more useful source of information would be the IMU

and control inputs of the AUV itself, which could either be used as input to a different

stabilization algorithm or simply added to the inputs for the LSTM, using the network

to encode the relationship between egomotion and apparent motion of stationary divers

itself.



Chapter 7

ADROC: Autonomous Diver

Approach Using Monocular Vision

AUVs have been following divers since the early 2000’s [4]. Despite the improvements

in diver-relative navigation since then [13,14], a topic that remains under-studied is the

diver approach scenario, where an AUV locates a diver in the distance and navigates to

a position directly in front of a diver, stopping at an ideal distance for interaction. This

capability is a key one for HRI, as AUVs may be required to seek out divers to begin

an interaction, to provide divers with relevant information, or to receive further instruc-

tions after a previously ordered task has been completed. For AUVs to truly augment

the abilities of divers to work underwater, they must be able to operate independently,

which makes the task of locating and approaching a diver a necessity. To enable AUVs to

track and approach divers for the purpose of initiating interactions, we present the AU-

tonomous Diver-Relative Operator Configuration (ADROC) algorithm. Utilizing human

body information as a prior for a novel method of distance estimation, ADROC enables

an accurate diver approach using only a single camera. While it is closely related to

diver following methods, ADROC utilizes a novel method of estimating the distance to

a diver: measuring the width of the diver’s shoulders to roughly approximate distance.

Additionally, while diver following algorithms simply follow a diver, ADROC must find

the diver, approach them, and then terminate its operation, requiring both a state ma-

chine and a more complete understanding of the diver’s position and distance relative to

130
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(a) Head-on (b) Turned-away

Figure 7.1: Two examples of ADROC diver approaches: (a) a diver is in the AUV’s

field of view, so the AUV simply moves to the diver, (b) no diver is visible, so ADROC

begins a search procedure, approaching once the diver is found.

the robot. The diver approach task had not been previously studied prior to ADROC,

making this algorithm and evaluation formative for the task, hopefully the first in an

improving series of methods.

7.1 Background: Diver Following and Approach

Prior to introducing our algorithm, we briefly discuss some relevent research on the

topics of approach tasks in other environments, diver-relative AUV navigation including

diver following, and diver distance estimation.
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7.1.1 Robots Approaching Humans

The problem of robots approaching human targets has been extensively explored in

HRI research, having been mostly considered in the context of service robots [214]. A

large amount of robot approach research focuses on the effect of the proxemic behaviors

of human interactants: the way in which the interactant’s concept of personal space

affects how a robot should approach them for the most optimal interactions [5,214–217].

Research on robot approaches in field environments (which pose more of a challenge in

terms of sensing and navigation) is rare, but some research has explored approaches in

aerial environments [218], focusing on the algorithms necessary to enable an unmanned

aerial vehicle (UAV) to approach a human interactant. However, there is no work on

this topic for AUVs. The majority of research related to approaching humans with an

AUV is instead focused on the broader problem of diver-based AUV navigation.

7.1.2 Diver-Based AUV Navigation

Diver-based AUV navigation is a common topic in AUV research for co-AUVs (AUVs

designed to work collaboratively with humans) dealing with the varied scenarios in which

an AUV must navigate its environment with respect to a diver. The most common

form of this problem is diver following [13, 175, 219], a subset of the larger field of

person-following research [165]. Many diver following works in recent years have utilized

deep neural networks to detect a diver, then used closed-loop control algorithms to

follow the diver based on detections. Some works have gone further than the simple

scenario of diver following, such as the work of Nad et al. [14], which utilizes acoustic

and visual information, allowing the robot to both act as a follower and leader. However,

there are fundamental differences between following a diver and navigating to a position

relative to a diver to facilitate further interaction. Approaching a diver requires complex

algorithmic structures not typically found in diver following: the ability to actively search

for lost or unseen divers, evaluation of the quality of relative position for interaction, and

strict constraints on the distance between diver and robot. While many diver following

methods contain some of the same capabilities necessary for our task (detection of a

diver and navigation based on that detection), diver following is a different problem

with different goals.
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7.1.3 Estimation of Distance to Diver

A capability common to both our task (AUV approaching a diver) and other diver-based

navigation tasks is the estimation of the relative position and range of a diver. The

majority of diver-following methods do not estimate the distance to a diver accurately.

Methods which do depend on the high fidelity data exploit sonar, stereo camera, USBL,

and DVL sensors. A method for distance estimation that avoids the most expensive

sensors is the use of stereo vision [220]. Stereo-based distance estimation could be useful

to estimate the range to a diver at close range with a specific environment setup, but it

will be prone to errors if not specifically tuned to its environment. This is because the

camera parameters are affected when deployed in a new optical environment and this

change could degrade the accuracy of the distance estimation. Additionally, the error in

the depth estimate increases quadratically as the distance from the camera increases [221,

222], which limits the range of any algorithm depending on it. Our algorithm achieves

reliable distance estimation using only low-cost monocular camera data, distinguishing

it from the previously discussed work by improving distance estimation for diver-relative

navigation without the use of complex and expensive sensors.

7.2 Designing Diver Approach

To guide our algorithm’s development, we select the following set of desiderata (features

desired or required) from our understanding of the AUV interactions we plan to support.

We focus on AUVs working alongside humans in a supporting role, with limited sensing

and no global localization, as this is the environment where we believe our algorithm

will be most useful.

ADROC Desiderata:

D1: Reliably navigate to a beneficial position for interaction with the diver regardless

of the initial location and orientation of both parties.

D2: Accurately approach the diver regardless of diver movement after ADROC initia-

tion.

D3: Approach the diver in a timely manner.
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D4: Operate without global localization, 3D diver information, or any off-AUV com-

putation whatsoever.

These desiderata are integrally tied to our expected deployments and create a very

challenging problem. As such, we make the following assumptions to simplify the prob-

lem allowing us to formulate a feasible solution.

ADROC Assumptions

A1: The diver and robot are generally within the visual observation range of one an-

other, and visibility is sufficient to detect the diver in the AUV’s cameras.

A2: The diver is generally upright with respect to the robot.

A3: Only one diver will be present in the scene.

Assumptions A1 and A2 are likely to be true in actual deployment scenarios. While

we cannot guarantee ideal visibility conditions in the field, we must assume some level

of visibility (A1) for the dive to occur. The diver’s orientation relative to the robot

(A2) affects the accuracy of our body pose estimation algorithm, likely because the

algorithm is trained on images of humans in upright positions (standing, sitting, etc.)

Our approach algorithm continues to operate with divers in nonstandard orientations,

but has the highest accuracy when the divers are in upright positions. This shortcoming

could be overcome by developing a body pose estimation algorithm and training it

on divers with a wide variety of body positions. Lastly, A3 is not likely to be true

in deployment scenarios, so future versions of this algorithm should account for this

by enabling the algorithm to differentiate between divers and approach only a chosen

target.

7.2.1 The ADROC Algorithm

ADROC has 3 components: a state machine, a diver-relative position estimator,

and a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) [73] approach controller tuned for diver

approach operations. These components, along with an AUV motion controller and diver

perception modules, are pictured on the right of Fig. 7.2 where the interactions between

these components are shown. The diver perception modules are considered external to
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Figure 7.2: Diagram showing the ADROC algorithm (right) with detail on the state

machine (left). Different components of the algorithm (perception, states, approach

controller, and conditions) are presented in consistent colors and shapes.

the algorithm as they may be replaced with other systems if necessary; these modules are

briefly discussed in Section 7.3.1. The diver-relative position (DRP) estimator, which is

responsible for producing information on the position and distance of a diver relative to

the AUV, is addressed in Section 7.3.2, and we discuss the approach controller in Section

7.3.3.

Therefore, we largely focus on the state machine portion of ADROC in this section,

which is pictured on the left side of Fig. 7.2. The state machine consists of four states

and two conditions which manage transitions between them. To begin, the state machine

checks if a diver is currently visible in the scene. If there is an estimate of the diver’s

relative position available, it transitions from the INIT state to the APPROACH state,

which activates the approach controller. During the APPROACH state, the approach

controller manages the robot’s orientation and distance relative to the target diver,

continually checking if a diver remains visible. If at any point the AUV does not see the

diver, it transitions into the SEARCH state. The SEARCH state triggers the AUV’s

search behavior, which is currently a slow yaw motion, turning in circles and scanning

for divers. In the future, this could be redefined with a more complex behavior, utilizing

information about the environment the robot is in and the last known location of divers

in that environment. Once a diver is visible, the SEARCH state transitions to the
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APPROACH state. Finally, the APPROACH state is successfully terminated once the

diver-relative position is stable at a point close to the ideal position within a configurable

margin of error. Once the AUV is stable in that position, the state machine transitions

to the CONCLUDE state, which currently simply terminates the ADROC algorithm. To

understand the APPROACH state and how the conditions responsible for state transition

are determined, we must first explain the components of ADROC.

7.3 Implementation of ADROC

7.3.1 Diver Perception Modules

ADROC is currently designed to operate with diver bounding boxes and diver body pose

estimations, which can be obtained from any source. We present the modules currently

in use, which operate on monocular images, allowing ADROC to be used by any AUV

with at least one camera. The modularity of our approach allows the adaptation of new

sensors or perception algorithms in the future. Our two modules at this time are:

• Diver Detection: We use our YOLOv4-Tiny diver detector trained on VDD-

C̄ from Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3 due to its relatively high accuracy with a fast

inference time on embedded hardware. The detector outputs a set of detections

with associated confidences, from which we select the highest confidence detection

(due to assumption A3).

• Diver Body Pose Estimation: Body pose estimation aims to locate a set of

body joints from a given image. We obtain a diver pose with a real-time pose

estimation implementation [223] (a TensorRT implementation of human pose esti-

mation [224,225]). From the pose, we only utilize the left and right shoulder joint

coordinates of a single body pose detection for our algorithm.

7.3.2 Diver-Relative Position Estimation

With the perception information being provided by our diver detector and pose estima-

tion modules, we process the resultant data to produce a diver-relative position estimate

(DRP), composed of a target point (TP) and pseudo distance (PD). This data is
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(a) DRP in Gazebo (b) Third person view in Gazebo

(c) DRP in pool. (d) Third person view in pool.

Figure 7.3: Diver-relative position (DRP) visualizations with a third person view,

displayed in the Gazebo simulator and a pool scene. In the DRP visualization, the

center of the circle is the target point while the radius represents pseudo distance.

used by our approach controller to center the diver in the frame of the camera and to

reach a desired distance from the diver. In calculating both the target point and pseudo

distance, we utilize all available information from both the bounding boxes and shoul-

der coordinates returned by our diver perception modules. Our algorithm is robust to

missing information from either module.

We define the target point based on bounding box information to be the centroid

of the bounding box. Alternatively, based on body pose estimates, we define the target

point as the center point between shoulder joints. If both bounding boxes and body pose

estimates are available, the target point is defined as the mean of these two points, but if

only one is available, it is used as-is. Common approaches to estimate the range to a diver

would be to use sonar data or calculate disparity and estimate depth from stereo imagery,

which has its own challenges [226, 227]. Our algorithm is designed to work with only

monocular vision available so that it functions even on the least sensor-equipped AUVs.
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This creates a challenge, as monocular images do not contain sufficient information to

accurately estimate distances, which we need to navigate to an appropriate distance

relative to the diver. We overcome the problem of estimating the range to the diver

without introducing new sensors by making a rough estimate which utilizes the shoulder

width of the diver, called Biacromial breadth [228]. Biacromial breadth can differ based

on demographic and individual variation, but we use average data available from national

surveys [228], with the option of fine-tuning our estimate with specific measurements of

diver shoulder width for an individual. For body pose estimation input, the shoulder

width is the distance between the estimated shoulder points, but for diver detector input

we treat the bounding box width as a rough estimate of shoulder size.

Table 7.1: The Pseudo Distance (PD) metric based on distance d between a diver and

robot.

Distance (d(mm)) PD

d > Dideal 0 < PD < 1

d = Dideal PD = 1

d < Dideal PD > 1

We propose a metric embedding distance information, Pseudo Distance (PD), using

diver detection and pose estimation as individual sources of shoulder width information

(Eq 7.1). Psuedo distance is defined as inversely proportional to the ideal interaction

distance. It is greater than 0 at any distance, less than 1 when farther from the diver

than desired, 1 at the ideal distance, and greater than 1 when the robot is closer than

the ideal distance (Table 7.1).

The following camera sensor, image, and physical specifications are used to develop

PD: CMOS sensor size (mm), focal length (mm), image size (pixel), and shoulder width

of a diver (mm, pixel). The detailed steps are:

1. Empirically select an ideal distance Dideal(mm) for interaction between a diver

and AUV.

2. Take the average shoulder width reported in [228] as the width of the diver’s
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shoulder. Alternatively, measure the true shoulder width of the diver.

3. Measure the shoulder width in image pixels (wshoulder) from an image with the

diver at the ideal distance Dideal(mm).

4. Select target_shoulder_ratio as the ratio of the shoulder width (wshoulder) to the

image width (wimg).

The target_shoulder_ratio is separately defined for diver detection and pose esti-

mation information, as the source of the shoulder width estimate varies drastically in

accuracy, with body pose estimation being more accurate. This is due to the fact that

a bounding box changes size significantly based on the diver’s body pose (e.g., a diver

with open arms yields a much wider bounding box than one with arms held at the side),

while the distance between shoulder joints does not change based on the rest of the

diver’s body pose.

PD =
wshoulder

wimg × target_shoulder_ratio
(7.1)

Whenever body pose estimation information is available, we default to using a pseudo

distance based on pose data, as it is significantly more accurate. However, when such in-

formation is not available, we fall back to our estimate based on diver detection bounding

boxes.

7.3.3 Approach Controller

The calculated DRP is passed on to our approach controller, which manages the approach

procedure based on the target point and pseudo distance estimations produced by the

DRP estimator. The approach controller maintains three separate PID controllers for

the three axes of control it has: one controller for surge (forward and back), one for

yaw (left and right), and one for pitch (up and down). These controllers are based off

of error measurements (Eq. 7.2-7.4) comparing the target point to the image’s center

point and comparing pseudo distance to the ideal pseudo distance, which is defined as

1.0 (see Table 7.1).
error_forward = 1.0− PD (7.2)
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error_yaw =
target_x− center_x

image_width
(7.3)

error_pitch =
target_y − center_y

image_height
(7.4)

The PID controllers in the approach controller operate on these errors in the standard

fashion [73], which we will not detail here. Their parameters are tuned separately based

on experimental results. The approach controller constantly calculates motor control

values based on the available target point and pseudo distance, but only applies those

controls to the motors (resulting in motion) when enabled by the ADCROC state ma-

chine switching to the APPROACH state. The approach controller limits its speed to

60% of the AUV’s maximum velocity for safety.

7.4 Study VI: Approaching Divers Using AUVs

0°

30°

90°

3m 6m 9m

Figure 7.4: Pool experiments setup: three distances (3m, 6m, 9m), three angles (0°,

45°, 90°). Circles represent diver positions for the experiments.

7.4.1 Experimental Platforms

To test this work, we used the the LoCO AUV [29], which is a modular, low-cost,

open-source AUV equipped with dual monocular cameras and three thrusters. All the

computation required for ADROC was done onboard, primarily using a Nvidia Jetson
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(a) Success rate vs experimental conditions. (b) Approach time vs experimental conditions.

Figure 7.5: The success rates and average operation time of ADROC based on the

trial, distances, and angles.

TX2 mobile GPU. Additionally, we used a LoCO simulation in ROS Gazebo [229] (Fig.

7.3) as a tool for developing the algorithms and evaluating them.

7.4.2 Pool Experiments

A set of pool experiments was performed to validate the ADROC algorithm’s ability

to successfully approach a diver. These experiments took place in two different pools,

one with clear water and bright, even lighting, and another with murky water and dim,

irregular lighting. A total of 9 divers were used as the target of the approach algorithm,

with shoulder widths between 33cm and 48cm. Six of the divers were tested in the clear

pool (Experiment #1) and three in the cloudy pool (Experiment #2). In each trial, the

AUV was made to approach the diver from the combination of three initial distances (3

meters, 6 meters, 9 meters) and from three initial angles between the AUV and the diver

(0°, 45°, 90°). These variables of distance and orientation combine to create nine distinct

conditions of AUV approach. For each condition, two trials were conducted per diver

for a total of 162 trials. For each trial, we allowed the AUV to enter the SEARCH state

up to twice after the first APPROACH state. If the AUV reached the CONCLUDE

state at the desired position before entering the third SEARCH state, we considered the

case as a success, but as soon as the AUV entered the third SEARCH state after an

APPROACH, the case was deemed a failure. Additionally, we recorded the time taken

for each case, regardless of success.
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7.5 Results of Study VI

7.5.1 Aggregate Data

The summarized data in Figure 7.5 represents the averages of our results. We note

that Experiment #1 has a higher overall success rate (88.9%) compared to Experiment

#2, likely due to the better visual environment which led to higher quality perceptual

inputs. Success rates reduce as the initial distance increases, most likely due to reduced

accuracy of diver detection and pose estimation, which leads to fewer successful searches.

Average times for an approach increase as well, but this is mostly due to the increased

distance that the robot has to travel. When considering the effect of the initial angle,

we see that approaches from the 0° condition have the lowest accuracy, but not by a

statistically significant amount. This is likely due to random chance, as the difference

in success between the 0° and the other angle conditions (which have the same success

rate of 83.3%) is only 3 failures.

7.5.2 ADROC Runtime

All components of ADROC were run on the onboard computers of the LoCO-AUV: the

Raspberry Pi 4 and the Nvidia Jetson TX2. The diver detector and diver pose estimator,

running concurrently on the TX2, ran at 15 fps and 10 fps respectively. Also on the

TX2, the diver-relative position estimator ran at a set frequency of 20 Hz, while the

ADROC state machine ran at 10 Hz. The only component which ran on the Raspberry

Pi was the approach controller, which runs at a set frequency of 10 Hz. This frequency

of the overall system (about 10 Hz) was sufficient to operate the AUV at relatively low

speeds, although an improved frequency is possible with a more powerful GPU.

7.5.3 Individual Cases

Fig. 7.6 presents one of each success and failure cases from our experiments. In Fig. 7.6a,

the AUV was at the turned-away angle, thus starting with the SEARCH state. During

its second APPROACH state (t=7.3-17.3s), the AUV occasionally failed to detect pose

estimates of the participant, and the diver detection estimate was used to yield the PD.

The spikes (t=12.9s, 14.4s, and 16.4s)in the Pseudo Distance Error were caused when the
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(a) Success example with narrow shoulder width diver (35cm), long distance (9m), and turned-
away angle (90◦)
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(b) Failure example with wide shoulder width diver (45cm), long distance (9m), and head-on
angle (0◦)

Figure 7.6: (a) LoCO was turned away from a diver at the beginning. Through the

SEARCH and APPROACH states, LoCO detected the diver and placed itself at the

designed distance from the diver, (b) LoCO was facing a diver and started with the

APPROACH state. However, spikes in PD error (bounding box only DRP estimation)

caused unstable control and failure.
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AUV controlled its distance to the participant based on the diver detection as opposed to

body pose estimation. In Fig. 7.6b, the AUV started with the APPROACH state since it

was at the head-on angle and was able to see the participant right away. The participant

was detected by the diver detection consistently while the pose estimation only failed

occasionally. More frequent PD estimation based on the diver detection caused an

overshoot from the approach controller (more spikes from the beginning), and it resulted

in failure. Additionally, the missing data points during the second APPROACH phase

(t=20.7-21.2s) are consistent with system lag, possibly due to processing issues with the

camera or some competition between processes for computational resources.

7.5.4 Types of Failures

Of the 162 recorded trials, 30 failures were recorded. These failures can be grouped into

three categories: search failures, early conclusion, and no conclusion. Search

failures (12 cases) were characterized by repeated returns to the SEARCH state, usually

due to one of two issues: overshooting the initial rotation required for an approach, or

receiving inaccurate detection data from the diver perception modules. Re-tuning the

approach controller may help to reduce these failures. Early conclusion failures

(11 cases) were caused by ADROC entering the CONCLUDE state prior to reaching

the appropriate relative distance to the diver. These occurred almost exclusively for

participants with small shoulder widths and were caused by the pseudo-distance based

on bounding boxes reaching a stable point at a distance of 5 meters, prior to the AUV

entering the detection range of the diver pose estimation. This type of failure can likely

be entirely resolved by tuning the target_shoulder_ratio as described in Section 7.3.2.

Lastly, no conclusion failures (7 cases) were caused by ADROC failing to detect a

stable position while in the appropriate relative position to the diver. This failure is

likely due to tuning issues with the approach controller, but should also be resolved by

further improvement of the approach controller.

7.5.5 Limitation Experiments

To explore the limits of ADORC, a small number of trials were performed with more

challenging conditions, in a deep pool similar to the pool used for Trial #1. These
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(a) DRP in pool. (b) Third person view in pool.

Figure 7.7: Diver-relative position (DRP) visualizations for a scuba diver in a pool.

trials are not included in the aggregate results above, because of the small number of

participants for each. We repeated ADROC trials for one participant who was included

in the normal trials in scuba equipment such as a wetsuit instead of the general swimwear

that our participants wore. No reduction in accuracy compared to non-scuba trials was

detected. Trials were also conducted with an adversarial condition, in which the AUV

was pushed partway through an approach, mimicking a wave knocking the robot away

from its chosen path. This also did not cause a reduction in accuracy. Lastly, trials

were conducted up to 15 meters away from the diver. While the algorithm generally

still functions, the AUV struggles to effectively switch from SEARCH to APPROACH

as the approach controller sends yaw commands of a high intensity causing the AUV

to quickly overshoot and miss its target. This could likely be improved with pseudo

distance-relative tuning of the approach controller.

7.6 Conclusion and Future Directions

This chapter introduced ADORC, an algorithm for autonomous diver approach. This

algorithm is comprised of a novel method for estimating distance to a diver, a PID-

based approach controller, and a state machine. In our experiments, ADROC enabled

an AUV to robustly approach participants with various shoulder widths from different
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distances and angles. The advantages of our method are that it only requires a monocu-

lar camera, needs no extra sensors to estimate the distance to a diver, functions without

global localization, and runs at real-time speed using on-board hardware. Our presented

work clearly demonstrates the efficacy, reliability, and potential of our algorithm, despite

the minimal information and sensors utilized. As it improves, ADROC and similar algo-

rithms will become a standard capability for AUVs, allowing natural and straightforward

cooperative work between AUVs and humans underwater.

Possible Areas of Future Exploration

As in previous chapters, we discuss a small number of possible avenues of further research.

Higher Intelligence Search State

In our implementation of ADROC, the AUV searches for a diver using a simple method:

turning to the right. While this was sufficient for our simple test case, a more complex

algorithm must be used in future implementations. One of the most important aspects

of this algorithm will be stateful search. For instance, if the robot loses sight of the

diver as they disappear to the left of the robot, instead of turning to the right, the robot

should try to return to the last known location of the diver by turning left. If localization

and mapping information is available, this search state could even take the form of a

map coverage algorithm, taking into account the last known location of the diver and

any locations they are expected to move to according to the mission plan.

Dialogue Initiation and Approach Vector

As an approach algorithm, ADROC’s purpose is to position the robot within commu-

nication range of a diver in preparation for interaction. However, as the task of simply

achieving robust approaches is challenging, no attention has yet been paid to selecting an

appropriate approach vector or actually initiating interactions after approach. A great

deal of research on this topic has been conducted in terrestrial environments, which

should be considered. One promising approach involves determining the diver’s current

facing direction and selecting an approach which brings the robot into view as soon as

possible, to increase the chance that the diver will be prepared for communication.



Chapter 8

POSH-G: Dynamic, Reconfigurable

Gestures For AUV Control

The previous chapters in Part II have presented methods for the perception of divers

including diver detection, diver motion prediction, and biological prior-based monocular

diver distance estimation. These methods all serve as passive input to a variety of

autonomous behaviors and HRI capabilities such as diver following, diver approach, and

so on. Now, we turn our attention to a more active type of input: gestural control of an

AUV. This is a common vector for human-to-diver communication and has been utilized

as a method of AUV control since the earliest co-AUVs were introduced. However, the

majority of existing AUV gesture control systems depend on large datasets of gestures

and learn to recognize gestures directly from imagery. This makes them intractable to

reconfigure, requiring the collection and labeling of large quantities of data simply to add

a new gesture or revise an existing gesture. Additionally, gesture recognition systems

for use underwater mostly recognize static gestures (a single position of the hands or

arms) which can be difficult to hold underwater and are limited in their expressiveness.

Indeed, most gestural communication among humans is dynamic: both untaught, non-

linguistic gestures and defined gestural languages such as American Sign Language (ASL)

primarily use dynamic, full-arm gestures.

With the goal of addressing these issues, we present in this chapter a gesture sys-

tem for AUVs called Protean One-Shot Hand Gestures (POSH-G). POSH-G takes diver

147
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Figure 8.1: An overview of the POSH-G system, from pose estimation to data gener-

ation and tuning recognition systems.

body pose estimation trajectories as its input and utilizes a generation system based on

Cabrera et al., [230] which can generate thousands of example trajectories based on a

single demonstration. This generated data is then used to train a variety of classifiers

using Tensorflow and KerasTuner. With these two design choices, we eliminate the data

burden of changing gestures and eschew direct learning from visual input to instead

learn from keypoint trajectories. In the following chapter, we present a small dataset

for diver body pose estimation (OceanPose) and discuss the training of body pose esti-

mation algorithms with various network backbones using DeepLabCut [18] along with

the application of filtering algorithms to improve the reliability of the output. We then

present Protean, a gesture language for communicating with AUVs which has twenty-two

symbols covering a wide variety of concepts including spatial and temporal modifiers as

well as commands and nouns. Additionally, we discuss the Protean Gesture Language

dataset which contains 3-5 demonstrations of each gesture from five participants in both

lab and pool environments, which we use for the following generation and recognition

steps. We next discuss the generation process we developed using keypoint trajectory

input, which differs significantly from the input in Cabrera et al., [230], requiring a num-

ber of modifications. Lastly, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the generation system

by training a number of deep neural network classifiers on the generated data based on

PGR and evaluate these classifiers on the remaining real data from PGR. An overview of

the entire system can be seen in Figure 8.1 While the final recognition results from the

classifiers are insufficiently robust for POSH-G to be deployed in real-world scenarios,
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this approach is a first in the field of underwater gesture recognition. Furthermore, the

research presented in this chapter establishes a base for future work of this type, moving

away from the traditional methods of gesture recognition that have been the standard

for AUV control.

8.1 Background: Gestural AUV Control

Before discussing the POSH-G system, we must first explore the background of gesture

recognition as a whole, with particular emphasis on methods, datasets, and languages

in use for underwater environments.

8.1.1 Gesture Recognition

Gesture recognition is a large field, with a wide variety of methodologies in use. The

goal of gesture recognition can range from identifying specific movements on capacitive

touch interfaces to complete recognition and parsing of full sign languages such as Amer-

ican Sign Language (ASL) [231]. There is a similar breadth in the types of sensors and

algorithms applied to these tasks. The sensors used include cameras [232], depth cam-

eras [233], special data capture gloves [234], dielectric elastomer sensors [235], and more.

Additionally, a wide variety of algorithmic techniques have been used including tradi-

tional computer vision methods for segmentation and hand isolation, machine learning

techniques such as multi-descriptor random forests, hidden Markov models, finite state

machines, and deep neural networks such as RNNs, LSTMs, and so on. A proper sum-

mary of the field is out of the scope of this work, but a number of helpful survey papers

have been written on the topic [236–238].

Cabrera et al., and The Gist of a Gesture

One method of gesture recognition in terrestrial environments that is of particular note is

the work of Maria Cabrera [239], particularly her work on one-shot gesture learning [230].

This paper introduces an N-shot learning method for gesture recognition based on cal-

culating the “gist” of a gesture. By analyzing the trajectory of the user’s hand, inflection

points in the path can be detected. These are then used to generate new trajectories by
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(a) RoboChatGest

(b) Caddian

Figure 8.2: Examples of RoboChatGest [2] and Caddian [3].

sampling new points in an area around the inflection point and creating a new trajec-

tory through the newly sampled points. This method is the basis for our data generation

method described in Section 8.4, with a variety of changes. Most prominently, the al-

gorithm in Cabrera’s work utilizes trajectories captured by a Microsoft Kinect, using

their pose estimation pipeline. In our method, we utilize the output of a pose estimation

network operating on a monocular camera’s video stream, which introduces significantly

more noise into our source trajectories, a problem which is only increased underwater.

8.1.2 Underwater Gesture Recognition for AUV Control

Turning our attention to the more relevant topic of underwater gesture recognition for

AUV control, methods and sensors are still highly varied, with three primary threads of

research which are dominant. Firstly, the RoboChat [10] lineage of methods evolved from

fiducial marker “flash card” methods to recognizing gestures performed with said markers

using an iterative closest point-based recognition algorithm [45]. In more recent years,
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this approach has been updated with RoboChatGest [2,240] (shown in Figure 8.2a), iden-

tifying unique hand pose “gestures” with a CNN. Second, the Caddian language [241]

and dataset [3] (shown in Figure 8.2b) from the CADDY project [242] were used to de-

velop a multi-descriptor random forest gesture recognition method [178]. The Caddian

language consists mostly of static gestures similar to the hand poses of RoboChatGest,

but contains a small number of dynamic gestures. In Caddian approaches, the hands of

the diver are instrumented with colored gloves, which makes processing the image to find

the hand and identify the hand pose a much more tractable problem, which has mostly

been addressed using CNNs [243] and traditional computer vision techniques [244–246].

Lastly, a number of researchers have explored the use of gloves for diver gesture recogni-

tion [247–249]. Additionally, while it is not strictly a form of gesture recognition, recent

work [250] introduced a method of estimating diver pointing vectors which will likely

prove very helpful in gestural robot control.

Each of the above methods performs quite well in terms of accurately identifying

the gestures defined for the system. However, they all share a critical weakness: their

dependence on large datasets, which makes them difficult to update. Adding a new ges-

ture requires collecting, processing, and labeling a large amount of data, which prevents

the rapid adaptation of AUV interaction systems. Additionally, the majority of these

systems utilize static hand poses as gestures, making minimal use of dynamic, full-arm

gestures, which are more easily seen at a distance and potentially more expressive and

intuitive. Lastly, methods which learn directly from visual input, are susceptible to the

environment, the diver’s equipment, or even the diver themselves have the potential to

significantly disrupt the efficacy of the system. For these reasons, we began our devel-

opment of POSH-G by exploring one-shot or N-shot learning of dynamic gestures using

pose estimation key points as input to reduce dependency on large datasets, increase

visibility and intuitiveness of gestures, and abstract the gesture recognition process out

of the image space.

8.2 Estimating Diver Body Pose Using DeepLabCut

The first step in the POSH-G framework is the estimation of body pose from the video

stream. This is a well-studied problem, and a wide variety of standard algorithms
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exist to solve it. However, none have been explicitly designed for use underwater and

most applications of pose estimation systems underwater simply employ a pre-trained

algorithm such as OpenPose [251], MediaPipe Pose [252], TRT_Pose [223], etc. In fact,

in Chapter 7 we utilized TRT_Pose for the estimation of pseudodistance. However, for

the application of gesture recognition, the accuracy of the pose estimator used as input

is of utmost importance. For this reason, we developed a dataset called OceanPose,

trained pose estimation networks with a variety of network backbones, and explored the

effect of filtering algorithms on pose output in an attempt to produce a highly accurate

diver body pose estimator.

8.2.1 DeepLabCut

We chose DeepLabCut [18] as our platform of choice for developing a pose estimation

network because of its ability to provide accurate pose estimation with a small amount of

training data. This is ideal, as collecting and labeling such data is a time-consuming task,

particularly due to the overhead required to collect data underwater. DeepLabCut is a

Tensorflow [253] based software library and toolset, developed for the purpose of enabling

animal behavior researchers to create pose estimation models for their target organisms.

For our purposes, we simply developed a body model for divers comprised of twenty-one

body keypoints, created and labeled a dataset of swimmers in pool environments, and

trained pose estimation networks on the said dataset. DeepLabCut allows for a great

deal of configuration of the estimator, including the network backbone used. For our

purposes, we trained three different-sized ResNet [254] and MobileNet [255] networks,

along with five EfficientNet [256] networks.

8.2.2 The OceanPose Dataset

OceanPose is a dataset for training and evaluation of human body pose estimation

algorithms in underwater environments. It is comprised of two entirely separate image

sets, one for training and one for evaluation. Examples from both portions of the dataset

can be seen in Figure 8.3.
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(a) Training Images

(b) Evaluation Images

Figure 8.3: Examples of the training and evaluation data of the OceanPose dataset

with labels. Note that the videos contained in the evaluation data are entirely separate

from the videos in the training data, both in terms of the poses demonstrated and in

terms of the divers shown.
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OceanPose-Training

For the purpose of training our diver body pose estimation algorithms, we created the

OceanPose-Training (OPT) set. Comprised of 1300 images of swimmers in pool environ-

ments, the OceanPose dataset mostly depicts a single diver several feet from the frame,

though some images contain multiple divers or divers at a further distance. The data

was selected from internal data sources, having been recorded over years of pool sessions.

The goal of being used for training a body pose estimator was not designated during the

recording, most of the recordings were of gesture demonstrations for earlier versions of

the POSH-G project. None of the gestures or individuals included in the PGR dataset

(Section 8.3.3) are present in the OceanPose dataset, though the pool environments are

mostly the same. The images of OPT were labeled using napari, an image annotation

tool used by DeepLabCut.

OceanPose-Evaluation

Along with the OceanPose-Training set, we created the OceanPose-Evaluation set, which

is comprised of 486 images. OceanPose-Evaluation is sourced from entirely separate

videos from OceanPose-Training so as to minimize overlap. While OPT only includes

swimmers in pool environments, OPE contains images from several videos of scuba

divers, some in ocean environments. Additionally, OPE contains images from the PGR

dataset: videos of five different gestures with one participant demonstration for each.

These data sources were chosen to create an evaluation set that provides an indication of

how well the evaluated network will perform on our gesture demonstrations, but also an

indication of the network’s performance on images from ocean environments. The images

of OPE were labeled using napari, an image annotation tool used by DeepLabCut.

8.2.3 Training Configurations

OceanPose-Training is a relatively small dataset, even for DeepLabCut’s purported

ability to train on small datasets. Therefore, we also utilize the MPII Human Pose

Dataset [257], a standard in pose estimation research. However, MPII is a general-

purpose dataset, with a wide variety of scenes depicted. Although MPII does contain
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Data Configuration # Images Initial Weights

MPII 17, 385 Pretrained ResNet/MobileNet/EfficientNet

OPT 1, 303 Pretrained ResNet/MobileNet/EfficientNet

MPII + OPT 1, 807 Pretrained ResNet/MobileNet/EfficientNet

MPII ft OPT 1, 303 MPII trained to 150, 000 iterations.

Table 8.1: The dataset configurations used for training DeepLabCut models.

some images of underwater humans, the majority are in terrestrial environments. To de-

termine what would serve our purpose best, we experimented with a variety of datasets

for training: using only MPII or OPT, using the underwater images from MPII along

with OPT, or fine-tuning on OPT after initially training on MPII. The different dataset

configurations are listed in Table 8.1. Each of these configurations had 5% of its images

set aside as an internal evaluation dataset.

8.2.4 Pose Estimation Results

Each network backbone was trained on every data configuration until loss values plateaued.

For MPII, this was 150, 000 iterations, 50, 000 iterations for OPT and MPII + OPT,

while MPII ft OPT was only trained for 20, 000 iterations. This smaller number of iter-

ations was selected to avoid overfitting the networks to OPT and losing the benefits of

training on MPII. Once trained, each network is evaluated against its internal 5% test-

ing data as well as the OceanPose-Evaluation dataset. Some issues were encountered in

training and evaluation stemming from issues in DeepLabCut’s training dataset creation

process, which has led to some gaps in the evaluation data. However, as these networks

are not the final goal of this chapter, we will continue with the data we have.

Self-Evaluation Accuracy Results

Considering the self-evaluation results shown in Figure 8.4, we can see reasonable levels

of error for all networks and data configurations. The four metrics reported are the

average pixel error of a predicted keypoint on training data, testing data, training data

when only considering keypoints with probability greater than 0.5, and the same cutoff

for testing data. Errors in general fall below 30 pixels total, with lower errors when
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Figure 8.4: Performance of DLC models trained on a variety of dataset configurations,

evaluated on their own evaluation dataset. Some data is missing due to unresolved DLC

dataset indexing errors.

considering the keypoint probability. In terms of comparisons between network types,

the ResNets have the lowest error levels, as expected. In general, however, every network

performs within expected limits, with minor fluctuations throughout.

OceanPose-Evaluation Accuracy Results

In terms of the evaluation results on the OceanPose-Evaluation set, we find a much

different story. Average pixel errors rise as high as 600 pixels in this context, where

we report an average error on testing data along with errors at two different pcutoff

values, 0.5 and 0.8. The network backbone used affects the final accuracy significantly:

ResNet and EfficicientNet networks perform relatively well, with error scaling as the

network used grows larger. However, MobileNet errors remain high at all times, even

with different dataset configurations. On the front of dataset effects, the MPII trained

models perform poorly on OceanPose-Evaluation, with average errors above 200 pixels,

even with probability cutoffs applied. Configurations that use OceanPose-Training do

much better, with the lowest errors achieved by the ResNets trained on the MPII +
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Figure 8.5: Performance of DLC models trained on a variety of dataset configurations,

evaluated on a common evaluation dataset. Some data is missing due to unresolved

DLC dataset indexing errors. Y axis is in square root scale to better display low pixel

error values.
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OPT and MPII ft OPT configurations. The error without a pcutoff remains high even

in those cases, indicating that a relatively large number of low-confidence keypoints are

incorrectly predicted.

Model Selection

Based on these results, we select the ResNet 101 network trained on MPII + OPT as our

pose estimator for our further development in the chapter, which achieved a general test

error of 51 pixels, with pcutoff errors of 7.7 pixels with a 0.5 pcutoff and 7.1 pixels with a

0.8 pcutoff. We chose this size of ResNet to balance the need for accuracy and efficiency,

If a faster inference time is required, the EfficientNet B0 and Resnet 50 networks trained

on MPII + OPT would be appropriate, having achieved similar error levels with faster

inference times. With a pose estimation network trained for our purposes, we can now

turn to designing and producing a dataset for our gestural language.

8.3 The Protean Gesture Language and The PGR Dataset

Protean is an extensible dynamic gesture language for AUV communication and control.

Named after Proteus, the prophetic shapeshifter of Greek myth (also the namesake of our

UHRI software presented in Chapter 9), the name is an adjective that means “tending

or able to change frequently”. This indicates the goals of the language both as a testing

language for the POSH-G one-shot gesture recognition system and beyond, as a language

for AUV control. Twenty-two gestures are currently defined, but more can be added

simply by using the gesture generation method expanded on in Section 8.4.

8.3.1 Designing A Gestural Control Language

Designing gestures is a difficult task, particularly in the context of underwater use. Hand

signals are already used by divers for communication, meaning that there is an existing

vocabulary that we can either choose to integrate into our AUV gesture language or

must avoid overlap with. Additionally, divers must use their hands to help them swim,

so gestures cannot be too long or require particularly difficult motions. Furthermore, the

method we plan to use to recognize Protean has an impact on design choices, primarily

in the following ways:
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• Gestures cannot be static, as we need a gesture trajectory to analyze and replicate.

• Gestures must be distinct without taking hand pose into account.

• Gestures cannot be too short, otherwise, we risk not having enough data to gen-

eralize from.

8.3.2 Protean: A Dynamic Gesture Language

With these limitations in mind, we developed Protean through an iterative process, be-

ginning by selecting a set of concepts relevant to providing an AUV with commands.

As with our development of AUV-to-human communication, the concepts to be com-

municated were sourced from our experience working AUVs as well as the content of

existing diver sign languages. The initial ideas were written down, with similar concepts

removed or combined with others, finishing with 22 gestures, organized into five cate-

gories: Simple, Control, Verb, Context, and Noun. Simple gestures were created both

as basic test cases for gesture recognition, and to represent simple concepts such as a

circle or a square. Control gestures deal with conversational control, providing responses

to a “speaking” AUV. Verb gestures communicate an action of some kind, and can be

combined with a Noun gesture. Lastly, Context gestures provide helpful information

about time and place, as well as providing personal pronouns such as GY ou and GMe.

Once the concepts were selected, we followed a design policy of representation, mim-

icking the concept whenever possible. For instance, the gesture GDiver mimics air bub-

bles escaping from a scuba diver’s breathing apparatus, the GFollow involves following

one hand with the other, and so on. Some gestures cannot be easily represented, such

as GAffirmative. In these cases, we attempted to create a dynamic gesture with some

similarity (but not exact parity) with common dive signals. For instance, GAffirmative

consists of the diver making the “Okay” symbol with their hands and then making a

nodding motion by rotating both arms at the elbow. Even though the recognition sys-

tem will not detect the static hand pose, we define as a part of GAffirmative to provide

a mental association with the common dive signal for Okay for those with experience in

such languages. Twenty-one of the gestures in Protean can be seen in Figures 8.6, 8.7,

& 8.8.
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Figure 8.6: Gestures 0-7 gestures of the Protean Gesture Language, demonstrated by

a scuba diver. Note that there is also a G3Circle, which is simply G1Circle three times.
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Figure 8.7: Gestures 8-14 of the Protean Gesture Language.
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Figure 8.8: Gestures 15-21 of the Protean Gesture Language.
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Figure 8.9: The divers and environments present in the PGR dataset. Par-1 and Par-4

also have videos wearing scuba gear. Note that Par-3 is left-handed.

8.3.3 The Protean Generation and Recognition Datatset

For the purpose of creating a one-shot recognition system for Protean, we must cre-

ate a dataset of gesture demonstrations. The Protean Generation and Recognition

(PGR) dataset consists of demonstrations of each Protean gesture performed by five

participants. Each participant demonstrated all twenty-two gestures 3-5 times in a lab

environment, then 3-5 times in a pool environment (example frames can be seen in

Figure 8.9). This enables cross-domain learning of gestures (a topic not explored in

this chapter, see Section 8.7), where a demonstration from a lab environment could be

used to learn underwater gestures, further reducing the difficulty data collection. The

demonstrations were recorded using a GoPro Hero6, then split into individual video

clips, each containing a single gesture. Demonstrations are not predefined as being

training or testing data, as the dataset is intended for one-shot learning. During data

generation, one demonstration per participant will be selected as the generation source,

with the remaining demonstrations being used as the evaluation samples. In addition to

these demonstrations, two participants recorded demonstrations of Protean while wear-

ing scuba equipment, these demonstrations can be used for evaluation. Lastly, while
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all gestures were performed as correctly as possible, par-3 is left-handed, and performs

every gesture in a mirrored manner, using the left instead of the right and reversing

left/right movement directions. This provides an opportunity to explore ways to adapt

gesture recognition to different handedness and varying users’ ways of gesturing.

8.4 Generating Gesture Data

Based on the method presented by Cabrera et al., [230], we now present a method

for generating gestures based on a single demonstration. Like Cabrera, our method

finds inflection points in trajectories, samples new points around them, and generates

a trajectory through them. However, unlike Cabrera, our method utilizes input from a

monocular vision-based pose estimation network on underwater data, which requires a

number of small modifications throughout. The overall generation process can be seen

in Figure 8.10.

8.4.1 Collecting Trajectory Data

As an initial step, the data from PGR must be transformed into keypoint trajectories over

time. We use DLC-Live [258] to process the images of each video in PGR sequentially,

recording the estimated keypoints in Python pickle files.

Pose Filters

For the task of generating training data, even small disturbances in the input data can

have a large effect, so filtering or interpolating data can be quite useful. While we

do interpolate trajectories in the data generation phase, we chose to also apply filters

directly to pose estimation. Four filter configurations are utilized: no filter, a one €

filter [259], a moving average, and a Kalman filter [260]. These filters are applied by

DLC-Live directly, meaning that they can be used in our collection step for the generation

process, or used in real-time inference for input to gesture recognition.
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(a) Raw trajectories (b) Inflection points

(c) IP distributions

(d) Newly generated trajectories

Figure 8.10: The generation process employed by POSH-G: finding inflection points in

trajectories, sampling new points from a distribution around them, and fitting a spline

to those newly sampled points.
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8.4.2 Data Generation Algorithm

Once gesture videos have been processed and stored as trajectory data, the next step is

to generate synthetic gestures based on the demonstrations in the PGR dataset. This

process has five distinct parts: data preprocessing, calculating inflection points, filtering

inflection points, sampling new inflection points, and generating new examples.

Data Preprocessing

Upon loading trajectory data, we search for gaps in the trajectory and attempt to fill

them as a preprocessing step. This step is performed on a per-keypoint basis: each body

part is treated individually. Some gaps are present in the original data, but we also

introduce new gaps by rejecting points with a probability of less than 0.5 and eliminating

points that have a distance from previous frames greater than 20 pixels. Once these gaps

have all been identified, we interpolate the trajectory using the Piecewise Cubic Hermite

Interpolating Polynomial (PCHIP) method [261]. Any gaps larger than a configurable

limit are simply left empty.

Calculating Inflection Points

Once body keypoint trajectories have been filtered and interpolated, the next step is

selecting a set of representative points for the trajectory from which to reconstruct new

ones. The inflection points of a trajectory, the points at which concavity changes, are

a natural choice for this. We calculate inflection points using the second derivative

method, by calculating the gradient of the keypoint trajectory, fitting a cubic spline to

the gradient, and finding the roots of the polynomial which describes the spline. With

the roots calculated, we can select the points of the real trajectory which correspond to

them, selecting those points as our inflection points.

Filtering Inflection Points

After calculating inflection points, we filter them to ensure high quality for each point

and remove unnecessary inflection points. This additional step is required due to the

increased noisiness of our input compared to Cabrera et al., . For simplicity, we assume

that the first inflection point is high quality, and iterate over all subsequent inflection
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points to create our final set. We drop inflection points that are determined to be simple

linear midpoints between other inflection points, as long as they fall within a distance

threshold. Additionally, any point that is too close to a inflection point that has been

marked for retention in the final set is dropped. Midpoint inflection points that have

sufficient distance between themselves and the points with which they form a line are

retained, as the length of the trajectory requires more points to define it.

Sampling New Inflection Points

With our inflection points calculated, we have a representation of a keypoint’s trajectory

through time. To create new, synthetic data, we must create distributions around each

inflection point from which to sample the points of a new trajectory. This is achieved

in two steps. First, we cluster inflection points using DBSCAN [262] and estimate the

variance of said clusters. Each inflection point receives the cluster to which it belongs.

However, if an inflection point is not clustered using DBSCAN, we calculate a manual

variance by setting the bounds of distribution around the inflection point to the limits

of the preceding and following inflection points, then scaling the variance by a manual

factor. Regardless of how the variance is estimated, once it has been estimated per

inflection point, we can generate a new set of inflection points by sampling the nor-

mal distributions around each point defined by the inflection point and its calculated

variance.

Generating New Gesture Examples

The final step in generating a new gesture example is producing a full trajectory from

the newly sampled inflection points. We achieve this using the PCHIP interpolation

algorithm, creating a new trajectory for body part in turn. These new trajectories

preserve the concavity of the original trajectory, but pass through new inflection points,

shifting and transforming them slightly to create a wide variety of synthetic gesture

demonstrations.
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8.4.3 Generation Parameters

For each gesture video, we process seven keypoints: the shoulder, elbow, and wrist of

each arm, as well as the sternum, which is used during recognition to calculate relative

coordinates. Each of these keypoints has its trajectory preprocessed at which time

it is saved as the “real” trajectory. Following preprocessing, we calculate and filter

inflection points, then generate one thousand synthetic trajectories, which are saved as

the “generated” trajectories. Having generated training data, we can now move to the

problem of gesture recognition.

8.5 Recognizing Protean Gestures

For the purpose of classifying Protean gestures, we train four different types of neural

networks using hyperparameter optimization to select the best network configuration.

In this section, we describe the data configurations, network types, and training method-

ology utilized.

8.5.1 Data Configurations

We collected data from four different pose filter configurations: no filter, a one €filter, a

moving average filter, and a Kalman filter. Using all participants from the PGR dataset

except Par-3, we generate data using two sets of generation parameters filter: one with

a variance scaling factor of 0.25 and a maximum distance of 10 pixels between two

adjacent points (for the distance aspect of the preprocessing step), and another with

a variance scaling factor of 0.4 and a maximum distance of 20 pixels. We define the

first set (with variance scaling 0.25 and a maximum gap of 10 pixels) as Set A and the

second set (with variance scaling 0.4 and a maximum gap of 20 pixels) as set B. After

the generation step of our process, we have eight pairs (four pose filters X two generation

parameter sets) comprised of a real trajectory and 1, 000 synthetic trajectories for each

gesture video. Each combination of pose filter and generation parameters is trained

and evaluated separately. When training neural networks on these configurations, we

randomly select one gesture demonstration per gesture, per participant as the source

for our generated training data. Of the remaining examples, one real trajectory is used
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Figure 8.11: The preprocessing layers which are attached to the beginning of every

network.

as validation data for hyperparameter search and the remaining trajectories are used as

our test data. This training/validation/test split is consistent across all of the models

trained for a specific pose filter and generation parameter combination.

8.5.2 Hyperparameter Search With KerasTuner

As we have no established network for one-shot gesture recognition underwater, we per-

form hyperparameter search using KerasTuner’s [263] Hyperband Tuner [264] to create

dynamically configured neural networks. Each network can have a large number of its in-

ternal parameters and even structure modified by the Hyperband Tuner, which searches

for good configurations by evaluating against the validation data previously mentioned.

When KerasTuner selects a hyperparameter set, the network is trained for 10 epochs,

evaluated against previous runs, and updates are made to the current best hyperparam-

eters. Once a set of hyperparameters has been selected, the network is trained for 50

epochs, then retrained to the epoch which had the highest performance on validation

data.

8.5.3 Data Preprocessing Layers

Every network used for POSH-G recognition has a common preprocessing module prior

to its inputs. The input to the network is a 500 data point window of body keypoint

trajectories for the shoulder, elbow, and wrist of each arm, as well as the sternum.
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(a) Model

Hyperparmeter Range/Options

MLP Layers Range [1, 5]

Units per layer Range [32,256, step=32]

Activation function Choice (Sigmoid,RELU)

Dropout T/F

Dropout rate Choice (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5)

Learning rate Choice (10−2, 10−3,10−4)

(b) Tuneable hyperparameters

Figure 8.12: An example of the multi-layer perceptron networks trained for gesture

recognition, with the hyperparameters that can be changed by KerasTuner.

The preprocessing layers make the coordinates of the arm keypoints relative to the

sternum, then normalize them. While the overall input to the network is absolute

coordinate values for seven keypoints, the actual recognition portion of each network

receives normalize, sternum-relative values for the arm keypoints. The layers which

perform these operations are visualized in Figure 8.11.

8.5.4 Neural Network Types Utilized

We train four different types of neural networks for gesture recognition: a multi-layer per-

ceptron [265], a convolutional neural network [266], an LSTM [209], and a transformer-

based network [267].

Multi-Layer Perceptron

The multi-layer perceptron is an early form of deeper neural networks, well suited to

small classification problems. When tuning our MLPs, we vary the number of layers, the

number of units within each layer, the activation function for the neurons, the presence
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(a) Model

Hyperparmeter Range/Options

CNN Layers Range [1, 3]

CNN Filters Range [32,128, step=32]

Activation function Choice (Sigmoid,RELU)

Dropout T/F

Dropout rate Choice (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5)

Learning rate Choice (10−2, 10−3,10−4)

(b) Tuneable hyperparameters

Figure 8.13: An example of the convolutional neural networks trained for gesture

recognition, with the hyperparameters that can be changed by KerasTuner.

of a dropout layer, the dropout values, and the learning rate. An example of a tuned

MLP structure along with the hyperparameters which can be tuned for it can be found

in Figure 8.12.

Convolutional Neural Network

Two-dimensional convolution neural networks have demonstrated success in image clas-

sification and object detection tasks. One-dimensional CNNs, on the other hand, are

often used for activity recognition and classification of motion data. When tuning our

CNNs, we vary the number of layers, the number of filters, the activation function, the

presence of a dropout layer, the dropout value, and the learning rate. An example of a

tuned CNN structure along with the hyperparameters which can be tuned for it can be

found in Figure 8.13.
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(a) Model

Hyperparmeter Range/Options

LSTM Units Range [25, 250, step=25]

Dropout rate Range [0.1, 0.7, step=0.1]

Dense units Range(25, 150, step=25)

Activation function Choice (Sigmoid, RELU)

Learning rate Choice (10−2, 10−3,10−4)

(b) Tuneable hyperparameters

Figure 8.14: An example of the long short-term memory networks trained for gesture

recognition, with the hyperparameters that can be changed by KerasTuner.

Long Short-Term Memory Network

Long short-term memory networks are a form of recurrent neural network frequently

utilized on time-series data, which our gesture trajectories are. When tuning our LSTMs,

we vary the number of units within the LSTM, the dropout value, the size of the densely

connected layers after the LSTM, their activation function, and the learning rate. An

example of a tuned LSTM structure along with the hyperparameters which can be tuned

for it can be found in Figure 8.14.

Transformer Network

Transformers are a newer form of neural network which replaces the traditional convolu-

tion and recurrence of CNNs and RNNs with a self-attention mechanism. When tuning

our transformers, we vary the number of heads, the head size, the filter dimension for

the head, the dropout values, the configuration of the multilayer perception after the

transformer, and the learning rate. An example of a tuned transformer structure along

with the hyperparameters which can be tuned for it can be found in Figure 8.15.
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(a) Model

Hyperparmeter Range/Options

Transformer Encoders Range [1, 4]

Head Size Choice (32,64,128)

Number of Heads Range [1,4]

Filter Dimensions Range[1,4]

Dropout rate Range[0.25, 0.75, step=0.25]

MLP Layers Range [1,5]

Units per layer Range[32, 256, step=32]

Activation function Choice (Sigmoid,RELU)

Dropout rate Range [0.05, 0.25, step=0.05]

Learning rate Choice (10−2, 10−3,10−4)

(b) Tuneable hyperparameters

Figure 8.15: An example of the transformer networks trained for gesture recognition,

with the hyperparameters that can be changed by KerasTuner.

8.6 Results: Accuracy of One-Shot-Trained Recognizers

Having trained MLP, CNN, LSTM, and Transformer networks on data from the eight

generated datasets we created, we must evaluate the networks to determine the viability

of the POSH-G system. We evaluate each model on the designated test data for its

combination of generation parameters and pose filters, comparing against ground truth

gesture labels from the PRG dataset. The overall results of these evaluations can be seen

in Figure 8.16, with confusion matrices for the two top-performing models in Figure 8.17.

In this section, we will discuss the results of our tuning, training, and evaluation process:

which models perform best on our data, and how different generation parameters and

pose filters affected model accuracy.

8.6.1 Overall Results

The accuracy of all models is significantly higher than the expected accuracy of a random

guess out of 22 (4.5%), indicating that the data generation is producing datasets that can

be learned. In fact, with some models reaching an accuracy over 50%, model accuracies
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Figure 8.16: Recognition results for MLP, CNN, LSTM, and Transformer networks

trained on Set A or B, with four pose filter options.

are somewhat higher than might be expected given that they are trained on synthetic

data generated from an extremely small set of demonstrations. However, no models

performed well enough to be viable for deployment in a real-world environment. Further

development is necessary, to achieve a level of accuracy more reasonable for deployment

(≥ 80%).

8.6.2 Which Models Perform Best?

By far the best-performing models were the LSTMs, with some versions reaching a test

accuracy of 53%. While there is some variation from the generation parameters and

pose filters, no other models come close to reaching the accuracy of the LSTM-based

networks. All of the other model types performed relatively similarly, with the trans-

former models performing the worst. This does not necessarily mean that these models

are inappropriate for the task, it may be due to issues in data generation that these

models have not achieved higher accuracy. Nonetheless, from the current information

available, LSTMs appear to be the best option for training POSH-G recognizers.
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(a) LSTM trained on set B, Kalman filter.
(b) LSTM trained on set A, moving average
filter.

Figure 8.17: Confusion matrices from the two best-performing network configurations

of the POSH-G recognition networks.
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8.6.3 Effect of Generation Parameters

The generation parameters had a much less significant effect on recognition accuracy

than the model type. Set B appears to reduce the accuracy of models, which may reflect

the fact that the variance scaling factor is higher, leading to a more widely distributed

set of generated trajectories. However, we have thus far only evaluated two sets of

generation parameters. There are many other possible options for these parameters and

other parameters or options during generation that have not been discussed. Now that it

has been shown that the overall approach can work in underwater environments, further

investigation into the generation process is necessary.

8.6.4 Effect of Pose Filters

Pose filters have a more pronounced effect on recognition results. The one€filter un-

fortunately reduces recognition accuracy over using no filter in every case, providing a

strong argument for not using this filter. On the other hand, the Kalman filter version

of the dataset frequently outperforms the unfiltered version, with the highest accuracy

model being trained on this version. This may not be definitive proof that this pose

filter is worth implementing, however. There is a certain degree of stochasticity in the

success of model training due to the random selection of the demonstration use to gen-

erate data. Replication of this result with different demonstration would be required to

show that the Kalman filtered pose data improves recognition, but that fact that we see

this pattern repeated in this evalaution is promising. Lastly, the moving average filter

does not degrade performance significantly, neither does it improve it.

8.7 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this chapter, we presented Protean One-Shot Hand Gestures or POSH-G. We began by

introducing a diver body pose estimation dataset (OceanPose-Training and OceanPose-

Evaluation) and training pose estimation models using DeepLabCut on the said dataset.

With an accurate pose estimation network created for divers, we next developed a syn-

thetic gesture generation algorithm based on Cabrer et al., , which allows us to generate

thousands of variations on a gesture from a single demonstration. Lastly, we trained
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four varieties of gesture recognition networks using a hyperparameter search method to

determine the best network structures and parameters. The LSTM networks perform

the best overall, reaching a recognition accuracy of 53%. While our results do not reach

a level of success sufficient for POSH-G recognition methods to be deployed in the field,

the three parts of this method all have significant room for improvement, and we believe

that this method will eventually be suited for deployment. Regardless, this research has

made significant advancements in the state of the art to underwater gesture recognition,

bringing methods that had previously only been applied in terrestrial environments into

the world of AUVs.

Possible Areas of Future Exploration

As in previous chapters, we provide a few concepts for future exploration along this line.

Unlike previous chapters, however, our method has not yet achieved sufficient success to

be field-deployable, so our future exploration suggestions are somewhat more mundane.

Improvement of Pose Estimation

The quality of the pose estimation inputs to the POSH-G method is of paramount

importance. Spurious keypoints at the pose estimation level cause issues during data

generation as well as during recognition. Improvement of pose estimation algorithms for

divers is therefore a useful area of focus. The error level of our selected pose estimation

network is quite low, however, there are still issues to be solved. Single-frame jumps

in keypoints, misclassifications, and similar issues could likely be solved with further

investigation of filtering methods.

Evaluation of Data Generation

Our data generation method has thus far demonstrated impressive results, generating

thousands of feasible gesture examples from a single demonstration. However, we cur-

rently have no way of evaluating either the similarity or distinctiveness of generated

gestures to determine the success of the generation process quantitatively.
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Multi-Participant Gesture Analysis

Additionally, it is likely that there are improvements that can be made to our generation

algorithm, primarily on the topic of improving the variety of generated gestures. One

possible way to achieve this would be to analyze multiple participants’ demonstrations

of a gesture together, creating a representation and new gesture trajectories based off of

all participants’ demonstrations of a gesture, instead of one by one.

Improvement of Recognition

Our recognition methods thus far are relatively standard approaches but have not

achieved sufficient accuracy for field deployment. While it is unclear where exactly

the fault lies, it is entirely possible that the recognition algorithms themselves are the

primary issue. To this end, it would be useful to explore other options for recogni-

tion algorithms, including traditional machine learning methods such as hidden Markov

models, dynamic time warping, etc.



Part III: Underwater Human-Robot

Interaction

Underwater human-robot interaction research is a field in its infancy. The platforms are

still immature, few researchers have noted UHRI as a topic of interest, and the majority

of research focuses on “first-order” questions of how to perceive and communicate with

humans underwater. Studying such questions is of obvious value; indeed, research on

underwater communication and perception comprises the first two parts of this thesis.

However, for the field to progress, we must move past the foundational questions of com-

munication and perception to begin exploring questions of interaction and collaboration

and discover how the capabilities that the community creates can impact the larger pic-

ture of UHRI. In this final part of the thesis, we present two pieces of work in service

of this goal. Chapter 9 presents PROTEUS-HRI, a modular, extensible system for un-

derwater HRI using ROS which is intended as a foundation for future UHRI software.

Then, in Chapter 10, we discuss a piece of “second-order” research: Autonomous Com-

munication Vector Selection, an algorithm for adapting AUV-to-human communication

methods to the context of an interaction. Our study of context-adaptive communication

is a first for the underwater environment, and one of the first explorations of these sec-

ond order questions, which all fundamentally return to the same question: how can we

best enable interaction and collaboration among AUVs and divers? ACVS attempts to

address one aspect of that question by adapting communication to its context in order

to improve understanding and improve downstream impacts on task success.
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Chapter 9

PROTEUS-HRI: Natural, Adaptive,

Underwater HRI

Throughout this thesis, we have presented AUV-to-human communication methods, hu-

man perception methods, and a system for gestural control of an AUV. In a deployed

co-AUV, these systems would have to work not only alongside each other, but with

other yet-to-be-developed systems for communication, perception, and interaction. As

the number and complexity of these interrelated systems grows, the need for a frame-

work connecting them increases. The Robot Operating System (ROS), which is typ-

ically used for robotics programming provides important interprocess communication

structures, but no such structures exist for defining UHRI languages and symbols, for

sharing common diver information, and so on. To enable future research utilizing the

communication and perception methods that we introduced in this thesis, we present a

software framework for underwater HRI: PROTEUS. No specific research goal is evalu-

ated in this chapter. Rather, this chapter serves to describe a system that enables UHRI

research, including the ACVS system described in Chapter 10.

9.1 Purpose and Scope of PROTEUS

The name PROTEUS comes from an old man of Greek myth, a shapeshifter and sooth-

sayer associated with the ocean. Proteus is often associated with the concepts of adapt-

ability and change, hence the adjective protean, which the gesture language presented
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in the preceding chapter is named for. In naming this UHRI software framework PRO-

TEUS, we reflect our goals for the framework: adaptability, many-formed, and intelligent

HRI in the ocean or any other body of what.

9.1.1 What Is PROTEUS?

PROTEUS is a ROS-based framework for underwater HRI, comprised of six parts:

• A communication language definition format encompassing communication vectors

and symbols.

• Implementations of five communication vectors: RCVM (for Aqua and LoCO),

HREyes, SIREN-TTS, SIREN-Tonal, and an OLED display.

• A diver context module that combines input from a diver detector and body pose

estimator to provide a representation of recently seen divers for other algorithms

to utilize.

• A set of ROS messages and services which service both the communication and

perception modules.

• A set of object-oriented Python structures for representing communication sym-

bols, to aid in implementing new communication vectors.

• An overall structure of software elements for integration into a full HRI control

system.

Other components were planned for inclusion in PROTEUS, such as a system for mis-

sion planning, environmental context, atomic AUV behaviors, and more. The currently

implemented portions of PROTEUS support multimodal AUV-to-DIVER communica-

tion and rich diver perception and are prepared for integration into the other planned

portions of PROTEUS, if they are ever completed.

9.1.2 Why Not Just ROS?

Readers familiar with the Robot Operating System might reasonably ask what PRO-

TEUS is good for, as ROS handles interprocess communication (IPC) for the AUV, and
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Figure 9.1: The PROTEUS UHRI system. Boxes drawn with dashed lines are not

integrated or implemented.

users are intended to write modular software packages. For this exact reason, PRO-

TEUS does not implement new IPC methods and is built within the ROS package

system. PROTEUS exists due to lived experience developing UHRI software for AUVs.

Over time, systems built for the same AUV begin to develop in ways that make them

incompatible with one another. Without an intentional structure and process for orga-

nizing UHRI capabilities, packages written by successive generations of researchers will

continue to grow like a plant that is insufficiently cared for. Entire branches of work

will wither and die, simply because they do not work alongside or communicate with

other methods. By creating a ROS-based framework for UHRI systems, we attempt to

provide a start at bringing structure and well-managed growth to UHRI software.

9.1.3 Scope and Limitations

As mentioned in the previous section, PROTEUS does not implement new IPC methods.

Additionally, we do not claim that PROTEUS can currently solve any particular UHRI

task autonomously, or that it is bug-free. PROTEUS is a research software system, de-

veloped over the course of several years of spare research time. Its only current capability

is providing multi-modal communication via ROS Action and rich diver perception via

a ROS message. While we will briefly discuss the other planned aspects of PROTEUS’s

structure, they are not currently implemented and may be modified significantly if they

are ever completed.
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9.2 Language Definitions and Common Structures

First among the components of PROTEUS is an XML structure for defining communi-

cation languages, vectors, and symbols.

9.2.1 Language Definitions

Every PROTEUS language definition file (LDF) is an XML file that specifies the pos-

sible communication vectors and symbols for a robot’s UHRI configuration. Languages

are platform specific due to the platform-specific nature of communication vector im-

plementations. The definition of a language is mostly platform agnostic, except for the

vector endpoints. The PROTEUS language server processes language definitions and

makes the majority of the information available on the ROS parameter server for other

software to access. For instance, when a communication vector node starts, it can query

the ROS parameter server for the information from the language definition on where its

symbol definitions may be found. An example of a language definition follows below.

LoCO Diver-Signal Language Definition

1 <language>

2 <meta>

3 <name>PROTEUS Diver-Signal Based Language</name>

4 <robot>LoCO-AUV</robot>

5 <description>A PROTEUS language designed for testing PROTEUS on Aqua, with

symbols based on iterative coding of diver hand signal languages.</

description>

6 <directory>/home/michael/proteus_ws/src/proteus/language_definitions/loco_diver-signal

/</directory>

7 </meta>

8

9 <output>

10 <symbols>

11 <symbol name="Affirmative" id="affirmative" call_type="trigger" description="

A confirmation response indicating Yes, I will, etc." tags="

conversational,control"></symbol>
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12 <symbol name="Negative" id="negative" call_type="trigger" description="A

declining response indicating No, I will not, etc." tags="conversational

,control"></symbol>

13 <symbol name="Attention" id="attention" call_type="trigger" description="A

command telling the interactant to pay attention" tags="conversational">

</symbol>

14 <symbol name="Wait For Command" id="wait_for_command" call_type="trigger"

description="A question asking the interactant for input of some kind."

tags="conversational,question"></symbol>

15 <symbol name="Follow Me" id="follow_me" call_type="trigger" description="A

command requesting the interactant to follow the AUV" tags="commands"></

symbol>

16 <symbol name="Follow You" id="follow_you" call_type="trigger" description="An

informational phrase telling the interactant that the AUV will follow

them" tags="information"></symbol>

17 <symbol name="Come To Me" id="come" call_type="trigger" description="A

command telling the interactnat to come to the AUV" tags="commands"></

symbol>

18 <symbol name="Danger" id="danger" call_type="trigger" description="An

informational phrase telling interactants that there is danger nearby."

tags="information"></symbol>

19 <symbol name="Malfunction" id="malfunction" call_type="trigger" description="

An informational phrase informing interactants of an internal

malfunction." tags="information"></symbol>

20 <symbol name="Go To Direction" id="go_direction" call_type="directional"

description="A response requesting the interactant to move in a

direction" tags="commands"></symbol>

21 <symbol name="Stay" id="stay" call_type="trigger" description="A command

telling the interactant to stay where they are." tags="commands"></

symbol>

22 <symbol name="Which Way" id="which_way" call_type="trigger" description="A

question asking the interactant which way to go." tags="question"></

symbol>

23 <symbol name="Remaining Battery" id="battery_remaining" call_type="quantity"

description="An informational phrase telling the interactant how much

battery the AUV has." tags="information"></symbol>

24 </symbols>

25

26 <vectors>
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27 <vector name="DigitalDisplay" type="explicit_communication" pkg="

proteus_loco_oled" file="loco_diver-signal_digitaldisplay.sdf"></vector>

28 <vector name="TTSSiren" type="explicit_communication" pkg="proteus_siren"

file="loco_diver-signal_tts-soneme.sdf"></vector>

29 <vector name="TonalSiren" type="explicit_communication" pkg="proteus_siren"

file="loco_diver-signal_tone-soneme.sdf"></vector>

30 <vector name="ActiveHREye" type="explicit_communication" pkg="proteus_hreye"

file="loco_diver-signal_active-luceme.sdf"></vector>

31 </vectors>

32

33 </language>

Communication Vectors

The vectors defined in a PROTEUS language represent the different ways that an AUV

can communicate. The example above contains only output vectors, but input vectors

are possible. A vector definition contains the name and the type of the vector, as well

as listing the appropriate ROS package and symbol definition file (SDF).

Communication Symbols

Communication symbols in a PROTEUS language definition represent vector-agnostic

communication symbols. Any vector may choose to implement a symbol or not, though it

is recommended that vectors implement every symbol which makes sense for the medium.

The “Affirmative” symbol, for example, is implemented as KAffirmative, LAffirmative, and

SAffirmative. These implementations are managed by the specific vector’s package, but

each package reads symbol definition files to create the motion, light, sound, or digital

display that provides the symbol to that vector. Each symbol definition in the LDF pro-

vides a display name, a description, a unique id string, a list of content tags, and a call

type. Call types indicate what type of input is required for the symbol: “Trigger” call

types require no input, “Directional” symbols take a ROS geometry_msgs/Transform

message as input, and “Quantity” symbols require a floating point value which is inter-

preted as a percentage.
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9.2.2 Vector-Specific Symbol Definitions

In order to implement a symbol, the various packages which provide communication

vectors read symbol definition files, which provide a platform-agnostic definition of a

symbol for that vector. For demonstration, a portion of the SDF for the DigitalDisplay

vector above is shown below. Note the differing text data for the symbols with directional

and quantity call types.

Digital Display Symbol Definition

1 <display_phrases>

2 <display_phrase name="Affirmative" id="affirmative">

3 <dnode step="0">

4 <text data="Affirmative"></text>

5 <duration seconds="10"></duration>

6 </dnode>

7 </display_phrase>

8 <display_phrase name="Negative" id="negative">

9 <dnode step="0">

10 <text data="Negative"></text>

11 <duration seconds="10"></duration>

12 </dnode>

13 </display_phrase>

14 <display_phrase name="Go To Direction" id="go_direction">

15 <dnode step="0">

16 <text data="Go {}"></text>

17 <duration seconds="10"></duration>

18 </dnode>

19 </display_phrase>

20 <display_phrase name="Remaining Battery" id="battery_remaining">

21 <dnode step="0">

22 <text data="{:.0f}% battery remaining"></text>

23 <duration seconds="10"></duration>

24 </dnode>

25 </display_phrase>

26 </display_phrases>
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9.2.3 Common Structures

The task of processing SDFs and turning them into a proper implementation of each

symbol is a difficult one. To aid in this process and provide some consistency between

vector implementations, PROTEUS also contains a Python library of classes that repre-

sent quantities in language and symbol definition files. Symbols, vectors, and languages

are represented, as are kinemes, lucemes, sonemes, digital displays, and all of the quan-

tities which define them. In general, any XML tag in a LDF/SDF has an associated

Python class which contains its own XML parsing code as well as any expected func-

tions required for its use. These classes, along with the language server, are contained

in the proteus package, which is intended as a dependency for nearly every PROTEUS-

compliant package, along with proteus_msgs, which provides ROS messages, services,

and actions.

9.3 Implementation of Communication Methods

The second component of PROTEUS is the implementation of five communication vec-

tors: RCVM (Chapter 2), HREye (Chapter 3), a digital display, SIREN-TTS, and

SIREN-Tonal (Chapter 4). Descriptions of each implementation follow below, with

excerpts from their symbol definition files.

9.3.1 Digital Display

The Digital display vector’s SDF was shown earlier as an example of symbol definition

files in general. The implementation is straightforward, phrases are simply displayed

on the OLED for the duration specified in the SDF. While the library used to write

text to the display would likely change between different AUVs, the majority of the

implementation would remain the same.

9.3.2 RCVM

RCVM implementations are extremely unique to their platform, due to the wide variety

of motion characteristics that AUVs have. One of the benefits of using SDFs to specify

symbols such as kinemes is that it eases the pain of translation between platforms.
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For instance, the Aqua AUV can control roll, pitch, and yaw, while LoCO can only

actuate on yaw and pitch independently. When transferring kinemes from Aqua to LoCO

then, any kinemes which only use pitch or yaw can simply be copied. Unfortunately,

there is no existing method for translating motion across axes yet, so kinemes that use

roll must be rewritten for Aqua. Beyond that issue, kineme definitions are relatively

simple. Most kinemes are simply a sequence of orientation or position changes with

a duration. The exact way that these motions are executed depends on the platform-

specific implementation. An excerpt of the LoCO RCVM symbol definition follows

below.

LoCO RCVM SDF

1 <kinemes>

2 <kineme name="Affirmative" id="affirmative">

3 <knode_abs step="0" description="Upswing 1">

4 <orientation roll="0" pitch="15" yaw="0"></orientation>

5 <velocity surge="0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

6 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

7 </knode_abs>

8 <knode_abs step="1" description="Downswing 1">

9 <orientation roll="0" pitch="_30" yaw="0"></orientation>

10 <velocity surge="0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

11 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

12 </knode_abs>

13 <knode_abs step="3" description="Upswing 2">

14 <orientation roll="0" pitch="30" yaw="0"></orientation>

15 <velocity surge="0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

16 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

17 </knode_abs>

18 <knode_abs step="4" description="Downswing 2">

19 <orientation roll="0" pitch="_15" yaw="0"></orientation>

20 <velocity surge="0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

21 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

22 </knode_abs>

23 </kineme>

24 <kineme name="Negative" id="negative">

25 <knode_abs step="0" description="Right swing 1">
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26 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="15"></orientation>

27 <velocity surge="0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

28 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

29 </knode_abs>

30 <knode_abs step="1" description="Left Swing 1">

31 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="_30"></orientation>

32 <velocity surge="0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

33 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

34 </knode_abs>

35 <knode_abs step="2" description="Right Swing 2">

36 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="30"></orientation>

37 <velocity surge="0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

38 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

39 </knode_abs>

40 <knode_abs step="3" description="Left Swing 2">

41 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="_15"></orientation>

42 <velocity surge="0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

43 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

44 </knode_abs>

45 </kineme>

46

47 <kineme name="Go To Direction" id="go_direction">

48 <knode_dir step="0" description="Go To target direction">

49 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

50 </knode_dir>

51 <knode_abs step="1" description="">

52 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="0"></orientation>

53 <velocity surge="0.2" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

54 <duration seconds="1"></duration>

55 </knode_abs>

56 <knode_abs step="2" description="">

57 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="0"></orientation>

58 <velocity surge="_0.2" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

59 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

60 </knode_abs>

61 <knode_abs step="3" description="">

62 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="0"></orientation>

63 <velocity surge="0.2" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

64 <duration seconds="2"></duration>
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65 </knode_abs>

66 <knode_abs step="4" description="">

67 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="0"></orientation>

68 <velocity surge="_0.2" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

69 <duration seconds="1"></duration>

70 </knode_abs>

71 </kineme>

72 <kineme name="Remaining Battery" id="battery_remaining">

73 <knode_abs step="0" description="">

74 <orientation roll="0" pitch="_90" yaw="0"></orientation>

75 <velocity surge="0.0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

76 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

77 </knode_abs>

78 <knode_abs step="1" description="">

79 <orientation roll="0" pitch="180" yaw="0"></orientation>

80 <velocity surge="0.0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

81 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

82 </knode_abs>

83 <knode_abs step="2" description="">

84 <orientation roll="0" pitch="_180" yaw="0"></orientation>

85 <velocity surge="0.0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

86 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

87 </knode_abs>

88 <knode_abs step="3" description="">

89 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="10"></orientation>

90 <velocity surge="0.0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

91 <duration seconds="0.5"></duration>

92 </knode_abs>

93 <knode_abs step="4" description="">

94 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="_10"></orientation>

95 <velocity surge="0.0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

96 <duration seconds="0.5"></duration>

97 </knode_abs>

98 <knode_quant step="5" description="Go up an amount equivalent to the battery

remaining">

99 <quantity display_on="pitch" max="180" min="0"></quantity>

100 <duration seconds="2"></duration>

101 </knode_quant>

102 <knode_abs step="6" description="">
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103 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="10"></orientation>

104 <velocity surge="0.0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

105 <duration seconds="0.5"></duration>

106 </knode_abs>

107 <knode_abs step="7" description="">

108 <orientation roll="0" pitch="0" yaw="_10"></orientation>

109 <velocity surge="0.0" sway="0" heave="0"></velocity>

110 <duration seconds="0.5"></duration>

111 </knode_abs>

112 </kineme>

113 </kinemes>

9.3.3 HREye

The implementation of HREye requires the largest amount of meta-configuration in the

SDF of any of the vectors. HREye SDFs contain information about the number of

light rings in use, configurations for logical sectors of lights, predefined colors, and a

defined default state for the HREye rings. This amount of configuration was necessary

to allow the creation of arbitrary HREye lucemes without specifying the illumination

state of each of the individual LEDs. While HREye devices are not necessarily well-

suited for integration into some AUVs, the implementation and definition of lucemes

should translate seamlessly to new AUVs with little issue. An excerpt of the HREye

symbol definition file follows below.

HREye Active Lucemes SDF

1 <hreye_definition>

2 <hreye_config number="2" mode="mirror" rate="10">

3 <!__ The rings meta information defines the LED indexing, including the total

number of LEDS, the number of rings,

4 whether they are clockwise or counter clockwise, and their cardinal indexes. If

your rings’ indexing/directionality

5 is different, or cardinal indexes are different, you can easily change those

here.__>

6 <rings num_rings="2" total_leds="40">
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7 <ring id="outer_ring" start="0" end="23" dir="clockwise" top="0" right="6"

bot="12" left="18"></ring>

8 <ring id="inner_ring" start="24" end="39" dir="counter_clockwise" top="24"

right="28" bot="32" left="36"></ring>

9 </rings>

10

11 <!__ The sectors meta information provides aliases for portions of the device.

Instead of having to specify indexes or

12 even cardinal points, you can specify sector assignments for lnodes.__>

13 <sectors>

14 <sector id="all">

15 <sector_segment ring="outer_ring" start="start" end="end"></

sector_segment>

16 <sector_segment ring="inner_ring" start="start" end="end"></

sector_segment>

17 </sector>

18 <sector id="outer">

19 <sector_segment ring="outer_ring" start="start" end="end"></

sector_segment>

20 </sector>

21 <sector id="inner">

22 <sector_segment ring="inner_ring" start="start" end="end"></

sector_segment>

23 </sector>

24 <sector id="directional">

25 <center_relative_sector_segment ring="outer_ring" center="roll" width="12

"></center_relative_sector_segment>

26 <center_relative_sector_segment ring="inner_ring" center="roll" width="8"

></center_relative_sector_segment>

27 </sector>

28 </sectors>

29

30 <!__ The colors meta information provides a set of colors for use on the device.

31 These color definitons are drawn directly from the original HREye code.__>

32 <colors>

33 <color id="none" r="0" g="0" b="0"></color>

34 <color id="green" r="0" g="200" b="0"></color>

35 <color id="cyan" r="0" g="175" b="175"></color>

36 <color id="blue" r="0" g="0" b="140"></color>
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37 <color id="white" r="250" g="250" b="250"></color>

38 <color id="red" r="200" g="0" b="0"></color>

39 <color id="purple" r="128" g="0" b="128"></color>

40 <color id="orange" r="255" g="165" b="0"></color>

41 <color id="yellow" r="255" g="255" b="0"></color>

42 </colors>

43

44 <!__ The default state meta information provides a luceme_like definition which

the HREyes should be set to after any luceme call in this mode.__>

45 <default_state>

46 <lnode_static step="0" sector="all" description="default state">

47 <illumination color="none" brightness="1.0"></illumination>

48 </lnode_static>

49 </default_state>

50 </hreye_config>

51

52 <lucemes>

53 <luceme name="Affirmative" id="affirmative">

54 <lnode_static step="0" sector="outer" description="Outer ring cyan">

55 <illumination color="cyan" brightness="1.0"></illumination>

56 <duration seconds="6"></duration>

57 </lnode_static>

58 <lnode_blink step="0" sector="inner" description="Inner ring blinks green">

59 <illumination id="on_state" color="green" brightness="1.0"></illumination

>

60 <illumination id="off_state" color="none" brightness="1.0"></illumination

>

61 <blink period="1" iterations="6"></blink>

62 </lnode_blink>

63 </luceme>

64 <luceme name="Go To Direction" id="go_direction">

65 <lnode_blink step="0" sector="directional" description="Blink sector around

angle">

66 <illumination id="on_state" color="yellow" brightness="1.0"></

illumination>

67 <illumination id="off_state" color="none" brightness="1.0"></illumination

>

68 <blink period="2" iterations="3"></blink>

69 </lnode_blink>
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70 </luceme>

71 <luceme name="Remaining Battery" id="battery_remaining">

72 <lnode_fill step="0" sector="outer" description="Outer ring fills to value.">

73 <illumination id="low" color="red" brightness="1.0"></illumination>

74 <illumination id="mid" color="yellow" brightness="1.0"></illumination

>

75 <illumination id="high" color="green" brightness="1.0"></illumination

>

76 <fill type="expand_value" direction="clockwise" start="top" range="

0:100"></fill>

77 <color_map target="value" mapping="low=0:20;mid=21:50;high=51:100"></

color_map>

78 <duration seconds="3"></duration>

79 </lnode_fill>

80 <lnode_fill step="1" sector="outer" description="Outer ring reverses its fill

">

81 <illumination id="low" color="red" brightness="1.0"></illumination>

82 <illumination id="mid" color="yellow" brightness="1.0"></illumination

>

83 <illumination id="high" color="green" brightness="1.0"></illumination

>

84 <fill type="contract_value" direction="counter_clockwise" start="

value" range="0:100"></fill>

85 <color_map target="value" mapping="low=0:20;mid=21:50;high=51:100"></

color_map>

86 <duration seconds="3"></duration>

87 </lnode_fill>

88 </luceme>

89 </lucemes>

90 </hreye_definition>

9.3.4 SIREN-TTS

The SIREN-TTS implementation is quite straightforward, with configuration related

to speech synthesis parameters in the header of the SDF, and sonemes describing sim-

ple speech content in the remaining body of the file. The cross-platform translation

is straightforward as well, with the only concern being integrating a sound production
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device into the AUV. As long as the AUV can produce sound, the SIREN-TTS imple-

mentation should work seamlessly. An excerpt of the SIREN-TTS symbol definition file

follows below.

SIREN-TTS SDF

1 <siren_definition>

2 <siren_config>

3 <clips pkg="proteus_siren" directory="audio_files" volume="1.0"></clips>

4 <voice lang="us" id="2" wpm="150" volume="5"></voice>

5 <dynamic_input topic="tts_input" type="String"></dynamic_input>

6 </siren_config>

7 <sonemes>

8 <soneme name="Affirmative" id="affirmative">

9 <snode_speech step="0" description="">

10 <speech volume="1.0" speed="1" text="Yes"></speech>

11 </snode_speech>

12 </soneme>

13 <soneme name="Negative" id="negative">

14 <snode_speech step="0" description="">

15 <speech volume="1.0" speed="1" text="No"></speech>

16 </snode_speech>

17 </soneme>

18 <soneme name="Go To Direction" id="go_direction">

19 <snode_speech step="0" description="">

20 <variable_speech volume="1.0" speed="1" text="Go {}"></variable_speech>

21 </snode_speech>

22 </soneme>

23 </soneme>

24 <soneme name="Remaining Battery" id="battery_remaining">

25 <snode_speech step="0" description="">

26 <variable_speech volume="1.0" speed="1" text="{} battery remaining"></

variable_speech>

27 </snode_speech>

28 </soneme>

29 </sonemes>

30 </siren_definition>
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9.3.5 SIREN-Tonal

Lastly, the implementation of SIREN-TONAL is somewhat more complex. The header

of the file defines a number of synth voices using waveform, vibrato, attack, and decay

values. These tracks are given unique id strings which enable their use in sonemes.

The sonemes are defined using tones with defined durations, with either static tones,

variable tones, or tones that sweep from one note to another. Similar to SIREN-TTS,

the adaption of this implementation across AUV platforms is simple, any AUV that can

produce sound can use SIREN-Tonal. An excerpt of the SIREN-Tonal symbol definition

file follows below.

SIREN-Tonal SDF

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF_8"?>

2 <siren_definition>

3 <siren_config>

4 <clips pkg="proteus_siren" directory="audio_files" volume="1.0"></clips>

5 <synth_track id="nintendo" wave="square" vibrato="0" variance="0" attack="0.001"

decay="0.01"></synth_track>

6 <synth_track id="atari" wave="triangle" vibrato="0" variance="0" attack="0.01"

decay="0.025"></synth_track>

7 <synth_track id="atari_fade" wave="triangle" vibrato="0" variance="0" attack="

0.01" decay="3"></synth_track>

8 <synth_track id="nintendo_fade" wave="square" vibrato="0" variance="0" attack="

0.01" decay="3"></synth_track>

9 <synth_track id="fear" wave="square" vibrato="5" variance="10" attack="0.001"

decay="0.01"></synth_track>

10 <synth_track id="woozy" wave="square" vibrato="2" variance="25" attack="0.001"

decay="0.01"></synth_track>

11 </siren_config>

12 <sonemes>

13 <soneme name="Affirmative" id="affirmative">

14 <snode_tone step="0" description="">

15 <tone track="nintendo" note="c3"></tone>

16 <duration seconds="0.1"></duration>

17 </snode_tone>

18 <snode_tone step="1" description="">

19 <duration seconds="0.1"></duration>
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20 </snode_tone>

21 <snode_tone step="2" description="">

22 <tone track="nintendo" note="e3"></tone>

23 <duration seconds="0.1"></duration>

24 </snode_tone>

25 <snode_tone step="3" description="">

26 <duration seconds="0.1"></duration>

27 </snode_tone>

28 <snode_tone step="4" description="">

29 <tone track="nintendo" note="g3"></tone>

30 <duration seconds="1"></duration>

31 </snode_tone>

32 </soneme>

33 <soneme name="Negative" id="negative">

34 <snode_tone step="0" description="">

35 <tone track="nintendo" note="g3"></tone>

36 <duration seconds="0.1"></duration>

37 </snode_tone>

38 <snode_tone step="1" description="">

39 <duration seconds="0.1"></duration>

40 </snode_tone>

41 <snode_tone step="2" description="">

42 <tone track="nintendo" note="eb3"></tone>

43 <duration seconds="0.1"></duration>

44 </snode_tone>

45 <snode_tone step="3" description="">

46 <duration seconds="0.1"></duration>

47 </snode_tone>

48 <snode_tone step="4" description="">

49 <tone track="nintendo" note="c3"></tone>

50 <duration seconds="1"></duration>

51 </snode_tone>

52 </soneme>

53 <soneme name="Go To Direction" id="go_direction">

54 <snode_tone step="0" description="">

55 <tone track="atari" note="c4"/>

56 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

57 </snode_tone>

58 <snode_tone step="1" description="">
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59 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’y_val’ options="b3;c4;d4"/>

60 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

61 </snode_tone>

62 <snode_tone step="2" description="">

63 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’y_val’ options="a3;c4;e4"/>

64 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

65 </snode_tone>

66 <snode_tone step="3" description="">

67 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’y_val’ options="g3;c4;f4"/>

68 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

69 </snode_tone>

70 <snode_tone step="4" description="">

71 <tone track="atari" note="c4"/>

72 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

73 </snode_tone>

74 <snode_tone step="5" description="">

75 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’y_val’ options="b3;c4;d4"/>

76 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

77 </snode_tone>

78 <snode_tone step="6" description="">

79 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’y_val’ options="a3;c4;e4"/>

80 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

81 </snode_tone>

82 <snode_tone step="7 " description="">

83 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’y_val’ options="g3;c4;f4"/>

84 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

85 </snode_tone>

86 <snode_tone step="8" description="">

87 <duration seconds="1.0"/>

88 </snode_tone>

89 <snode_tone step="0" description="">

90 <tone track="atari" note="g4"/>

91 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

92 </snode_tone>

93 <snode_tone step="1" description="">

94 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’z_val’ options="f4;g4;a4"/>

95 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

96 </snode_tone>

97 <snode_tone step="2" description="">
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98 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’z_val’ options="e4;g4;b4"/>

99 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

100 </snode_tone>

101 <snode_tone step="3" description="">

102 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’z_val’ options="d4;g4;c5"/>

103 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

104 </snode_tone>

105 <snode_tone step="4" description="">

106 <tone track="atari" note="g4"/>

107 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

108 </snode_tone>

109 <snode_tone step="5" description="">

110 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’z_val’ options="f4;g4;a4"/>

111 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

112 </snode_tone>

113 <snode_tone step="6" description="">

114 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’z_val’ options="e4;g4;b4"/>

115 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

116 </snode_tone>

117 <snode_tone step="7 " description="">

118 <variable_tone track="atari" param=’z_val’ options="d4;g4;c5"/>

119 <duration seconds="0.1"/>

120 </snode_tone>

121 </soneme>

122 <soneme name="Remaining Battery" id="battery_remaining">

123 <snode_tone step="0" description="">

124 <tone track="nintendo" note="c3"/>

125 <duration seconds="0.75"/>

126 </snode_tone>

127 <snode_tone step="1" description="">

128 <duration seconds="0.25"/>

129 </snode_tone>

130 <snode_tone step="2" description="">

131 <tone track="nintendo" note="c4"/>

132 <duration seconds="0.75"/>

133 </snode_tone>

134 <snode_tone step="3" description="">

135 <duration seconds="1"/>

136 </snode_tone>
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137 <snode_tone step="4" description="">

138 <run_tone track="nintendo" start_note="c3" stop_note="c4" glissando="True

"/>

139 <quantity min="0.0" max="1.0" parameter="quantity" display_on="run_tone"/

>

140 <duration seconds="2"/>

141 </snode_tone>

142 </soneme>

143 </sonemes>

144 </siren_definition>

9.4 Implementation of Diver Context Module

Diver perception is an important capability for collaborative AUVs, one we have dis-

cussed extensively in this thesis. From the diver detection methods introduced in Chap-

ter 5 to the diver-relative pose estimation used for ADROC in Chapter 7, processing

images to extract information about a diver is a key capability for AUVs. The third

component of PROTEUS is a diver context module (DCM), a package that processes

bounding box detections of divers and associates them across frames using a spatiotem-

poral matching algorithm. The module then runs on-demand pose estimation using

DeepLabCut-Live [258] and calculates a modified version of psuedodistance. The DCM

then publishes a list of all recently seen divers, with the bounding box, pose, and diver-

relative position information, available for any other ROS system to use. This system

will be particularly useful in the following chapter, where it forms the basis for our

adaptive communication method.

9.4.1 Spatial Identity Assignment

The diver context module core functionality revolves around an internal list of diver

tracks, which represent observations of a diver across time. The primary input for these

tracks is bounding boxes from a diver detector. As in previous chapters, we utilize a

diver detector running a YoloV4-Tiny model trained on VDD-C̄ (Chapter 5) as our

source of diver bounding boxes. Once the DCM has received a list of bounding boxes
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from the diver detector, it must determine if they belong to previously seen divers, or if

they are new to the scene. This is achieved using a spatiotemporal matching algorithm.

Diver identification methods do exist [180,181], but their accuracy is relatively low and

insufficient for use in a deployed system. For this reason, we simply associate bounding

boxes with the previously detected diver they most overlap with, as long as the IOU

between the two bounding boxes is greater than 0.25. Any bounding box which has

not been assigned to a diver track at the end of this process initiates a new diver

track if the probability of the detection is greater than 0.65. Additionally, diver tracks

that have not had a new bounding box added to their track for 30 seconds or longer

are culled from the list. While “identities” are assigned to each track and the DCM

can differentiate multiple divers in the scene, these identities are not true identities,

and cannot be uniquely assigned to an individual. Further, while this algorithm can

accurately track a diver as they move across the frame, it is incapable of re-identifying

divers who return to the frame after leaving. Future research should focus on unique

diver identification, which would solve both issues. However, for our uses, this level of

identification and tracking is sufficient.

9.4.2 DeepLabCut-Live On Demand

For every recently seen diver track, the DCM requests a pose estimation from a DeepLabCut-

Live model. Firstly, the DCM calculates a confidence-aware time-weighted average of the

bounding boxes associated with a diver track, then sends a ROS service call containing

the average bounding box. Upon receiving the service request, the pose estimation node

uses the bounding box to run inference only on a cropped portion of the overall camera

image. The pose estimator then responds to the service with a body pose estimation

message, providing the DCM with pose data to associate with the diver track. This

method was selected over running pose estimation on the entire image to reduce the

inference time of pose estimation and improve accuracy at distances by focusing only on

a small portion of the image. It also provides a simplification over inferring diver poses

across the image by eliminating the question of assigning poses to diver tracks. At this

stage, the DCM also calculates a confidence-aware time-weighted average of the diver’s

recent poses.
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Figure 9.2: The body distances used to calculate multi-bone pseudodistance. The

relevant keypoints are in pink, with the bust distance cyan, shoulder width yellow,

trunk length green, and hip width red.
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9.4.3 Relative Pose and Multi-Bone Pseudodistance

Now the diver context module has a list of diver tracks, each with recent and averaged

bounding boxes and body poses. The only remaining step is to use this information to

calculate the position of the diver relative to the AUV. We utilize the same construction

of relative position we developed in Chapter 7, with some minor modifications. Firstly,

to calculate the center point of the diver by processing the bounding box and pose and

finding their center points. If both are available, we calculate their average, otherwise

defaulting to whichever source is available.

Our psuedodistance algorithm is more complex. First, we update our definition to

expand the possible values to the range between 0.0 and 5.0 (although values greater

than 5.0 are possible, they have the same meaning as 5.0). Second, our method of cal-

culating this pseudo-distance differs. Instead of simply comparing the distance between

a diver’s shoulders, we consider four distances between body keypoints: the bust (head

and sternum), trunk (sternum and waist), shoulder width (left and right shoulder), and

hip width (left and right hip). These distances are shown in Figure 9.2. We calculate

every available distance, then calculate the ratio between the image width or height

and the body part distance. Multiplying this ratio by our target ratio, we calculate

the pseudodistance according to each body distance. With these values determined, we

calculate the variance between the psuedosdistances. If the variance is low, we average

the body-distance values and use the results as our final pseudodistance. However, if the

variance is greater than 2.0, we default to using a bounding box based pseudodistance,

calculated by comparing the area of the bounding box to the area of the image and

multiplying by a target ratio. We also default to this approach if there are fewer than 2

available body pose distances.

This “multi-bone” approach was chosen to avoid inaccurate psuedodistances caused

by diver rotations. For instance, if a diver is facing their side to the AUV’s camera, a

psuedodistance based only on shoulder width could incorrectly identify them as being

quite far away. With the multi-bone psuedodistance however, the length of the neck

and trunk will correctly identify the diver’s distance. This method is not entirely im-

mune to these perspective problems but is more robust than the original psuedodistance

introduced for ADROC.
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9.4.4 Diver Context Output

Finally, with the bounding box, body pose, and relative position of each diver track

collected and calculated, the DCM publishes a ROS message containing every diver

track currently in the list. The message contains a list of divers, each of which contains

the most recent bounding box and pose, the weighted average bounding box and pose,

the relative position (including multi-bone psuedodistance), a flag indicating if they are

currently visible, and timestamps of their most recent positions. Divers are kept on the

diver track list for 30 seconds after their last observation. After 30 seconds, it is assumed

that any information on the diver in question is sufficiently out of date to be useless.

9.4.5 Recommended Future Additions

The information published by the diver context module is useful for a variety of applica-

tions: diver following or ADROC could be reimplemented using the DCM’s outputs, and

we will use it for context-adaptive communication in the following chapter. However,

some improvements could be made with better input data. As previously mentioned,

unique diver identification would be useful for creating more reliable tracks, as well

as enabling identity-specific behaviors and memory. Additionally, the estimation of a

diver’s gaze direction would provide useful information for modulating AUV communi-

cation, as well as for estimating diver attention. Lastly, while it is currently out of the

reach of current diver perception methods, activity recognition for divers would be a

beneficial input to the DCM, as it would allow AUVs to consider the activity that the

diver is engaged in before making decisions about communication or actions relating to

the diver.

9.5 Conclusion and Future Research Directions

In this chapter, we presented PROTEUS, a software framework for underwater human-

robot interaction. Three components of PROTEUS were discussed: the language and

symbol definition format, the implementations of AUV-to-human communication vec-

tors, and the diver context module. As mentioned at the opening of this chapter,

PROTEUS has a larger design than has currently been implemented. While the five
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communication vectors and diver context module provide a strong basis for the adaptive

AUV-to-human communication method we present in the next chapter, PROTEUS is

far from feature-complete. In this final section, we briefly expand on five additions that

should be a focus of future work. Some of these topics are simple development problems,

while others are second-order HRI research, dealing with the questions of how to interact

effectively and adaptively, beyond the simple matter of communicating.

Diver Input Methods

PROTEUS currently has no compatible diver input methods. It would helpful to im-

plement fiducial marker input as a dependable backup, but if the POSH-G recognition

system is ever developed to a point of proper usefulness, PROTEUS structures should

be built around the system, codifying the symbols of the Protean language into language

definition files and defining a full syntax for the language.

Conversational Control

A related topic is the development of conversational control. By parsing input sequences

of Protean gestures, PROTEUS should be able to determine the diver’s requests and

create dynamic actions to fulfill them. This topic can be expanded further into questions

such as when the AUV should agree to do a task and when it should refuse based on

the risk involved, as well as when the AUV should ask for clarification on uncertain

or confusing requests. These questions have been posed before [44], but with the more

advanced perception capabilities and greater variety of communication available within

the PROTEUS system, more can likely be achieved.

Mission Planning Structure

While the two previous points deal with the creation of dynamic autonomous behaviors

based on diver input, PROTEUS should also be capable of working within a preplanned

mission structure. Pre-existing software can likely be used [268] to actually create and

manage behavior through planning and scheduling algorithms. However, this software

will have to be adapted to communicate with other components of PROTEUS.
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Environmental Context Node

The diver context node provides helpful information about divers in the AUV’s vision.

Similarly, it would be useful to have a record of other recently seen objects and entities.

While a wide variety of object detection, semantic segmentation, and other perception

algorithms have been developed for AUVs, selecting the most useful data and combining

it into an environmental context module would be beneficial, both for the conversational

control and mission planning structures mentioned earlier.

AUV Actions

A number of AUV actions such as diver following and approach are possible with the

information provided by the diver context module. However, they have not yet been

implemented and integrated into PROTEUS. It would be ideal for these methods to be

triggered by ROS Actions, and defined in the language definition file so that the system

can be aware of the actions the AUV is capable of. Other actions are not yet possible

but would be valuable additions once the necessary research problems have been solved.

Examples of these actions include area surveys, tool or specimen carry tasks, or leading

a diver to a point of interest. AUV actions are, in many ways, the final step in creating a

helpful co-AUV. Once the AUV can effectively communicate with a diver, make, modify,

and understand plans, and reason about its environment, adding a greater number of

complex actions will increase the AUV’s usefulness.



Chapter 10

Autonomous Communication Vector

Selection

Throughout this thesis, we have discussed a wide variety of capabilities intended to

enable collaboration between AUVs and divers. In Part I we introduced three vectors of

AUV-to-human communication, followed by diver perception capabilities in Part II, and

a software architecture for UHRI in Chapter 9. Now, we introduce the last component

of this thesis: Autonomous Communication Vector Selection (ACVS), a novel system

for context-adaptive AUV-to-diver communication underwater. The purpose of ACVS

is to improve the quality of communication underwater by utilizing the vector or vectors

most appropriate to the situation. This concept was born out of the results of Study III

(Section 2.8, which revealed that motion, light, and sound-based communication each

had unique strengths and weaknesses, particularly depending on the relative position of

interactants. We hypothesize that with an adaptive system for vector selection, AUV-to-

diver communication will increase in efficacy and robustness, in turn improving outcomes

of collaborative work. This serves the ultimate goal of this thesis, improving AUV-diver

collaboration and interaction, as well as combining aspects of the majority of the topics

and systems previously discussed including RCVM, HREye, SIREN, diver detection,

diver pose estimation, psuedodistance, and PROTEUS.

In the following sections, we describe ACVS, beginning with a brief background in

207
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adaptive communication. While HRI research in terrestrial domains has explored adapt-

ing communication to the interactant and context, ACVS is the first algorithm of its

kind in underwater HRI research. Next, we provide a detailed description of the struc-

ture of ACVS, including the communication policies which define its behavior: a random

policy as a baseline, and two heuristic-based policies, one of which allows the selection

and combination fo multiple vectors We then describe Study VII, a case study with four

well-trained AUV operators performing two tasks with the aid of communication from

the LoCO AUV, managed by the ACVS system. The results of this study show improved

accuracy in communication and significantly more successful task outcomes, validating

our approach to adaptive communication for AUVs. Finally, we conclude with a small

set of recommendations for future investigation of adaptive communication for AUVs.

10.1 Background: Adaptive Communication

Adapting robot communication to the context of the interaction is a topic that has not

previously been explored for underwater robots. Indeed, the vast majority of research

on underwater robot communication methods is focused simply on the efficacy of the

system itself, with no complementary communication methods. For this reason, there is

no relevant work to discuss in the field of UHRI, except for the different types of AUV-

to-diver communication that have been developed (which we summarized in Section 1.5

and expanded in Chapters 2 - 4), However, adaptive communication and interaction has

been studied for some time in the fields of human-computer interaction (HCI) [269] and

human-robot interaction (HRI) when we consider terrestrial environments. The methods

that have been developed for HRI most focus on user-adaptive interaction.

User-Adaptive Interaction

The bulk of adaptive interaction methods in HRI focuses on adapting communication

to a user’s preferences or needs, often for social or assistive robotics. Martins et al.,

[270] provide a survey of this kind of work, separating systems into three categories:

systems with no user model that only respond to immediate feedback, systems with a

static user model, and systems based on dynamic user models which update over time.

These types of approaches have been used to create robot interaction experiences that
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more closely match the user’s personality [271] or the user’s communication frequency

preferences [272], provide distinct agents to different users [273], and adapt to the inter-

actant’s ability to see and hear [274]. A number of works have also explored the task

of learning interaction patterns by observing human actions and reactions [275, 276],

which has some overlap with the problem of learning from demonstrations [277]. Other

methods create predefined interaction patterns which are selected by observing human

behavior [278]. In general, user-adaptive methods provide more pleasant and robust in-

teractions by matching a user’s preference. While this is an interesting area of research,

it is not the focus of ACVS.

Environment-Adapative Interaction

ACVS is concerned with overcoming environmental constraints by multi-modal inter-

action, adapted to the environment and other factors. This has been significantly less

studied than user-adaptive interaction. A few methods in terrestrial HRI have addressed

adapting robot physical robot interaction to the environment [277], but more commonly,

robot communication systems are designed to modify their own position and select de-

sirable interaction distances and orientations [56, 279]. Many of these methods focus

on the social aspects of communication, using Hall’s proxemic zones [280] as a guiding

concept. Both Huettenrauch et al., [281] and Syrdal et al., [282]’s early investigations

of this topic quantify user interactions and spatial relationships with robots through

case studies. Safeea et al., [283] explores an aspect of spatial relationships that is less

social in nature: safety. Bethel [56] explores the selection of communication and inter-

action methods based on proxemic zones but is largely focused on the affective aspects

of communication rather than communication efficacy. Overall, existing methods for

environment-adaptive communication are mostly concerned with modifying robot posi-

tion rather than adapting the method of communication to the current relative position

of the interactant.

10.2 Design of ACVS

In this section, we present our algorithm for Autonomous Communication Vector Selec-

tion (ACVS). Working within the PROTEUS UHRI software structure, ACVS responds
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to ROS Actions which request communication to a diver by selecting one or more commu-

nication vectors using a communication policy. ACVS communication policies (covered

in depth in the following section) make decisions based on the estimated distance and

angle to the diver, the priority applied to the message, and the message’s content. Once

the vectors have been selected, ACVS sends the appropriate ROS node a service request

to trigger the display of the symbol.

10.2.1 Goals and Limitations

Due to the experimental nature of ACVS, there are a number of limitations of the system

as it currently exists. We briefly outline the goals of the ACVS system along with these

limitations before discussing the algorithm’s structure in more depth.

ACVS Goals

G1 – Given a requested communication symbol, ACVS will produce a communicative

phrase (kineme, luceme, soneme, digital display) from a vector appropriate to the

situation.

G2 – If the communication policy in use allows for it, ACVS will produce phrases from

multiple vectors simultaneously.

G3 – ACVS will provide modular adaptive vector selection, with no communication vec-

tors or perception embedded directly in the system. This enables future extension

by adding new vectors or perception capabilities.

ACVS Limitations

L1 – ACVS bases its vector selection strategies on the relative distance/angle of one

diver. The diver selected is the diver who is closest to the AUV, the most recently

seen, and has the highest confidence score. Any other divers in the scene are

ignored.

L2 – ACVS does not personalize vector selection by identity.

L3 – ACVS does not modify its communication policies over time, they are statically

defined.
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Figure 10.1: The Autonomous Communication Vector Selection system.

None of these limitations are set in stone, L1 and L2 could be achieved if true diver

identification became available for use, and L3 is simply a further dimension of our

current problem.

10.2.2 Overall Structure of ACVS

Our implementation of ACVS is a ROS node with four modules: the Action Server,

Context Manager, Communication Dispatcher, and Communication Policy module. The

structure of the system can be seen in Figure 10.1.

Action Server

The actions server is responsible for receiving and managing ROS actions that trigger

communication. The CommunicateToDiver action, defined in the proteus_msgs pack-

age, consists of a request which specifies the symbol, priority, and any input data (a

battery level percentage, for instance), and receives a response indicating which vectors

were used to send the message. The action server module of ACVS is an implementation

of a ROS ActionServer, allowing for requests to be sent and canceled, passing them on

to the portions of ACVS which make the vector selection decisions and then returning

a response based on the vectors selected.

Context Manager

The context manager listens to messages sent from the PROTEUS diver context module

(See Section 9.4). It keeps its own record of the divers that the DCM reports, culling
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them whenever they disappear from DCM messages. The most important function of

the context manager is selecting an interactant from the current list of known divers. In

the future, identity searching could be implemented here, but no, as per L1, we must

select a diver from the list of known divers without considering identity. The context

manager can do this using observation recency, relative distance, or confidence score,

but by default, it uses a combination of all three. The following equations describe the

interactant scoring process.

dist_score = 5.0− diver.pseudodistance (10.1)

recency_score = current_time− diver.last_seen (10.2)

confidence_score = diver.confidence (10.3)

interactant_score = dist_score ∗ recency_score ∗ confidence_score (10.4)

When queried for the current interactant, the context module returns the diver with

the maximum interactant score.

Communication Policy Module

The policy module is the core of ACVS. When the action server receives a message, it

asks the policy module to select a set of communication vectors. The policy module

does so according to one of its predefined policies (described in depth in the next sec-

tion), sometimes using input from the context manager. Once the vector or vectors of

communication are selected, they are passed to the communication dispatcher.

Communication Dispatcher

The communication dispatched manages connections to the outside world of commu-

nication vector ROS nodes. For the most part, it simply sends ROS service requests

to the selected vector’s nodes, but in some cases, it may be required to pass dynamic

input across topics. The communication dispatcher reads the list of possible vectors and
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Distance Min Max

intimate 0.0 0.3

personal 0.3 1.5

social 1.5 3.0

public 3.0 4.0

edge 4.0 ∞

Angle Min Max

central 0.0 0.15

paracentral 0.15 0.5

peripheral 0.5 0.75

far peripheral 0.75 1.0

Priority Min Max

low 0 3

medium 3 5

high 5 7

peril 7 10

Tags control information directional interjection dynamic

Table 10.1: The possible values for the context variables. Distance is the multi-bone

pseudoistance described in Section 9.4.3, angle is a centrality ratio for the center point

of the diver, and priority and symbol tags are passed with the communication request.

establishes connections to their endpoints by accessing data put on the ROS parame-

ter server by the PROTEUS language server. Because of this, if one wanted to add a

new communication vector to an AUV, the communication dispatcher would not require

modification. In fact, the only part of ACVS which would require modification is the

communication policy definitions, to add rules for the new vector.

10.3 Communication Policy Design

As previously alluded to, communication policies are the code of ACVS’s vector selec-

tion algorithm. We use three communication policies in this work, but more could be

developed and integrated into the system seamlessly.

10.3.1 Random Communication Policy

The random communication policy is a baseline policy, randomly selecting one of the

vectors advertised by the PROTEUS language server to complete each communication

request. While an argument could be made for using a single, static vector policy as the

baseline, we felt that the random policy was appropriate, as it represents the level of

adaptation to interaction context that previous methods have had: none. The random

policy is capable of returning a configurable number of random vectors, but by default
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Communication Vector

Context Value Digital Display SIREN-TTS SIREN-Tone HREye-Active RCVM

D
is

ta
n
ce

intimate 2.0 3.0 0.5 1.0 0.1

personal 0.5 2.0 1.5 1.5 0.75

social 0.1 0.5 2.0 2.0 2.0

public 0.0 0.25 2.0 2.0 2.0

edge 0.0 0.0 1.5 1.0 2.0

A
n
gl

e

central 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

paracentral 0.25 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0

peripheral 0.0 1.5 1.5 0.5 2.5

far peripheral 0.0 2.0 2.0 0.25 5.0

P
ri

or
it
y

low 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

medium 0.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

high 0.25 2.0 3.0 2.5 2.0

peril 0.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 1.5

C
on

te
nt

control 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.5

information 2.0 2.0 1.5 3.0 0.75

directional 1.0 1.0 0.75 3.0 2.5

interjection 1.5 1.5 3.0 3.0 2.0

dynamic 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 10.2: Vector suitability heuristics for the Heuristic and Heuristic_Combo poli-

cies. Each context value is multiplied with the others, and the highest overall score is

selected. Therefore, a 0 value blocks the vector from being selected, and the higher a

context value is, the higher the final suitability score will be.

only returns one.

10.3.2 Heuristic Policy

The heuristic policy is the first of our experimental communication policies. It scores

each communication vector’s suitability for use based on four values: the psuedodis-

tance to the interactant, the interactant’s centrality in the frame (termed pseudoangle),

the priority passed by the communication request, and the content tags related to the
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requested symbol. These are our context variables, which describe the context of an in-

teraction for ACVS. Content tags are applied at the PROTEUS language definition level,

for precisely such a purpose as this. Once a communication request has been received,

the communication policy module requests interactant data from the context manager,

pseudodistance and angle to the diver being the primary focus. Using the center point

of the diver, a ratio is calculated between the center of the image and the center of the

diver, indicating how close to the center of the robot’s view the diver is. Having received

distance and angle information, the message priority, and content tags are gathered and

all four values are classified by the ranges in Table 10.1 Next, the heuristic policy selects

a value from its context value table (Table 10.2) by finding the correct value for each

context variable and vector. If the value from the context table for a context variable

context is:

CV T (context, vector) (10.5)

the suitability score of a vector is:

suitability_score(vector) = CV T (distance, vector) ∗ CV T (angle, vector)

∗ CV T (priority, vector) ∗
ntags∑
i=1

CV T (tagsi, vector) (10.6)

The vector with the highest suitability score is selected as the communication vector.

The heuristic policy values are defined in a YAML file which is loaded by the commu-

nication policy module and can be seen in Table 10.2. The values of the context value

table were set based on a combination of common sense and our experience in developing

and evaluating these vectors for AUV communication.

10.3.3 Heuristic Policy with Combination

The heuristic policy with combination (also referred to as Herustic_Combo) is the same

base policy as the heuristic policy, with one major modification. After selecting the

best possible vector, the heuristic combination policy selects a configurable number of

additional policies (defaulted to one). This is achieved by calculating the ratio between

the selected vector’s suitability score and all remaining vector’s scores. For a selected

vector vectorS and a potential combination vector vectorP , the chance of combination
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Vector Selected

Digital Display SIREN-TTS SIREN-Tone HREye-Active RCVM

C
om

b
o

O
p
ts

. Digital Display N/A 0.25 0.1 -0.25 -1.0

SIREN-TTS 0.25 N/A -1.0 0.15 -0.5

SIREN-Tone 0.25 -1.0 N/A 0.25 0.5

HREye-Active -0.1 0.15 0.15 N/A -1.0

RCVM -0.5 -0.5 0.3 0.3 N/A

Table 10.3: Combination rules for the Heuristic_Combo policy. These values are added

to the combination probabilities calculated for each vector, then clamped to [0, 1.0]. A

positive value (blue) increases the likelihood of use, a negative value (red) decreases the

likelihood, and N/A (gray) indicates that the vector cannot be combined with itself.

is:

combo_chance(vectorP ) =
suitability_score(vectorS)

suitability_score(vectorP )
+combo_weight(vectorS , vectorP )

(10.7)

The value of combo_weight is defined for each vector pair and can be seen in Table 10.3.

Some vectors are completely disallowed from being selected as a combination vector (for

instance the two types of SIREN sonemes cannot be used simultaneously) and other

vectors are made more or less likely to be selected based on how they are expected to

interact with the chosen vector. The combination weights are set based on our experience

and research on these forms of communication.

10.4 Study VII: Adaptive Communication Evaluation

In order to evaluate our approach for context-adapative communication, including three

different communication policies, we undertake a final human study. This study is

groundbreaking in terms of the complexity of the task that the diver is asked to complete

with the robot’s help, and the amount of training that participants must complete. Since

participants must be familiar with all five PROTEUS-compliant communication vectors

that ACVS can use, hours of training are required for each participant. Additionally, the

pool evaluation of the ACVS took between 90 and 150 minutes for each participant. For
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Figure 10.2: A diagram of the Underwater Telephone task for Study VII. Note the

four different distances at which the diver may observe the robot.

this reason, Study VII has a much smaller participant population than previous studies

presented in this document: four participants were trained, evaluated, and debriefed.

10.4.1 Study VII Design

Study VII is a small case study of four participants, organized into two separate tasks.

The first task is a simple communication recognition task we refer to as the Underwater

Telephone task, in which participants observe three communications from the AUV,

surface, and report the symbols they observed. The second task, Oracle Search, is

a task designed to be representative of searching and coverage tasks that might be

undertaken by divers in the real world. In Oracle Search, participants must communicate

bi-directionally with the AUV for critical information about the task. Participants were

equipped with scuba gear for both tasks. While the ACVS portion of the task was

managed entirely autonomously, diver communication to the robot and decision making

about what messages to send via ACVS were managed by study staff, making this a

partial Wizard-of-Oz study.
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Figure 10.3: A diagram of the Worf scenario of the Oracle Search task for Study VII.

The black cylinders are empty containers, while the green cylinders have a target item

within them. Uncontained items are not diagramed, as their location is set randomly.

Underwater Telephone Task

For the Underwater Telephone task, participants were asked to submerge themselves be-

low the water and observe the robot for a few moments. The AUV was then triggered by

study staff to display between one and three randomly selected phrases, using ACVS to

select the communication vectors used. The participant was then signaled to surface by

another member of study staff, after which they reported the phrases that they had ob-

served. We chose to randomize the number of phrases so that the a phrase being missed

by the participant would be more obvious, instead of the participant simply guessing for

the phrases they did not perceive. This process was completed four times per communi-

cation policy at a distance of one meter from the robot. Once that was completed, two

other distances were tested. These varied between participants, but included five meters,

ten meters, and fifteen meters. The pool setup used for the Underwater Telephone task

is shown in Figure 10.2.
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Figure 10.4: Containers and uncontained objects used in the Oracle Search task. Note

the

Oracle Search Task

The second task of Study VII, Oracle Search is centered around the collection of target

items from the pool floor. These target items are small plastic fish toys, six of which

were scattered across the pool floor randomly before each iteration of the task. A

further three were placed inside small opaque plastic containers with color tape marking

them. Examples of the containers and target items are shown in Figure 10.4. These

containers, along with seven other empty containers, are placed on the pool floor in

pre-defined locations, specified by a “scenario code”. The placement of the containers,

as well as which color codes contain target items changes between each scenario and is

kept secret from participants, being used by study staff to provide the titular oracle of

the task. Once the items are placed, participants are given seven minutes to collect all

of the target items that they can find, but are not permitted to open the containers.

To determine which containers hold target items, the participant must communicate

with the AUV, asking it for directions to the nearest container with a target, or if a

container has a target within. Additionally, no less than once (and no more than twice)

per scenario, the AUV randomly triggers a danger state, which it signals the participant

about using ACVS. The participant must flee to a safe zone within thirty seconds of the

danger warning, or they are marked as receiving a virtual “injury”. If they receive two
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virtual injuries, the scenario is terminated. Lastly, the AUV can provide information

about the amount of time remaining. A participant’s success in the Oracle Search task

is calculated using the rules:

• +1 for each uncontained target item collected.

• +5 for each target item in a container collected .

• -1 for each empty container collected.

• -2 for each missing target item, contained or uncontained.

• If the participant takes one injury, their score is halved. If the participant takes a

second, their score is zero.

The pool setup for the Oracle Search scenario coded “Worf” can be found in Figure 10.3.

Bidirectional Communication Language for ACVS

To support the bi-directional communication required for the Oracle search task, we

make several modifications to our existing AUV languages for the LoCO AUV, and

introduce a new language for diver-to-AUV communication using a flashlight. The com-

munication protocol shown in Figure 10.5 lists the possible symbols that the robot and

human can exchange in their communications. On the side of AUV-to-diver communi-

cation, the changes to language as compared to the kineme, luceme, and soneme sets

previously described primarily consist of dropping symbols which would not be used

in Oracle Search. Other changes in the language are the replacement of KDirectional

(and the equivalent lucemes and sonemes) with four cardinal direction symbols for left,

right, forward, and back, and the re-purposing of KRemainingBattery (and the equivalent

lucemes and sonemes) as KRemainingT ime. This language is used for the Oracle Search

task, but is also used for Underwater Telephone task so that the participants only have

to learn one version of the AUV-to-human communication symbols.

When it comes to the human-to-AUV communication for the Oracle Search task, we

introduce a set of four gestures which can be performed with a waterproof flashlight.

These gestures FGWhereTarget?, FGContainsTarget?, FGT imeLeft?,and FGRepeatLast? are

pictured in Figure 10.6. These flashlight gestures are not recognized by an automated
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Figure 10.5: The AUV-diver communication protocol used for the Oracle Search task.
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(a) FGWhereTarget?: turn the flashlight on and make a circle.

(b) FGContainsTarget?: turn on the flashlight and point it at a container.

(c) FGTimeLeft?: turn on the flashlight and make a line up and down.

(d) FGRepeatLast: turn the flashlight on and on twice.

Figure 10.6: Depictions of the flashlight gestures used for human input in the Oracle

search task.
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system; rather the study staff operating on the poolside observe the robot’s cameras,

recognize the gestures, and input them to the control software for the Study VII tasks.

This control software is responsible for selecting random times to trigger Danger during

Oracle Search, randomly replacing the intended symbol input to ACVS with Malfunction

(to simulate situations in which the AUV is unsure of its environment), and providing a

structure for the study staff to manage the task. Study staff are responsible for recog-

nizing flashlight gestures and determining the answers to questions about the direction

to the nearest target item and whether or not a container has a target within it.

10.4.2 Study Administration

This study was submitted to the University of Minnesota’s Institutional Review Board

and determined to be human research. After completing a full protocol submission, it

was approved under the study reference number 00017755. The study has four stages:

recruitment, training, pool evaluations, and debrief.

Recruitment Procedures

Since this study requires a significant amount of time and effort, we chose to recruit

participants from within our own group of underwater robotics researchers. This has

obvious downsides: the risk of participant contamination, the risk of feelings of pressure

on participants, and so on. In order to avoid the first issue, participants were kept from

learning almost anything about the study until their training began. While many of

them had been exposed to the communication methods that would be utilized by LoCO

during the study, the participants will be trained to a point of competency on those

very communication methods, making this a non-issue. So as to avoid placing undue

pressure on participants, we carefully crafted the consent and recruitment forms they

were provided with to specify protections on their privacy, independence, and ability to

freely leave the study at any point.

Training Procedures

Once our four participants had been recruited from within our research group, we began

the training process. One week prior to the date of their pool evaluation, participants
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received the first of three training surveys. The first survey collected demographic infor-

mation from the participants and taught them the five AUV-to-human communication

systems they would be using: a digital display, RCVM, HREye active lucemes, SIREN

TTS-Sonemes, and SIREN Tonal-Sonemes. Once they had completed the training, par-

ticipants took a small competency test in which they identified a small number of symbols

randomly selected from all of the AUV-to-human systems. The second survey, delivered

three days before the pool date, continued this training, along with introducing the Un-

derwater Telephone and Oracle Search tasks to the participants as well as the flashlight

gesture language, finishing with a competency test which now included the flashlight

gestures. Lastly, the third survey was delivered to participants twenty-four hours before

their pool time and simply reminded participants of the languages they had been taught

thus far, as well as providing them with a final competency test.

Pool Evaluation

Once participants had been fully trained, they were brought to a University pool for

their evaluation step. The evaluation step for each participant took between 90 and

150 minutes. After preparing their scuba gear and beginning to dive, participants com-

pleted the Underwater Telephone task. For the Underwater Telephone task, participant

answers were recorded in duplicate, along with their confidence in their answers, and

the time that it took for them to answer. Once participants had completed their first

task, participants were asked to complete three runs of the Oracle Search task, one

for each communication policy. In between each Oracle Search scenario, a NASA TLX

survey [110] was administered by study staff, evaluating the effort required by the par-

ticipant for the task. For the Oracle Search task, the LoCO AUV recorded one of its

cameras, the outputs of the diver context module, and all of the operations of the ACVS

system, including the manually recognized flashlight gestures, the symbols requested

from the ACVS system, the vectors selected, and the selection weights. Two GoPros

also recorded each Oracle Search run. There were a number of small issues that resulted

in some data loss during pool evaluations. Due to time constraints, one participant was

unable to complete both of their tasks, so it was decided that they would not complete an

Underwater Telephone run. Additionally, portions of some robot data for Oracle Search

runs was lost due to transmission issues. Fortunately, the loss was rather minimal, and
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the majority of scenarios were completed without incident.

Debrief Interviews

Each participant was given an Amazon gift card valued at 75 USD upon completing

their pool evaluation procedures. Additionally, participants were asked to sit for a

short interview, in which they discussed their experience during the study and provided

insights into the aspects of LoCO’s communication which did and did not work for them.

10.4.3 Analysis Methods

The analysis of this study differs somewhat from that of our previous studies. The popu-

lation size is small enough that statistical testing is of little use, and our traditional met-

rics such as accuracy and operational accuracy, which depend on participant-provided

responses cannot be used to evaluate Oracle Search. Instead, we introduce three new

metrics which allow us to provide a quantitative layer on top of a more qualitative ap-

proach to our data analysis: symbol perception, symbol understanding, and interaction

quality.

Symbol Perception

Symbol perception is a score which ranges from 0.0 to 10.0, representing the extent to

which a participant was aware that a communication symbol was performed for them. In

the future, symbol perception could be calculated by using a diver attention estimation

system, but at the current time, we evaluate it according to the following rubric:

• Spercept = 0.0 if there is no evidence that the participant perceived the symbol.

• Spercept = 2.5 if there is evidence that the participant perceived the symbol, but

may have missed part of it.

• Spercept = 10.0 if the participant definitely perceived the symbol, regardless of their

understanding of it.
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Symbol Understanding

Symbol understanding is a similar metric to symbol perception, ranging from 1.0 to 10.0

instead of 1.0 to 10.0. It represents the accuracy of a participant’s understanding, and

has slightly more values, as it can often be evaluated by considering the participant’s

response to the symbol. Once again, we evaluate it according to the following rubric:

• Sunderstand = 1.0 if the participant did not perceive the symbol, or if their under-

standing is clearly incorrect.

• Sunderstand = 2.5 if the participant perceived the symbol, but their understanding

cannot be determined.

• Sunderstand = 7.5 if the participant understood the symbol to some extent, but their

actions leave doubt. This value is not used if a direct report of the participant’s

understanding of the symbol is available, and is rarely used if no such report is

available.

• Sunderstand = 10.0 if the participant definitely understood the symbol based on

their actions or reports.

Interaction Quality

Lastly, interaction quality is a metric which combines the values assigned to an inter-

action for perception and understanding scores with factors based on the time that the

interaction took and the number of repetions that were requested by the participant.

Interaction quality ranges between 0 and 100, and is calculated using the following for-

mulae:

Qint =
(pr ∗ r)(Spercept ∗ Sunderstand)

max(1, |Texp − Tactual|)
(10.8)

Texp = Tinput + Tsymbol + Tproc (10.9)

where pr = 0.15 is the penalty for repetitions, r is the number of repetitions, Tactual is

the duration of the interaction, Tinput = 3.0 is the average length of an input symbol,

Tsymbol is the average length of whatever symbol the AUV is sending, and Tproc = 1.0
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is the processing time allowance. Expressed in plain language, interaction quality is

the combination of the perception and understanding scores, divided by the number of

excess seconds that the interaction takes and reduced by 15% for each repetition that is

requested by the participant.

Processing Interaction Data

We evaluate the collected data from the Underwater Telephone and Oracle Search tasks

according to the rubrics described above. This process was time consuming and complex,

particularly for Oracle Search. In the case of the Underwater Telephone task, the diver

reports the phrases that they witnessed, making it relatively easy to evaluate if they

perceived and understood a phrase. When evaluating Oracle Search however, we have

no direct report. The three recorded video streams (from LoCO and both GoPros) were

synchronized and analyzed one by one, determining for each communication attempted

by the ACVS system whether or not the diver perceived it and if they understood it.

This was done by the author rather than by raters, as the complexities of the system, the

task, and the nature of the data make it extremely difficult to analyze. Care was taken,

however, to ensure that no leniency was given in rating perception or understanding.

10.5 Results of Study VII

Having completed pool session for our four participants and analyzed the resulting data,

we turn now to the results of this analysis. In particular: how well did the ACVS

system perform in the Under Telephone and Oracle Search tasks, what was the effect

of the different communication policies on quantities such as perception, understanding,

and interaction quality scores, and how do these effects impact task succes?

10.5.1 Underwater Telephone

We begin by looking at the results of the Underwater Telephone task. Our general

results indicate strong, but not prefect perception and understanding of the communi-

cation attempted by ACVS. The average perception score is 6.1 overall, with an average

understanding score of 4.7. This clearly indicates that ACVS-adapted communication is
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Figure 10.7: Perception and understanding of symbols communicated to divers during

the Underwater Telephone task.

being perceived and understood, but there is room for improvement. The average per-

ception score and average understanding score can be found in Figure 10.7, separated

by communication policy and distance.

Effect of Policy

The three evaluated communication policies perform similarly in terms of perception,

with the heuristic policies having a slight edge over the random policy. When consider

understanding scores, we effect is more stark: the random policy has an average un-

derstanding score of 3, compared to the heuristic policy’s 4, and the 5 achieved by the

heuristic_combo policy. These improvements in understanding, achieved by adapting

communication vector to the interaction context, should lead to improved task outcomes

in Oracle Search and other communication heavy tasks.
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Containers

PID Scenario Policy Correct Empty Missing Injuries Duration Task Score

918 La Forge Random 2 0 1 1 7:06 7

918 Q Heuristic_Combo 2 1 1 1 7:23 6.5

918 Yar Heuristic 1 1 2 1 5:35 2.5

73 Riker Heuristic_Combo 2 0 1 0 7:11 14

73 Worf Random 1 2 3 1 6:52 1

73 Data Heuristic 3 2 1 1 7:01 8

73 Picard Heuristic_Combo 2 1 0 0 7:09 15

983 Troi Random 2 0 1 1 7:12 7

983 Orion Heuristic 3 0 0 0 4:42 21

983 Crusher Heuristic_Combo 3 0 0 1 5:10 10.5

616 Riker Random 2 2 1 0 8:00 6

616 Worf Heuristic 3 0 1 1 7:00 9.5

616 Yar Heuristic_Combo 2 0 2 0 7:00 11

Table 10.4: Results of the Oracle Search task per attempt.

Effect of Distance

Considering the effect of distance on communication, we see the typical effect of dis-

tance on the random policy: perception and understanding both fall. The heuristic

and heuristic_combo policies, other other hand, remain somewhat more stable at dis-

tance, particularly the heuristic_combo policy. We suggest that this may be due to

the use of multiple, heuristically selected vectors, which improves the chances that a

communication will be perceived and understood.

10.5.2 Oracle Search

The results of the Underwater Telephone task are encouraging, as they suggest that

ACVS is selecting appropriate communication vectors for the context of the interac-

tions. However, the real test is the effect of ACVS communication on a task such as

Oracle Search. Table 10.4 shows the 13 completed Oracle Search scenarios, with data

on the number of containers collected, virtual injuries sustained, and task score. Fig-

ure 10.8 also shows average perception and understanding score, interaction duration,

and interaction quality. From the data in this Figure, it is apparent that the heuristic
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Figure 10.8: Summary of the performance of ACVS communication policies in Oracle

search in terms of perception, understanding, interaction duration, and average interac-

tion quality.
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Figure 10.9: A per-interaction breakdown of participant perception of communication

during Oracle Search.

policies outperform the random policy: perception and understanding both rise, interac-

tion duration reduces, and average interaction qualities rises. The results of the Oracle

Search runs in Table 10.4 validate this, with higher scores for runs using a heuristic

policy.

Effect of Policy on Perception and Understanding

Figure 10.9 and Figure 10.10 show a per-interaction count of the understanding and

perception of different participants when using different communication policies. The

perception values in Figure 10.9 show a high number of missed symbols for runs with

the random policy than for the heuristic_combo policy. While the random policy has

a lower number of missed symbols than the heuristic policy, fewer total symbols were

communicated with the random policy, so the missed symbols make up a larger percent-

age. Per-interaction understanding results in Figure 10.10 are more definitive: while

every policy has some misunderstood or unknown symbols, the heuristic policies vastly

outpace the random policy both in number and proportion of symbols that were fully
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Figure 10.10: A per-interaction breakdown of participant understanding during Oracle

Search.

understood.

Effect of Policy on Interaction Quality

The improved perception and understanding of heuristically-selected communication

contributes to the improved interaction quality for these policies. Figure 10.11 shows

that the average interaction quality of the heuristic policy is nearly twice that of the ran-

dom policy. The heuristic_combo policy’s interaction quality rises higher still, though

not by two times.

Effect of Policy on Oracle Search Score

The heuristic policy-based communication also leads to higher task scores, though the

task score is achieved by both versions of the heuristic policy is nearly equal. In Fig-

ure 10.12, we can see the components which lead to this: the heuristic policies lead to a

lower number of incorrect items being picked up, and a higher number of correct items.

Because the communications of the AUV are more frequently and clearly perceived and
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Figure 10.11: The effects of communication policy on average interaction quality and

task score during Oracle Search.

Figure 10.12: Average number of correct containers and incorrect containers collected,

along with missing items in oracle search.
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Survey Question Random Heuristic Heuristic_Combo

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

How mentally demand-

ing was the task?

34 24 32 29 30 19

How demanding was the

task in terms of time?

65 78 47 53 58 74

How physically de-

manding was the task?

34 32 43 50 58 69

How hard did you have

to work to accomplish

your level of perfor-

mance?

73 86 70 70 71 70

How successful were you

in doing what you were

asked to do?

60 65 50 60 50 60

How insecure, discour-

aged, irritated, stressed,

and annoyed were you?

41 35 29 20 22 10

Table 10.5: Results of the NASA TLX surveys administered after Oracle Search sce-

narios

understood, the participant achieves better results in the task. This, combined with the

previous result, validates our core hypothesis: adapting communication vector selection

to the context of the interaction results in higher performance on collaborative work

underwater.

Effect of Policy on Effort and Difficulty

The NASA TLX surveys conducted after each search scenario reveal interesting facts

about the perceived difficulty of the task, shown in Table 10.5. While participants rated

the level of effort they had to commit to the task more or less the same regardless

of policy, we see higher levels of frustration for the Random policy, along with higher
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ratings for the demand on time. Interestingly, the rating of physical demand increases

for the heuristic policies. We suggest that this may be due to the shorter interaction

times and fewer repetions caused by high quality communication. When the diver is not

station-keeping, waiting for a response that they may not perceive, they are doing less

work than if the robot responds promptly and perceptibly.

10.5.3 Analysis of Interviews

The interviews conducted with participants after their pool sessions covered a wide

variety of topics, but a two salient points are summarized below:

Scuba Interferes With SIREN

Every participant mentioned having difficult hearing sonemes, particular TTS-Sonemes,

over the sound of their breathing apparatus. Several even mentioned holding their breath

in an attempt to better hear the robot – participant 73 said the following: “I can’t hear

very well underwater. So any of the sound based systems were impossible to hear,

especially because I found myself having to stop breathing a bunch of times to try and

hear.” This is concerning, and requires further investigation. One concept that emerged

during these interviews was the idea of synchronize sonemes to fall between breaths, but

this is a difficult method with uncertain viability. Others possible approach’s to address

this problem include frequency analysis to determine which frequencies are easiest to

hear over the noise of a scuba device, or attempting to use longer sonemes, which can be

heard between breaths by virtue of simply continuing through multiple breath cycles.

HREyes Are Highly Preferred

Participant 616 said the following: “I’d say the lights for sure that that seemed the best”

(for determining where a container was). Other participants echoed this sentiment for a

variety of tasks, indicating a high preference for HREyes overall. This is likely impacted

by the fact that when the participant is looking at the robot, the HREyes can operate

normally, without the issues that were plaguing the SIREN systems.
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10.6 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this chapter, we presented ACVS: a novel method for selecting communication vectors

based on the relative position of an interactant and communication priority and content

in underwater environments. This system utilizes the perception and communication

capabilities introduced earlier in this document, making it a piece of “second-order”

UHRI research, one of the few which have ever been conducted. To evaluate out adaptive

communication system and the three communication policies we developed for it, we also

presented a seventh human study. This study was distinct from the others presented

in this thesis with a smaller population, a more complex task, and a more qualitative

method of analysis. Nonetheless, the results from Study VII are no less impactful than

the previous chapters’ results: heuristic based ACVS communication policies outperform

the random choice policy baseline. Not only do they perform better in terms of producing

perceptible and understandable communication, they increase interaction quality overall,

which leads to improved results in the collaborative Oracle Search task of Study VII.

Having demonstrated ACVS to improve interactions and collaboration in underwater

environments, we can conclude the final piece of research in this thesis with a positive

result.

Possible Areas of Future Exploration

As with previous chapters, we provide a small number of possible directions for future

research on this topic.

Adapting Communication Policies To Environmental Issues

One aspect of adapting communication vector selection policies that will certainly be-

come of importance in the underwater HRI community is adapting to new and different

environments. With the current approach, a high-visibility and low-visibility environ-

ment will be treated the same when it comes to selecting communication vectors. Adding

structures for adaption to differing levels of visibility would be a good first step, but for

this addition to ACVS to truly shine, it would require a sensor-based estimation of the

visibility of the current environment.
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Adapting Communication to Participant Attention

As previously mentioned in the discussion of the diver context module, attention esti-

mation is an extremely useful type of data to have about divers. This is especially true

for ACVS, where the extent to which a diver is paying attention could not only affect

the selection of vectors, but be used as a way to autonomously determine if a diver has

perceived a communication. The ability to determine if the interactant has perceived

and understood the communication dispatched by ACVS would not only be helpful for

further analysis, but for modifying communication policies over time.

Modifying Communication Policies Over Time

Our current heuristic policies are static, as we do not currently have any input to modify

based off of. However, with properly integrated visual attention estimation and gestural

control, the ACVS system should be able to reason about the probability that a diver has

perceived and understood communications, enabling a feedback loop which modifies the

communication policy based on success rates. This active reinforcement learning method

could be applied to learn communication policies from scratch, or merely modify them

to improve them for lifelong operation.
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Summary of Presented Research

Over the course of the ten chapters that make up this thesis, we have introduced the

components of a new paradigm for underwater human-robot interaction. In Part I, we

presented three groundbreaking methods for natural AUV-to-human communication,

each of which added an entirely new level of natural communication capabilities to

AUVs. Robot Communication Via Motion (Chapter 2) is a first in the field, using the

motion of an AUV to communicate information to divers using natural and intuitive

body language gestures called kinemes. Chapter 3 presented the HREye, a biomimetic

light-based communication device for AUVs that is not only capable of replicating the

meanings of RCVM’s kinemes as light codes called lucemes but also of communicating

gaze direction through ocular mimicry. Lastly, Chapter 4 discussed SIREN, a novel

sound-based communication system that also replicates the meanings of the kinemes,

this time in two forms of sonemes: one based on synthetic speech and another based on

musical tones. Human studies evaluating each of these systems were reported, showing

strong recognition and natural understanding of each type of communication.

We continued in Part II, advancing the state of the art in diver detection, develop-

ing a novel capability of diver motion prediction, a monocular-vision-based method for

diver-relative distance estimation and diver approach, and a novel gesture recognition

system for AUVs. The diver detectors and dataset presented in Chapter 5 outperform

previous approaches and explore a new aspect of the performance of a diver detector:

temporal stability of detections. This dataset also enables the creation of the diver

motion prediction method discussed in Chapter 6, which is an adaption of pedestrian

motion predictions to divers underwater, the first method for diver motion prediction

238
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ever proposed. ADROC, the algorithm for diver approach covered by Chapter 7, ex-

pands on the world of diver-relative navigation by enabling an accurate and robust diver

approach. Core to ADROC is the method of monocular diver distance estimation we

invented using biological priors: pseudodistance estimation. The last chapter of Part II

introduces POSH-G, a one-shot gesture learning method for recognizing dynamic ges-

tures underwater. A first for the world of UHRI, POSH-G uses diver pose estimation

models trained to capture body keypoint trajectories, generates thousands of examples

from each one, and then autonomously tune recognition algorithms, which have achieved

accuracies as high as 50%.

Part III brings these components together under the structure of PROTEUS (Chap-

ter 9), a UHRI software framework that contains implementations of the communication

methods of Part I and utilizes the perception capabilities of Part II. The final chapter

of Part III covers Autonomous Communication Vector Selection, a novel method for

context-adaptive communication built with PROTEUS. The heuristic-based communi-

cation vector selection policies we created for ACVS succeed in producing communication

that is more easily perceived and understood than communication governed by a random

vector selection policy. Furthermore, this improved quality of communication leads to

improved task success rates in the study of ACVS we present. Neither PROTEUS nor

ACVS could exist without the foundation of the previous two parts.

How Does This Thesis Reflect The Field?

When considered together, the methods presented in this thesis reflect the epochal shift

that is beginning to happen in underwater robotics and underwater HRI in particular.

This shift is comprised of three parts: a growth of applications, a much-needed fusion

between two long-separate parts of the community, and an expansion in the focus of

underwater HRI research from simple to complex research questions.

When it comes to the growth of applications of HRI, this is a long-term process

that is finally coming to fruition. Roboticists and early masters of the field of HRI

were responsible for bringing HRI to the public’s attention and establishing the field.

The creators of the PR2, Cynthia Breazeal, the Honda Robotics team which created

ASIMO, and the organizers of the first RO-MAN and HRI conferences were among

these early founders. In recent years, this field which started some 40 years ago (32
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RO-MANs and 18 HRI’s ago), has finally begun to become of importance in industry

and more intensely studied in academia. Not only are humanoid robots reaching a point

of commercialization that necessitates them having some form of HRI, but applications

that would have been impossible to study (such as underwater HRI, for instance) are

now being explored. This increase in applications is allowing the greater proliferation of

HRI concepts and capabilities but is also intensifying the division in the field.

For many years, there have been two primary camps of researchers in the HRI field.

There are researchers who publish primarily at RO-MAN and HRI, who focus on human

studies and social impacts and somewhat less on engineering. Then, there are those who

publish more at robotics (ICRA, IROS), vision (CVPR, IMCL), or learning (NeurIPS,

CoRL) venues, who focus more on engineering questions and often do much less in the

way of human studies. These two camps are not mutually exclusive. Both camps cross-

publish and have skills in human studies as well as engineering, but the distribution of

researchers centers around these two poles. This thesis is intended to be an example

of the multidisciplinary work that should be the standard in the field. Additionally, it

is an element of the work that must be done to form a consensus on methods of HRI

research. Engineering is important, human studies are important, and both should be

given adequate effort and time. The recommendations found in Appendix I are primarily

focused on providing suggestions for improving the human research capabilities of a

computer scientist such as myself, based on the learning to do. done towards ensuring

that the methods presented in this thesis are rigorous and methodologically sound. This

is an intentional inclusion, based on the philosophical opinion of the author that HRI

research is at its best when it includes both humans and robots in equal measure in the

methods and the work.

Finally, this thesis reflects the expansion of focus in UHRI research from first-level

to second-level questions. The first two parts of this thesis deal with simple questions:

“can motion be used to communicate from AUV to human” or “can an AUV approach

a human effectively”, for example. We termed these topics first-order questions, as they

focus on atomic capabilities and actions. In the third part of this thesis, we addressed a

single second-order question: “How should an AUV adapt its interaction with a human

for maximum interaction effectiveness?” Second-order questions go beyond the atomic

actions of interaction and explore aspects of the interaction treated as a separate concept.
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This shift from first to second-order researchers in UHRI has not been achieved without

support. That is to say, the work of those who came before me in the field has enabled

this thesis. Additionally, many first-order questions remain to be addressed and nothing

in UHRI can truly be considered a solved problem at this point. However, due in part to

the contributions of this thesis, we hope that further research can address second-order

questions with greater ease, even as first-order research continues.

Final Thoughts

Long a domain of user-hostile robots and interfaces, marine robots are becoming inex-

pensive and highly capable, opening the domain to a large set of users who had never

ventured below the waves. The researchers whose work inspired this thesis, including

my advisor, saw this shift beginning in the early 2000s and began to explore the idea of

building better user interfaces for AUVs. Their work produced a truly amazing set of

capabilities for the time, which, in the inevitable march of computerized progress, have

been antiquated in less than two decades. This work will likely last an even shorter time

given the rate of progress in robotics and artificial intelligence, but I would be pleased if

some aspects of the interaction paradigms remain. Along with the unprecedented sam-

ple sizes and complexities of the underwater human research studies herein, this thesis

contains a wide variety of novel communication patterns which break significantly from

the established norm. It is my hope that this thesis will help to usher in the next wave of

AUVs: natural, multi-modal, adaptive, intelligent, and collaborative robotic companions

underwater. In any event, the time of the co-AUV is coming, a time when the work that

marine robotics researchers have been doing for decades will come to fruition, expanding

humankind’s mastery and understanding of our aquatic resources. As with all robotics

research, it is important that we, the writer and the reader, remember that whether

these robotic advances improve the world around us or simply increase the profits of

the rich is not predetermined. We decide this. Let us work together to make sure that

robots, even underwater robots, all do their part to usher in a better world for all, not

simply a richer world for some.
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Glossary and Acronyms

Care has been taken in this thesis to minimize the use of jargon and acronyms, but

this cannot always be achieved. This appendix defines jargon terms in a glossary, and

contains a table of acronyms and their meaning.

Glossary

• AUV – Autonomous underwater vehicle, an underwater robot.

• Co-AUV – Collaborative autonomous underwater vehicle, an underwater robot

focused on human collaboration.

• ROV – Remotely operated vehicle, a remote-controlled underwater robot.

• Communication Vector – A general term for a method of communicating in-

formation from an AUV to a diver.

• Communication Phrase – A general term for a self-contained sound, light, mo-

tion, or text display from a communication vector with a meaning.

• RCVM – Robot communication via motion, a motion-based communication method

for AUVs.

• Kineme – A motion sequence produced by RCVM with a specific meaning.

• HREye – A light-based communication method for AUVs.

• Luceme – A sequence of lights produced by HREye or another light-based com-

munication method with a specific meaning.
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• SIREN – Sound Indicators via Resonance Exciters uNderwater, a sound-based

communication method for AUVs.

• Soneme – A sound sequence produced by SIREN or another sound-based com-

munication method with a specific meaning.

• ADROC – Autonomous Diver-Relative Operator Configuration, a method for

diver approach.

• ACVS – Autonomous Communication Vector Selection, an adaptive method of

selecting communication vectors based on the context of an interaction.

• PROTEUS – A software framework for underwater HRI.

• Protean – A gesture language for AUVs.

• POSH-G – Protean One-Shot Hand Gestures, a method for learning gestures

based on the generation of synthetic gesture data from a single demonstration.

• VDD-C̄ – The Video Diver Dataset, a dataset of over 100, 000 images from videos

of divers.

• OceanPose-Training – A training dataset for pose estimation of underwater

swimmers.

• OceanPose-Evaluation – An evaluation dataset for pose estimation of underwa-

ter swimmers.

• PGR – Protean Generation and Recognition dataset, a dataset for generating and

recognizing Protean gestures.

Acronyms

Acronym Meaning

AUV Autonomous Underwater Vehicle

Continued on next page
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Table G1 – continued from previous page

Acronym Meaning

Co-AUV Collaborative Autonomous Underwater Vehicle

ROV Remotely Operated Vehicle

HRI Human-Robot Interaction

UHRI Underwater Human-Robot Interaction

RCVM Robot Communication Via Motion

SIREN Sound Indicators via Resonance Exciters uNderwater

ACVS Autonomous Communication Vector Selection

ADROC Autonomus Diver-Relative Operation Configuration

DCM Diver Context Module

LDF Language Definition File

SDF Symbol Definition File

MLP Multi-layer Perceptron

CNN Convolutional Neural Network

LSTM Long Short-Term Memory network

POSH-G Protean One-Shot Hand Gestures

OPT OceanPose-Trainging

OPE OceanPose-Evaluation

PGR Protean Generation and Recognition datasets



Appendix I: Human Study Research

Methods

The research presented in this thesis is highly multi-disciplinary. This directly results

from the topic at hand: human-robot interaction in underwater environments. To con-

duct research in this space, one must have programming and hardware experience, be

capable of designing and administering human studies using quantitative and qualitative

methods, and be familiar with UX and UI design. As a computer scientist by training,

my skills tended towards developing software and hacking on hardware, with human re-

search methods being much less familiar. This appendix covers a small portion of what I

have learned about human research methods, not formatted as an academic contribution

or teaching materials, but a brief set of recommendations based on the experience gained

over my Ph.D. Do not treat this as an instructional manual, simply as advice from a

student of this field during the years 2017-2023 (at least). Because of this, the writing

in this appendix will also be somewhat more conversational and informal than the rest

of the thesis.

HRI Research Practices

Studying human-robot interaction is a difficult task. As discussed in the opening of this

appendix, the field is multi-disciplinary by definition, which increases the number of

skills that one has to acquire or source externally in order to effectively conduct research

in HRI. The recommendations of this section focus on ways to develop your skills in this

area, expand your knowledge, and contribute effectively to this field.
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Recommended Reading

There are sadly no definitive textbooks on HRI at this stage, though this may be chang-

ing in the near future. Texts that have already been published may soon become stan-

dard, such as the introductory textbook by Bartneck et al., [284], which I recommend.

Additionally, the book on HRI research methods by Jost et al., [285] is an excellent

text. Bartneck’s book is more well-organized, whereas Jost’s is essentially a collection

of papers rather than a cohesive book. Both have useful information for researchers,

regardless of their experience in the field. Additionally, I highly recommend reading the

recent paper by Leichtmann et al., [286]: “Crisis Ahead? Why Human-Robot Interaction

User Studies May Have Replicability Problems and Directions for Improvement”. This

paper discusses the “Confidence Crisis” that is rampant in the soft/social sciences and

applies the same methods of criticism to the field of HRI. Beyond being a sobering look

at the field as a whole, this paper provides a number of extremely helpful suggestions for

changes in research methods and statistical analysis, which I highly recommend imple-

menting. Between these texts, the reader will gain an understanding of a large portion

of the HRI community’s opinions on research methodologies.

Find a Research/Lab and Analyze Their Methods

Particularly when one is less experienced, it can be helpful to imitate the methods of

others in the field. This is a recommendation that must be taken with a grain of salt,

as other researchers are not infallible simply because they are successful. With these

caveats in mind, it can be useful to find a researcher whose work you admire and analyze

their recent papers, not for their goals or contributions, but for the methods of testing

and analysis employed. Consider the core testing methodology (quantitative, qualitative,

mixed), sample sizes, training methods, and statistical tests. Do not simply form a list

and attempt to use the same methods, but consider which practices you wish to imitate,

which are domain-specific, and which are questionable and should be avoided. This

practice can be incredibly helpful in developing your own sense of good methods.
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Follow Needs, Find Experts

This is a good piece of advice in general for developing HRI systems: find a need, then

find the people who are experts on that need. Using their input, develop a solution to the

need, and test the solution amongst experts. However, this recommendation is a slight

variation on that theme. When designing an HRI project, whether you are considering

the software/hardware systems, the study, or the analysis, focus on what needs you have,

and attempt to find experts in that area. For instance, when exploring the use of sound

in underwater HRI (Chapter 4), I sought input from Rafa Absar, whose Ph.D. thesis

focused on the use of sound for human-computer interaction. Her advice was invaluable

in designing both the sonemes of the SIREN system and the evaluating studies, as well

as writing the paper. As much as possible, seek collaboration with experts in the areas

that you need help with, but remember to not only lean on their input but learn from

it so that you will be more capable in the future.

Don’t Be Afraid to Innovate

Lastly, after the previous recommendations, which tend towards greater compliance

with a supposed standard of practice in the field, I recommend the following: don’t be

afraid to innovate! While innovation may be less advisable in areas such as the statistical

methods you employ, the process of evaluating an HRI system is often extremely specific

to the form the system takes. Make your innovations carefully and avoid introducing

confounding variables, but don’t be so paranoid that you never try to expand the field

methodologically.

Recommendations for Human Study Design

One of the more difficult aspects of studying human-robot interaction, at least for stu-

dents coming from engineering backgrounds, is designing and running human studies.

This task requires a different skillset than most engineering tasks, and may not be some-

thing that you have been adequately prepared to do. The following section contains a

few recommendations on this topic, but beyond what is listed here, I would recommend

taking a course or finding a textbook to guide you, if you truly have no experience with

human studies and do not have an advisor or collaborator who has experience.
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Seek Input Early and Often

My first advice is to seek input. The best people to ask for advice are experts on study

design (faculty who have conducted many studies over their career, senior graduate

students, etc.). However, simply by explaining your design to another layperson, you

may find issues that had not immediately become apparent to you. In fact, in the process

of writing an IRB protocol (which is discussed in the following set of recommendations),

you may find issues or unmet needs. For this reason, I cannot recommend enough

starting by seeking input. Before building any study instruments (forms, testing scripts,

etc), before advertising the study, and certainly, before conducting it, seek input from

others.

Avoid Bias In Baselines

A common problem in HRI studies (including some of the studies presented in this

thesis) is difficulties with comparing or reproducing studies. This is partially an aspect

of the field: it can be difficult to compare two robots’ capabilities if they are significantly

different. However, this issue can also arise due to poor scientific rigor. When testing an

HRI system, there is often a need for a point of comparison, a baseline against which to

test your system. In more formal terms, this could be termed a “control”. While it can

be tempting to simply throw together a rough baseline system, I would caution against

it. When selecting or building a baseline system, I recommend following this heuristic:

1. Look for an in-use system. This could be the system presented in another paper,

the common method used in industry, etc. If such a system exists, you should use

it, unless you have a very convincing reason not to (if you cannot afford the tech,

for instance).

2. If there is an in-use system that you cannot actually use, attempt to replicate its

capabilities as carefully as you can.

3. Lastly, if there is no system currently in use, you have two choices. Firstly, you

could simply profile the capabilities of your system in some way, without a point

of comparison. If you are researching a truly new capability, having no point of
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comparison should not be a significant downside. Secondly, if you decide you must

have a baseline, do your absolute best to create a reasonable baseline approach.

In some instances, building a baseline system may lead you to other interesting work.

For instance, the HREye and SIREN communication systems presented in Chapters 3

and 4 respectively evolved out of the baseline systems created for the third RCVM

study, Study III (presented in Section 2.8). Regardless of the difficulty, ensure that you

built fair baseline systems. Your research will be more robust for the effort, even if the

effort of building baselines itself is never rewarded.

Value High-Quality Participants Over High Volume

A common question encountered in human studies is “how many participants is enough?”

In many ways, the answer is as many participants as one can collect, but there are other

ways of looking at it. Firstly, a common method for selecting sample sizes is conducting

a power analysis a priori to determine the required number of participants. However,

the types of studies required for HRI, particularly underwater HRI, are expensive and

hard to gather participants for. In many cases, researchers may be left with a choice

between waiting for months longer to collect a more technically correct number of partic-

ipants, or attempting to publish now with the number they have. While I would caution

researchers to attempt to follow appropriate sample size selection protocols whenever

possible, I am familiar with the mercenary nature of science and understand that some-

times the paper simply needs to be done. With those things in mind, I recommend

the following to the reader: value high-quality participants over high volumes of par-

ticipants. Even if the number of participants that test your system is insufficient for

a proper, statistically significant, power-analyzed effect to be determined, qualitative

and mixed methods can still be applied to extract useful information. When deciding

between spending more time per participant for higher-fidelity training and testing or

collecting more participants at a lower fidelity, lean towards the lower volume, higher

quality sample.
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Evaluate In-Person and Avoid the Wizard, or Study the Difference

Online studies are tempting, particularly if you mostly use quantitative methods. They

seem to offer greater data with lower effort, providing you with huge amounts of infor-

mation to trawl through. In the field of HRI, however, online studies are often fools’

gold. While they have their uses and can be incredibly impactful, it is currently un-

clear the extent to which online or simulated robot interactions compare to in-person

interactions. As such, I would encourage the use of in-person study methodologies and

avoiding Wizard-of-Oz studies whenever possible. Wizard-of-Oz aspects in a study are

often unavoidable, but everything that the study staff takes over from the robot is an-

other aspect of the interaction that is being lost and cannot be studied. With that in

mind, I additionally suggest that the question of whether in-person, online, simulated,

or even virtual reality-based robot interactions can be compared to one another, and

the effects that these different study environments have on the results of a human study

is a topic of great interest and importance, one which could form the basis of an entire

thesis on its own. It is however a very difficult problem, with quite an enormous effort

required to study.

Record Everything, But Know Your Interest

When conducting in-person studies with robots, ensure that you are recording all data

that is reasonable to record and store. Too often I have completed studies, kicking myself

internally that I chose not to record a certain ROS topic or camera angle. However, it is

also possible to conduct a study with too much data recording, crushing yourself under

the weight of data management and storage concerns. This balance is difficult to strike,

but as the section heading suggests, you must find a balance between recording every

possible piece of information and only recording what you are interested in.

How to Write IRB Protocols

Writing study protocols for the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at your research insti-

tution is another difficult task for which many HRI researchers are ill-prepared. Time-

consuming, bureaucratic, and frustrating, this procedure is nonetheless absolutely criti-

cal to conducting good human research. Without ethical oversight, human studies have
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the potential to cause serious harm: physically, mentally, and socially. Beyond this, IRB

submissions often require a level of rigor in the submission that will be helpful for you,

particularly in your first few human studies. When writing IRB protocols, you must be

familiar with which forms you are required to submit and with IRB policies in general.

If possible, seek out a course from your institution or work directly with an IRB coordi-

nator to get oriented to which forms you must use. If you cannot find such a course, you

will have to learn by doing. Filling out these forms is a long process, so make sure that

you set aside plenty of time to complete this. The following recommendations pertain

to the writing of IRB protocols and submissions and are focused on general policies that

one can apply to their writing rather than specific information about forms.

Writing Defensively, Avoid Pain Points

When writing protocols, it is best to write defensively. Avoid terms that will pique

IRB concern such as “subject”, and ensure that you include precautions for any risk, no

matter how slight, to participant privacy. As you submit protocols and receive feedback,

take note of the terms or concepts which caused concern, and incorporate them into

your designs for future studies. Be cautious, even to the point of longwindedness, as

it may be helpful in getting IRB approval for your proposals. Remember that the

majority of IRB-approved studies deal with the testing of drugs and medical equipment

and that your lower-risk study is unlikely to be that interesting to IRB professionals,

as long as you make their jobs easy. Don’t add unnecessary data collection (another

reason to balance the data one records vs the data one needs), particularly if the data

to be collected has identifying information in it. Over time, you will learn these pain

points and how to avoid them, and your proposals should go from taking months to get

approval, to getting approved in a week or two. However, you may also find yourself

proposing more and more complex studies, lengthening your approval time once more.

Regardless of this interplay, learning to write defensively by avoiding areas of concern

and using the expected language and procedures is a key aspect of successfully obtaining

IRB approval. While your proposals should be exactly as complex and long as they need

to be to achieve your goals, the more frequently you can avoid going to a second round

of revisions, the better.
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Avoid Unnecessary Specificity, Leave Room

Just as avoiding pain points is a key part of writing proposals defensively, avoiding

unnecessary levels of specificity is important in writing IRB proposals. While it is

important to know exactly what you plan to do, providing more specificity than required

can end up trapping you in a commitment you did not need to make in order to remain

compliant with your approved proposal. For instance, if it is not necessary to retain data

past the time of the study, do not bother, as the data storage policies may be complex

and require further effort and revisions than you need. Again, leaving room for oneself

and writing defensively can be conflicting goals, leading to conflict between collaborators

or within oneself. It is important to remember that the ultimate goal is always to achieve

the research, and if modifications must be made, they must be made. If that delays the

process, so be it. When attempting to remain vague to leave yourself the room to change

procedures, remember to always ensure two things: firstly, that there is no ethical reason

that the IRB needs to know a certain piece of information. For instance, if the detail is

whether Python or C++ is used to write a piece of software, this has no ethical bearing

on the project and can be omitted. However, if the information relates to participant

treatment, say whether or not their name is recorded in the long term, the IRB needs

to be given all available details to ensure ethical oversight. Secondly, when considering

whether or not to be vague on a detail, ask yourself if you yourself know what that detail

is. Do not use vagueness as an excuse to not create the plan for your study, because

undefined choices often get made in inconsistent ways, an inconsistency is the enemy of

reproducibility. In summary: write defensively and generally, but do have your plans

fully fleshed out and ensure that you cover all information that is relevant to ethics, even

if the relevancy is not obvious.

Statistical Analysis Tips

Lastly, beyond human study design and writing IRB protocols, the area of human-robot

interaction that an engineering degree will not prepare you for is statistical analysis.

Most college students have by the level of graduate school encountered statistics at

some level at least twice, but never necessarily had to undertake a new analysis of a

study that has never been evaluated before. The process of taking observations of data
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and using statistics to form concrete statements about the data is one that a statistics

class may not actually prepare you for, though you may understand the arithmetic of

the field. The recommendations in this section focus on this area, though it is not my

specialty.

Learn R or SPSS

Firstly, I highly recommend learning a statistical testing framework. In my opinion, R

is the most fully featured, best for graphing, and easiest to learn with any experience in

programming, particularly if one is experienced in MATLAB. With such a background,

R is quite simple to learn and provides enormous capabilities:

1. The ability to easily visualize any data, in mere seconds. This enables fast inspec-

tion of data while trying to find patterns.

2. The ability to create extremely polished and high-quality visualizations for publi-

cations. This enables you to only work with one tool for all of the analysis steps,

including generating visualizations for publications and presentations.

3. High-efficiency and error-free computation. While it is obviously possible to make

mistakes, as long as the inputs to a function are correct, the results can be assumed

to be correct. It is therefore important to ensure you understand the use of each

function, but you may not need to know how to conduct the actual test yourself.

4. Easily reproducible analysis. When returning to a project after years or even

months, it can be difficult to remember what steps were taken to come to the

conclusions of a paper. By possessing all of the analysis and visualizations in R,

it can be easy to find old results or make corrections and further investigations of

the data.

I am less familiar with SPSS, but it, along with other systems, is also available. It is

likely that which software you use is less important than how well you know whatever

software you are using. This is the case for software for most purposes.
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Don’t P-Value Hack

While this recommendation comes with significant ethical concerns, it is important to

say: don’t hack your p-values. This is to say, don’t come into your analysis process

knowing which tests need high p-values and simply try different tests and configurations

until you get a p-value that looks good enough. Even worse, make sure that your alpha

level is set prior to analysis. Don’t pick what level of p-value you consider statistically

significant based on results. These are examples of p-value hacking (modifying data and

analysis methods to achieve desirable results) which is not only unethical but bad for

scientific rigor. While p-value hacking can be done unintentionally or without realizing it,

it is very important to consciously avoid it. If your results are not statistically significant

or have sufficient power for their effect to be worth considering, consider qualitative or

mixed methods.

Test Assumptions

One way to avoid unintentional p-value hacking is to go by the book when selecting

which statistical test to apply to a certain situation. Test all assumptions, including

normality of data, equal variances, whether data is ordinal vs categorical, and so on. If

a test assumes data normality, even if the p-value of a test indicates significance, the

result is invalid. Make sure that you test all of your assumptions, and test them in order.

Use Multiple Raters If Rating Anything

If any data must be transformed by rating it (e.g., correctness of answers) or comes in

the form of ratings (e.g., participant ratings of the helpfulness of a robot), use multiple

raters and consider their agreement. This is particularly important for data transformed

by rating. It can be extremely easy to shift the ratings you give to support a hypothesis,

even unconsciously. Have people with less experience and knowledge of the task as raters,

have several of them rate the data independently, and check their agreement with an

inter-rater reliability score like Krippendorf’s alpha or Cohen’s kappa. This technique

can also be applied to consider answers from participants which are ratings, but this is

often less useful.
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Beware Repeated Testing

A common source of statistical inaccuracy is family-wise errors introduced by multiple

testing. This is referred to as the multiple comparisons problem and is one which is

often missed by younger researchers. Consider using the Bonferroni correction or other

more modern p-value correction methods, particularly if the software you are using

supports it. Even if the software does not support a p-value correct option, Bonferroni

correction is easy to apply, as it simply modifies the alpha value for tests that are multiple

comparisons.

Beware Contamination and Internal Invalidity

It is extremely easy to contaminate one’s own dataset or introduce a threat to internal

validity. This is one of those procedures that is essentially an endless responsibility.

Often, one will realize a way that a previous study could have been improved several

years down the road. Many times, the reason that the test could have been improved

can be found in an error that introduces confounding, contaminating variables. Every

time you design a study, ask yourself what quantities you can control, and which are

important. There are likely to be many variables that simply do not matter (e.g., what

food a participant ate that morning), and only a few which do (e.g., how a participant’s

hearing or vision performs in terms of colorblindness, hearing loss, etc.). Finding them

can be a difficult task, but try your best to keep adding ideas to your list of variables to

check, control, or ignore. As you develop a set of common methodologies, you can often

find ways to improve your studies by growing a continuing set of variables that can be

managed, producing better, more clearly understandable, and more significant results.

statcheck.io

A final recommendation: R has a statistical checking package called statcheck, which

has been extended into a website called statcheck.io. This tool and website can help

you determine if your paper is reporting statistical tests correctly, and if the results

presented are consistent with one another. Statcheck has two primary weaknesses:

1. Statcheck cannot identify tests that are reported in an entirely unknown way. You

can check if each test is listed in the statcheck results, but if you are not careful,

statcheck.io
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you can entirely miss evaluating a reported test.

2. Statcheck also cannot determine if there are issues in your assumptions or con-

clusions based on your tests. It is possible that at some point in the near future,

there will be a large-language model which can actually do this, but I would take

its results with a large grain of salt until they have been proved consistent.

Despite these two weaknesses, statcheck and statcheck.io are two extremely useful

tools, particularly if they are correctly applied, and not misused or taken to be more

powerful than they are.

statcheck.io


Appendix II: Building LoCO AUV

Figure A2.1: A sampling of early LoCO deployments.

While work presented in this thesis was conducted and implemented onboard a va-

riety of robots, the vast majority was implemented on the LoCO AUV. The Low Cost

Open Autonomous Underwater Vehicle is a small, human portable AUV which is built

from off-the-shelf and 3D-printed parts. LoCO was briefly discussed in the thesis proper,

primarily in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2. While Michael Fulton created the initial concept

for LoCO concurrently with Md. Jahidul Islam, the actual robot was created by an entire

293
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Figure A2.2: Original sketch and concepts for LoCO from Michael Fulton’s notebooks,

drawn around September 2018. This design evolved into the abandoned submarine

concept in Figure A3, but many elements that are core to LoCO were established here.

team including Chelsey Edge, Sadman Sakib Enan, Michael Fulton, Jungseok Hong, Ji-

awei Mo, Kimberly Barthelemy, Hunter Bashaw, Berik Kallevig, Corey Knutson, Kevin

Orepn, and Junaed Sattar. Without the contributions of each member, the robot would

not have been completed. In this appendix, we provide a description of the initial de-

velopment of the LoCO AUV, along with more complete descriptions of the hardware,

software, and assembly of the AUV. The work presented in this appendix is sourced

from a collaborative paper on LoCO [29] (therefore not the sole work of the author) and

is included with permission, for the purposes of providing contextual information about

LoCO.

Initial Concept and Design Process

LoCO came into existence in the minds of both Md. Jahidul Islam and myself around the

same time, as we both proposed building a small, low-cost AUV sometime around the

fall of 2018. The core idea of creating an AUV and keeping costs low is nothing new, but
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Figure A2.3: The MiniEye stereo vision rig, a precursor to the LoCO AUV.

LoCO is unique in its open design, its price point, and its capabilities. Some aspects of

these ideas can be seen in the notes and diagram contained in the pages of Figure A2.2,

which were drawn in August or September 2018. By this point, some parts that were

selected for the final AUV were being considered, concepts such as multi-camera vision

had been suggested, and issues that would be long-standing such as heat management

had been raised. After both Ph.D. students brought their ideas to Dr. Sattar, further

interest was expressed by multiple students, and a team of graduate and undergraduate

students (initially titled “Cheapo Blub Blub Dev Team”) was convened with the purpose

of developing the idea into a platform.

In the initial months of development, the concept was drastically simplified to make
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(a) “Helicopter” style. (b) “Submarine” style. (c) “Binocular” style. (d) Final design.

Figure A2.4: CAD renderings showing the development of LoCO AUV.

enable the team to produce something in time for the upcoming Barbados Sea Trials

in January 2019. This concept was eventually reduced to producing a non-powered,

self-contained stereo-IMU rig, with which to collect stereo images, IMU data, and depth

information. This device was christened the MiniEye and gave the team their first experi-

ence in building mounting structures inside the watertight enclosure from BlueRobotics

that forms the center of both LoCO and MiniEye. MiniEye performed admirably in

Barbados in 2019 (Figure A2.3), convincing the team (now the “MiniEye/MiniBot Dev

Team”) that the approach of building sensor rigs and AUVs out of off-the-shelf compo-

nents, placed inside a BlueRobotics enclosure was viable.

Upon returning from Barbados, the team began to shift to developing a fully-featured

AUV. Many concepts for the construction of this AUV were suggested, as seen in Figure

A2.4. The design which was settled upon, the two-tube or “binocular” design, was se-

lected. After nearly a year of development, the AUV (now called the Minibot/Edgebot),

was brought to Barbados for sea trials in January 2020. At this point, the robot was func-

tional, but non-autonomous, having only a teleoperation system and no way to trigger

software externally. This was fixed during the sea trials of 2020, where Michael developed

a basic autopilot control system, and adapted the HRI control systems which were used

on Aqua to use on LoCO. The 2020 trials also gave LoCO its final name: “LoCO-AUV”.

After some delay due to the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, LoCO’s design and

assembly instructions would be released publicly at loco-auv.github.io in November

of 2020, two years and three months after the first images of the robot were sketched.

While the adoption of LoCO as a research platform has been somewhat slow, teams of

students have worked on building LoCO and LoCO-inspired AUVs around the world.

loco-auv.github.io
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LoCO AUV Specifications

Dimensions (L x W x H) 73.1cm x 34.4cm x 14.1 cm

Weight 12.47 kg (27 lb)

Maximum Speed 1.5 m/s

Battery Life (Idle) 18 hrs, 30 mins

Battery Life (Average) 2 hrs, 20 mins

Battery Life (Max Thrust) 30 mins

Table A2.1: LoCO AUV Specifications.

Hardware Description

LoCO is designed to be an all-purpose AUV, adaptable to various missions. The standard

configuration is a dual-camera, vision-guided AUV with three thrusters.

Overall System Layout

LoCO is comprised of two water-tight enclosures, each containing various components,

with one thruster mounted between the enclosures, and two mounted behind, as seen

in Figure 1.4, in Chapter 1. While several designs were considered (see Fig. A2.4), the

two-enclosure design was selected for various reasons. Firstly, it allowed for a reason-

able placement of a pitch-control thruster, along with providing space in between the

enclosures which would be an excellent place to mount new sensors, thrusters, or ma-

nipulators in the future. Additionally, the design called for two enclosures side by side,

narrower than the enclosures used for the other designs, which would reduce the robot’s

forward profile, allowing it to move through the water with less resistance. Finally, the

separation into two enclosures enforces a base level of modularity. Most control-related

electronics are in the left-hand enclosure, with the computational hardware for deep

learning inference in the right-hand enclosure. While any type of hardware modifica-

tion requires changes throughout the system, changes or replacements can be made with

minimal impact on the layout of components internally.
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Figure A2.5: A free-body diagram of LoCO with IMU, camera, thruster, and robot

frames.

Watertight Enclosures and 3D-printed substructure

The enclosures used are cast acrylic structures with a 10.16 cm internal diameter, pro-

duced by Blue Robotics. The enclosures are rated to 100m depth of operation, sufficient

for our needs. Their length is variable to any modifications that are made, but the

length for our configuration is 50.8cm. The front of each enclosure is a flat piece of cast

acrylic to reduce visual distortion and increase surface area for mounting cameras, while

the back cap is aluminum with openings for cables, plugged by nut-and-bolt assemblies

termed penetrators. They are linked with a custom 3D-printed structure connected to

aluminum clamps manufactured by Blue Robotics. This structure is also used to mount

the thrusters.

Internally, components are mounted on a piece of laser-cut medium-density fiber-

board (MDF), with 3D-printed mounting substructures. The MDF is held in place

within the enclosures via a 3D-printed part that attaches to the penetrators poking

through the back plate. A strip of velcro beneath the MDF is used to attach 28-gram

blocks of ballast cut from stainless steel bar stock. There is also enough space under the

MDF to fit bags of desiccant, which help to eliminate condensation in the event that
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Figure A2.6: Power Systems Diagram (Circuit and diagram by Corey Knutson).

the enclosure is sealed in humid air (common in pool and tropical environments). This

internal design is beneficial to the modularity of LoCO, as it allows for additional parts

to be mounted by allocating space on the MDF and then simply attaching them with

screws. Additionally, the external structure design is flexible, allowing for the movement

of the clamps along the enclosures to fix the thrusters wherever is appropriate. The

“backbone” 3D-printed part between the clamps can be omitted with no apparent loss

of structural integrity. It would, however, provide useful mounting space for external

sensors or actuators, such as a sonar altimeter or a gripper.

Electrical Systems

LoCO’s electronics are powered by four 11.1 volt lithium-polymer 8000 mAh batteries,

two in each enclosure. The batteries in each tube are connected in parallel, providing a

supply of 9.6-12.6 volts depending on their charge. Each tube has a low-voltage alarm

which sounds when the two batteries fall below the minimum threshold of 9.6 volts. The

electrical systems in each enclosure are designed in such a way that they only power

components in their respective tube. Each pair of batteries is connected to a power

distribution board (PDB) which provides six 12 volt outputs, and one 5 volt output. In
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the case of the left-hand enclosure, an external 5 volt step-down converter was added

in order to power the additional computing systems in that enclosure. Despite the

electrical systems of each tube being separate, a single power switch circuit controls the

On/Off state of the entire robot. The circuit is situated in the left enclosure and utilizes

a magnetic reed switch for input. This allows LoCO to be turned on and off using

a magnetic “key”. By using a magnetic key rather than a physical switch, we reduce

possible points of failure due to leakage. The left portion of Fig. A2.6 contains the reed

switch and components that create the toggle signal, while the right side diagrams how

the toggle signal is used to control the power sources.

Thruster Control Systems

The thrusters employed for LoCO are Blue Robotics T100s, which use a brushless DC

motor and a plastic propeller. Blue Robotics is discontinuing the T100, but they also

produce a more powerful thruster (the T200) in the same dimensions, so future builds

of LoCO AUVs will use T200s. These thrusters are controlled via pulse width modu-

lation (PWM), which is managed by electronic speed controllers (ESCs). In turn, the

ESCs are controlled by a Pixhawk autopilot board, employing the ArduPilot/ArduSub

control software. While we do not currently make use of all the features of the Pixhawk

and ArduSub, the open software and hardware of the PX4 [287] and ArduPilot [288]

projects lend themselves well to our goals of creating an open platform which others can

contribute to and adapt to their needs.

Computing Systems

LoCO has two primary computer systems: a Jetson TX2 for deep learning inference and

a Raspberry Pi 4 (4GB) for control. The Jetson TX2 is mounted on a Connect Tech

Orbitty carrier board for interfacing and is largely responsible for managing processes

that involve deep neural network inference. Due to its location in the right-hand enclo-

sure, however, the TX2 is also responsible for managing the robot’s OLED display via

the connected microcontroller and processing images from the camera mounted in the

right enclosure. In the left enclosure, the Raspberry Pi is used to process images from

the camera in that enclosure and used as the controller interfacing with the Pixhawk
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autopilot over a serial connection. The Jetson and the Raspberry Pi are connected via

Ethernet with a Cat5e cable for a maximum throughput of 100Mbit/s.

Vision Systems And Other Sensors

LoCO was designed with a stereo vision system in mind. However, creating such a

system has proved quite difficult. Many self-contained stereo modules are too large

to fit in the enclosures selected, making them non-starters. Some modules were the

appropriate size, but proved to be unsuited in terms of their software licensing. The

original goal was to enable stereoscopic vision by synchronizing single cameras in each

enclosure, but the cameras evaluated thus far have been unsuitable for one reason or

another. Both enclosures currently contain a significantly less expensive USB camera

from Blue Robotics, which is an excellent low-light camera. Sadly, these cameras cannot

be hardware-triggered, and therefore cannot be used for stereoscopic vision. In addition

to its vision system, LoCO employs a pressure sensor to measure its depth under the

surface, which is mounted on the back plate of the left enclosure. There is also an

inertial measurement unit (IMU) contained within the Pixhawk autopilot unit. A sonar

altimeter is also being integrated.

Software Description

LoCO has a variety of computing devices: a Raspberry Pi 4, an Nvidia Jetson TX2, a

Pixhawk autopilot unit, and an Adafruit Trinket Pro microcontroller. The Raspberry Pi

and Jetson TX2 both run versions of Ubuntu, a popular open source operating system,

while the Pixhawk runs a real-time open source OS with ArduSub, and the Trinket is

flashed directly with open-source software. The software which allows LoCO to function

as an untethered autonomous vehicle rather than an ROV is distributed across the

computing devices, and consists of a mixture of ROS packages, Ardusub, and Arduino

code. All of this software is under some form of permissive, open source license, which

makes LoCO’s software stack free for users to explore, expand, and enhance. In this

section we describe a portion of LoCO’s software, omitting a full description for brevity.
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State Estimation

A number of options are under development for state estimation in LoCO. Firstly,

the Pixhawk provides an IMU-based state estimation using the Extended Kalman Fil-

ter [289]. While this is useful, LoCO currently uses the robot_localization [290] ROS

package to estimate its orientation via IMU data directly from the Pixhawk’s IMU, as

this provides greater control over the tuning of the extended or unscented Kalman filters

provided by the package. Additionally, the package allows the fusion of multiple sources

of information into one estimate, so if additional IMUs or sources of information became

available, they could easily be integrated. Two possible sources of this information are

currently in development: a downward-facing camera for monocular visual odometry and

an odometry estimate based on a combination of thruster inputs and a hydrodynamic

motion model of the robot.

LoCO Pilot Controller

In order to facilitate motion control of LoCO from a variety of sources (a teleoper-

ation mode, or autonomous behavior algorithms), a motion control package entitled

loco_pilot has been developed. The package provides an interface which abstracts the

control into a simple message type (\loco_pilot\Command), containing thrust, pitch,

and yaw values between −1.0 and 1.0. This allows users to avoid the mav_ros, MAVLink,

and Ardusub systems which are required for controlling the robot, and simply publish

these messages to the correct topic. In addition, the loco_pilot package implements

a set of motion primitives and advertises them as ROS services, allowing one to simply

call a service to turn the robot to an angle, move forward or back, or follow a circle or

square trajectory. The package is under active development, adding more features and

capabilities as the state estimation of the robot improves.

Menu Control System

LoCO has a menu system, implemented in the ROS package loco_menu which allows

an operator to control the robot in untethered mode, by inputting commands via hand

gestures or ARTags [291]. This menu system allows a user to select an option, which can

assigned to be a variety of subroutines, including ROS service calls, ROS launch files,
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Figure A2.7: LoCO’s OLED display showing a menu.

etc. The robot’s user selects from a set of 5 options using one of the methods described

in the following subsection. While these options are displayed on LoCO’s OLED display

for ease of use, the menu system operates independently of its display component. These

options could be connected to a variety of ROS endpoints, including running a launch file,

launching a node, calling a service, terminating a node or setting a parameter. Menu

options can also be set to submenus, allowing nesting and categorization of options.

Once a menu item has been selected, while response depends on what endpoint the

option has been linked to, typically an action is taken relatively quickly, then the menu

is available again once the action has been completed. In some cases, the option has

a timeout associated with it, or must be manually canceled. The system is designed

to be as adaptable as possible, with menu definitions being loaded in the form of yaml

configuration files, making the process of writing new menu configurations as painless

as possible.

ARTags and Hand Gestures

LoCO employs two vision-based methods to select menu items. The first uses small AR

tags as “flashcards”. A ROS package based on AR Toolkit detects tags in the view of

the left enclosure’s camera. To select a menu item, one simply has to display an AR tag

corresponding to the number of the item. Alternatively, LoCO has been outfitted with a
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Figure A2.8: Gesture detection for a “0” gesture.

gesture recognition system, which can be used similarly. This gesture recognition system

was initially presented for the Aqua AUV [2], and is based on a hand pose classification

deep neural network. To select a menu item, one must simply initiate a selection with

the “Ok” gesture, then show the camera the number gesture for the appropriate item.

Diver Following

Another package considered a standard part of LoCO’s software is a diver-follower. While

diver following has been explored by a variety of authors, the ability of an AUV which

works with human partners to follow those partners is foundational. Diver following can

be used to convoy with a robot to a chosen location, to guide a robot through a specific

route during data collection, or simply as the end goal, to name a few uses. The diver

detection is completed using a Tiny-YOLOv4 model trained on VDD-C̄ (Chapter 5).

Once the detection has been made, a PID-based controller is used to generate thruster

control inputs which will maneuver the bounding box into the center of the frame.

The algorithm uses bounding box size as a rough, stereo-free estimate of distance to

the diver. While there is room for improvement in the diver following in practice, the

existing algorithm does a serviceable job of following.
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Figure A2.9: LoCO-eye view of following a diver.

Figure A2.10: The LoCO AUV in Gazebo simulation.
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Gazebo Simulator

As with most fields of robotics, underwater roboticists often use simulators to validate

algorithmic ideas before developing systems for field deployment. For this purpose, a

Gazebo-based simulator for LoCO was developed, using the calculation of hydrodynamic

forces applied to LoCO directly. This simulator, which is visually simple but dynamically

complex, is pictured in Figure A2.10. LoCO’s inertial matrix and center of mass location

were approximated based on a uniform density for all components using the SolidWorks

Mass Analysis tool, taking into account the pre-existing mass measurements of LoCO.

The center of mass was approximated between the LoCO tubes laterally and vertically,

just behind the vertical thruster (see Fig. A2.5). To improve simulation efficiency while

not affecting simulation physics, the mesh file that provides the visual representation

of the robot does not include internal components. Collision properties for each link of

the robot were also specified so the simulation can model physical impacts between the

robot and its surroundings. The collision boundaries were modeled to be the same as

the visual boundaries for all links except the main body of LoCO. Due to the size and

complexity of the mesh, the collision boundary for the main body was modeled as a box

in order to decrease simulation computational requirements.

Building Instructions

One of the purposes of the LoCO project was to create an AUV that could be built

by anyone with the skills, the tools, and a relatively small budget (when compared to

other AUVs). The complete building instructions for LoCO can be found at https://

github.com/LoCO-AUV/loco_config/wiki#assembly-instructions, but a brief sum-

mary follows. After acquiring the required parts, the internal and external mounting

structures must be fabricated. The primary base of the robot is two MDF boards, which

can be cut on a laser cutter, or (with extreme care) be cut and drilled by hand. The

other mounting structures are 3D printed using PETG or PLA materials. Following

this, the power system should be assembled and validated. Ensure that the batteries for

each tube are connected in parallel, or the majority of the components in the enclosures

will fry. The power switch is the most complex component in LoCO, requiring a bit of

custom soldering, but should be manageable by anyone with at least an intermediate

https://github.com/LoCO-AUV/loco_config/wiki#assembly-instructions
https://github.com/LoCO-AUV/loco_config/wiki#assembly-instructions
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(a) Components of LoCO AUV. (b) Partially assembled left and right tube.

(c) Fully assembled LoCO substructure. (d) Assembled LoCO with enclosures.

Figure A2.11: The assembly process for LoCO AUV, from components to fully as-

sembled (sans batteries). The process takes approximately 2 hours with one person and

components pre-fabricated.
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level of soldering skill. With the power systems assembled, the thrusters, computing,

and network systems can all be built relatively quickly. Again, some minor soldering is

required, along with cable fabrication. Take care when building cables, the quality of

these cables will have ripple effects in the system. After assembling these systems along

with the OLED and sensors, the robot is ready to assemble. The results of this process

can be seen in Figure A2.11. It is recommended to complete the software configuration

of the computers at this stage, prior to placing them in the enclosure, as it will be more

difficult to get access to various ports after assembling the robot. The assembly process

will take at least an hour, possibly more. The processes featured on the LoCO wiki

should not be considered error-free. Much has been improved since documentation that

has not yet been released and changes have occurred in the tech landscape since the

first LoCO build. Use the procedures in the wiki as a guide, learn from your mistakes,

try not to make those mistakes on expensive hardware, and most of all, have fun while

you’re doing it.



Appendix III: Marine Debris

Detection

Underwater trash poses a significant threat to the Earth’s entire ecosystem, from the

direct effects on underwater flora and fauna to the effects on terrestrial life, including hu-

man health and safety. Plastic trash causes particularly serious issues in our ecosystem,

as it does not decompose into organic material but rather disintegrates into microplastic

beads, which are ingested by organisms. Once the trash has disintegrated, it becomes

nearly impossible to collect due to its size, making cleanup at an early stage of degra-

dation extremely important. While private organizations and governments have made

collaborative efforts to collect the trash, they have been only marginally successful due

to the scale of the problem. A fleet of AUVs equipped with the ability to detect, lo-

calize, and manipulate underwater trash would be able to approach the problem of

trash removal at scale, without the risk to human life inherent in diving operations. The

first of the required capabilities for such an AUV, the ability to detect trash, can be

addressed using visual trash detection methods. In this appendix, we present two pieces

of work (which were conducted collaboratively with Jungseok Hong) supporting the vi-

sual detection of trash in underwater environments: the Trash-ICRA19 dataset and the

TrashCan dataset along with the algorithms trained on it. These datasets, which are

some of the first of this kind, have enabled the development of visual trash detection for

underwater robots. This has begun the important work of building capabilities for AUVs

that will allow them to find and one day remove trash from underwater environments.

309
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Figure A3.1: Sample images showing underwater trash made of plastic and metal at

different stages of shape and color deformation.

The Trash-ICRA19 Dataset

The Trash-ICRA19 dataset was sourced from the work of the Global Oceanographic Data

Center, part of the Japan Agency for Marine Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC).

JAMSTEC has made a dataset of deep-sea debris available online as part of the larger

J-EDI (JAMSTEC E-Library of Deep-sea Images) dataset [292]. This dataset has un-

annotated images dating back to 1982 and provides debris data in the form of short video

clips. The videos that comprise that dataset vary greatly in quality, depth, objects in

scenes, and the cameras used. They contain images of many different types of marine

debris, captured from real-world environments, giving us a variety of objects in different

states of decay, occlusion, and overgrowth. Additionally, the clarity of the water and the

quality of the light varies significantly from video to video. This allows us to create a
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(a) YOLOv2 (b) Tiny-YOLO (c) Faster R-CNN (d) SSD

(e) YOLOv2 (f) Tiny-YOLO (g) Faster R-CNN (h) SSD

(i) YOLOv2 (j) Tiny-YOLO (k) Faster R-CNN (l) SSD

Figure A3.2: Example detection results. In images A3.2a-A3.2d it can be seen that

while all networks detect some plastic objects, only YOLOv2 (A3.2a) correctly identifies

the fish in the scene as bio and Faster-RCNN (A3.2c) detects more individual plastic

items than any other network. In images A3.2e-A3.2h, the same evidence of Faster-

RCNN’s (A3.2g) ability to detect more individual objects can be seen.

dataset for training that closely conforms to real-world conditions, unlike previous works,

which mostly rely on internally generated datasets that are limited in the represented

visual conditions and levels of decay of the trash.

We selected all videos which appeared to contain some kind of plastic debris from

JAMSTEC data collected between 2000 and 2017. This was done in part to reduce the

problem to a manageable size for our purposes, but also because plastic is an important

type of marine debris [293]. At this point, every video was sampled at a rate of three

frames per second to produce images that could be annotated to prepare them for use

in learning models. These images were manually annotated with the following labels:
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Table A3.1: Detection metrics in mAP, IoU, and AP

Network mAP Avg. IoU plastic AP bio AP rov AP

YOLOv2 47.9 54.7 82.3 9.5 52.1

Tiny-YOLO 31.6 49.8 70.3 4.2 20.5

Faster R-CNN 81.0 60.6 83.3 73.2 71.3

SSD 67.4 53.0 69.8 6.2 55.9

Table A3.2: Performance metrics in frames per second

Network 1080 TX2 CPU

YOLOv2 74 6.2 0.11

Tiny-YOLO 205 20.5 0.52

Faster R-CNN 18.75 5.66 0.97

SSD 25.2 11.25 3.19

plastic (any instance of plastic debris), bio (flora or fauna), and rov (remotely operated

vehicles or other human-made equipment). The annotating process was completed by

a number of volunteers who used the freely available LabelImg tool. The final training

dataset used in this work was composed of 5, 720 images, with dimensions of 480x320.

This dataset is publicly available online at https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/

11299/214366 and has been downloaded over 8, 500 times as of March 2023.

Detecting Trash on Trash-ICRA19

Following the creation of this dataset, we trained four state of the art deep neural

networks (YOLOv2, Tiny-YOLOv2, Faster-RCNN, and SSD) on that dataset. These

networks were then tested by running inference on the test portion of our dataset and

calculating standard performance metrics. Examples of detection from each network can

be seen in Fig. A3.2, with detection accuracy metrics in Table A3.1. In addition, all

four networks were evaluated in terms of inference runtime on three devices: a desktop

GPU (Nvidia 1080), a mobile GPU (Nvidia TX2), and a CPU. The results of this can

https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/214366
https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/214366
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be seen in Table A3.2.

Each network performs within the established abilities of the network on other similar

tasks. Overall, YOLOv2 and Tiny-YOLO have lower mAP when compared to Faster R-

CNN and SSD. Conversely, Faster R-CNN and SSD have higher processing times, as seen

in Table A3.2. These traits are well known, and their performance remains consistent

in this application. This trade-off between mAP and FPS does not affect IoU, however.

All four network architectures have similar IoU values, meaning that none are the clear

victor in terms of how accurate their bounding boxes are. The most substantial result

from this evaluation is that deep-learning based visual object detection methods can

plausibly be used to detect marine debris in real-time. In terms of which method would

be ideal for underwater trash detection, Faster R-CNN is the obvious choice purely from

the standpoint of accuracy but falls behind when considering inference time. YOLOV2

strikes a good balance of accuracy and speed, while SSD provides the best inference times

on CPU. If performance is the primary consideration, however, Tiny-YOLO outpaces

all other algorithms significantly on the TX2, the most realistic hardware for a modern

AUV.

The TrashCan Dataset

To provide an improvement on the level of detail provided by the Trash-ICRA19 dataset,

we present the TrashCan dataset. Comprised of over 7, 000 annotated images containing

observations of trash, ROVs, and a wide variety of undersea flora and fauna, this dataset

provides much more detailed information about each object in the image. The anno-

tations in this dataset take the format of instance segmentation annotations: bitmaps

containing a mask marking which pixels in the image contain each object. While datasets

have previously been created containing bounding box level annotations of trash in ma-

rine environments, including one of our own creation [294], TrashCan is, to the best of

our knowledge, the first instance-segmentation annotated dataset of underwater trash.

Additionally, TrashCan’s class mappings provide more semantic information about the

material and type of each trash object.
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Figure A3.3: Sampled images from segmentation and object detection evaluations.

Dataset Source and Composition

The imagery in TrashCan is sourced from the same J-EDI dataset [292], used as the

primary source for our first dataset. A small portion of these videos contain observations

of marine debris, and it is from these that all of our trash data is sourced, nearly one

thousand videos of varying lengths. Some, but not all of these videos, were contained in

the original trash dataset. In addition to the videos of marine debris, additional videos

were selected to diversify the biological objects present in the dataset.

Annotation Process and Tools

Once the videos had been selected, frames were extracted from each video at a rate of

one frame per second. Once this was done, the videos were combined into similarly-sized
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(a) TrashCan-Material
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(b) TrashCan-Instance

Figure A3.4: Data split between training (pink) and validation (blue) sets per object

for the two versions of the TrashCan dataset.
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portions and uploaded to Supervisely [295], an online image annotation tool. Once up-

loaded, the images were annotated by a team of 21 people, one image at a time. This

took approximately 1, 500 work hours over the course of several months. Next, an an-

notator drew a segmentation mask over it, marking it as one of four classes: trash (any

marine debris), rov (any man-made item intentionally placed in the scene), bio (plants

and animals), and unknown (used to mark unknown objects). Trash objects were addi-

tionally tagged by material (e.g., , metal, plastic), instance (e.g., , cup, bag, container),

along with binary tags indicating overgrowth, significant decay, or crushed/broken items.

Bio objects were tagged as either plant or animal, and in the case of animals, given a

tag with the type (e.g., , crab, fish, eel). ROV and unknown class objects required no

additional tags.

Object Class Versions

To prepare the dataset for use in training deep networks, the annotations were con-

verted from a custom JSON format to the COCO format [296]. We converted all

objects into one of two dataset versions: TrashCan-Material and TrashCan-Instance,

so named for the tag data used to differentiate between different types of trash. In

the material version, every trash object was given a class name following the pattern

trash_[material_name] (e.g., , trash_paper, trash_plastic), as long as the given mate-

rial had more than 50 objects in the dataset. Those with fewer examples were given the

class trash_etc, the same class used by annotators when the material of the object was

unknown. Similarly, for the TrashCan-Instance version, trash classes were generated

using instance tags which approximated the type of object that was being annotated

(e.g., , trash_cup, trash_bag). The same cutoff of 50 objects was used, with the catch-

all class being trash_unknown_instance. In both versions, any object labeled with the

unknown class was typically added to the catch-all trash class. The ROV class remained

singular for both versions, while bio objects were either transformed into plant or ani-

mal_[animal_type] (e.g., , animal_starfish, animal_crab) classes, based on tags applied

to the object. Animal tags that had been applied to a small number of instance labels

were not given their own class but were rather combined into the animal_etc class. The

classes of both versions, with their distribution into the training or test sets are given in

Fig. A3.4.
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Table A3.3: Performance metrics in frames per second

Network Titan V TX2

Mask R-CNN 6.25 0.22

Faster R-CNN 6.67 0.23

Table A3.4: Overall metrics for each combination of the TrashCan dataset and model

Method Dataset AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL

Mask R-CNN Instance 30.0 55.3 29.4 23.2 31.7 48.6

Mask R-CNN Material 28.2 54.0 25.6 24.1 28.7 41.8

Faster R-CNN Instance 34.5 55.4 38.1 27.6 36.2 51.4

Faster R-CNN Material 29.1 51.2 27.8 28.2 30.2 40.0

Detecting and Segmenting Trash

We present experiments with state-of-the-art instance segmentation and object detection

models using two example datasets to provide a baseline for future model development.

For the following experiments, we use the Pytorch Detectron2 [297] library and metrics

introduced by the COCO dataset to establish a baseline evaluation.

Detection Experiments

For object detection, we employed Faster R-CNN with a ResNeXt-101-FPN (X-101-

FPN) [298] backbone. The model was trained on a pre-trained model with the COCO

dataset with an Nvidia Titan XP.

Segmentation Experiments

Mask R-CNN with X-101-FPN was chosen for the instance segmentation task. The

model was initialized with weights from the COCO dataset and trained on an Nvidia

Titan V.
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(b) TrashCan-Instance

Figure A3.5: Results from Faster R-CNN (pink) and Mask R-CNN (blue) in terms of

per-class average precision.
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Results

Table A3.4 shows evaluation metrics of object detection and instance segmentation tasks

for each dataset, with per-class results in Fig. A3.5. We also provide inference times for

both tasks in Table A3.3. Fig. A3.3 displays sampled results from object detection and

instance segmentation models trained with both versions of the datasets. From our

experiments, we find the following:

• For both object detection and instance segmentation tasks, the models trained

with the instance version dataset achieve higher AP in general. We believe this

is because more visually similar objects are grouped into the classes: while most

cans look similar, not all metal objects look similar.

• The accuracy of object detection and instance segmentation models is lower than

that of our original baseline models, trained on Trash-ICRA19. This is because

the TrashCan dataset expands the problem of trash detection from a focus simply

on plastic items to a much wider variety of object types, which greatly increases

the challenge of the task.

Although the baseline metrics are acceptable considering the challenging nature of

this dataset, there is room for improvement in future work, either by increasing the size

of the dataset or by employing more advanced models. It is our hope that the release

of this dataset will facilitate further research on this challenging problem, bringing the

marine robotics community closer to a solution for the urgent problem of trash detection

and removal. TrashCan 1.0 is available for public use at https://conservancy.umn.

edu/handle/11299/214865 and has been downloaded over 29,000 times as of March

2023.

https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/214865
https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/214865


Appendix IV: Available Datasets

A great deal of the work presented in this thesis required the development of new datasets

or produced interesting data. If you are interested in accessing any of the data presented

in this paper, the following subsections should cover the majority of the involved datasets.

If you do not see the data you are interested in, please contact Michael directly, or the

Interactive Robotics and Vision Lab.

Human Studies Data

The majority of human studies data presented in this thesis is not available for public

access, due to privacy concerns and data security procedures established in the IRB pro-

tocols for each study. If you are interested in accessing the data from any of the studies

presented in this thesis, please contact Michael Fulton (updated contact information can

likely be found at https://michaelscottfulton.com, but be aware that you will likely

not be allowed direct access to the data.

VDD-C̄

VDD-C̄ is available for public use at https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/

219383. Please cite the dataset as well as the relevant IROS paper if you use it. VDD-C̄

was a collaborative work with Karin de Langis.

IROS Paper Citation: K. d. Langis, M. Fulton and J. Sattar, "Towards Robust Vi-

sual Diver Detection Onboard Autonomous Underwater Robots: Assessing the Effects

of Models and Data1," 2021 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots

and Systems (IROS), 2021, pp. 5372-5378, doi: 10.1109/IROS51168.2021.9636099.
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https://michaelscottfulton.com
https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/219383
https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/219383
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Dataset Citation: de Langis, Karin; Fulton, Michael; Sattar, Junaed. (2021). Video

Diver Dataset (VDD-C) 100,000 annotated images of divers underwater. Retrieved from

the Data Repository for the University of Minnesota, https://doi.org/10.13020/6qrp-

wy09.

OceanPose Dataset

The OceanPose dataset will be made available for public use at some point in the future.

Currently, it remains closed due to ongoing work and the need to appropriately manage

privacy of the people shown. Please see the “Resources” menu on https://irvlab.cs.

umn.edu/ to see if it has been released. The OceanPose dataset was a collaborative work

with Nyomi Morris.

PGR Dataset

The Protean Generation and Recognition dataset will be made available for public use at

some point in the future. Currently, it remains closed due to ongoing work and the need

to appropriately manage privacy of the people shown. Please see the “Resources” menu

on https://irvlab.cs.umn.edu/ to see if it has been released. PGR and all POSH-G

research was a collaboration with Elsa Forberger.

Trash-ICRA19 Dataset

The Trash-ICRA19 dataset is available at https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/

214366. Please cite the dataset as well as the relevant ICRA paper if you use it. The

Trash-ICRA19 dataset was a collaborative work with Jungseok Hong.

ICRA Paper Citation: M. Fulton, J. Hong, M. J. Islam and J. Sattar, "Robotic

Detection of Marine Litter Using Deep Visual Detection Models," 2019 International

Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), 2019, pp. 5752-5758, doi: 10.1109/I-

CRA.2019.8793975.

https://irvlab.cs.umn.edu/
https://irvlab.cs.umn.edu/
https://irvlab.cs.umn.edu/
https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/214366
https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/214366
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Dataset Citation: Fulton, Michael S; Hong, Jungseok; Sattar, Junaed. (2020). Trash-

ICRA19: A Bounding Box Labeled Dataset of Underwater Trash. Retrieved from the

Data Repository for the University of Minnesota, https://doi.org/10.13020/x0qn-y082.

TrashCan Dataset

The TrashCan dataset is available at https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/

214865. Please cite the dataset if you use it. The TrashCan dataset was a collaborative

work with Jungseok Hong.

Dataset Citation: Hong, Jungseok; Fulton, Michael S; Sattar, Junaed. (2020). Trash-

Can 1.0 An Instance-Segmentation Labeled Dataset of Trash Observations. Retrieved

from the Data Repository for the University of Minnesota, https://doi.org/10.13020/g1gx-

y834.

https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/214865
https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/214865
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A Closing Note:

If you have read this far, thank you very much. If you simply skipped to the end, go

back and check out some of the stuff you missed, it’s cool research. This thesis is one of

the biggest things I have ever done in my life. The effort that it took was immense, and

while I would like to believe that it is perfect, I am too honest about my own abilities

not to note: there may be errors within this work. If you discover one, do contact me

and let me know, I’d be happy to update the thesis itself or a list of errata. Thank you

for taking an interest in my work, and I wish you all the best in your endeavors. Make

sure you take time for yourself.
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